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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

In spring 2013, the University of Minnesota Tourism Center worked with the Minnesota Historical 
Society (MHS) to assess customer-based brand equity along four dimensions: Awareness, Image, 
Loyalty and Quality. Prior research indicates nonprofit organizational performance, longevity, and 
survival increase substantially when brand orientation is adopted (Napoli, 2006; Ewing & Napoli, 
2005). As such, data from this research will inform MHS opportunities for increased membership; 
increased private donations, and a better, stronger organization.  

 

Methods  

Questions related to customer-based brand equity were posed to MHS members (n=2120), donors 
(n=234) and nonmembers (n=500) through self-administered email questionnaires spring 2013. The 
data sought information on key questions related to brand equity dimensions and consumer 
engagement with MHS. Focus groups with nonmembers (n=28), also conducted spring 2013, followed 
up on perceptions of MHS and constraints to engagement. Additional secondary data analysis used 
MHS member and lapsed-member zip codes to provide information on key marketing opportunities 
(Pesch, 2013) 

 

Results  

Overview 

Regardless of membership status, MHS is admired and evokes a positive image with high quality 
products and services and the vast majority of respondents are likely to recommend MHS to family 
and friends. While respondents are aware of a number of MHS sites and a few of its services, the 
connection between these services and MHS is weak or nonexistent as is the level of awareness for 
the rest of MHS offerings.   

MHS can celebrate its work to date in creating and maintaining a positive brand position. However, 
retaining, maintaining and expanding the positive position are essential for sustained success. 
Continued and expanded communication efforts, with methods and tools that optimize return on 
investment, are necessary to increase awareness about the breadth of MHS offerings toward 
increased membership, development, and loyalty.  

Monitoring the effectiveness of communication efforts is essential. Three priority projects include 
repeating this questionnaire with members within three years, assessing the state of the MHS brand 
among lapsed members, and continuing to monitor nonmember perceptions every three years.  
Event or systematic sentiment ratings via online social media monitoring may prove useful as well. 

Given the existing MHS membership does not reflect the demographics of Minnesota in terms of race 
and ethnicity, an opportunity exists to examine brand equity with nonwhite residents. Data are 
available for purchase on some elements of these select markets, but primary research may be best 
to obtain specific information. Therefore, focus groups with ethnic groups can provide insight into 
MHS brand awareness, marketing channels, and program offerings to broaden outreach to all 
Minnesotans.  

 

Research Question 1: Awareness of the Minnesota Historical Society 

Not surprisingly, members and donors were more knowledgeable and aware of all MHS programs 
and services than nonmembers.  

 Awareness is a key brand dimension to reach nonmembers to expand their 
understanding of MHS and its offerings 

 Respondents were most familiar with museums and exhibits, historic sites, and 
historic collections (>50% for all three groups).  These three services, however, were 
the only ones more than 50% of nonmembers were familiar with  
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 Respondents were least familiar with the State Historic archaeological services, field 
services, and grant programs (< 25% among nonmembers, < 40% among members 
and donors). 

 1 in 4 members and donors correctly identified the number of sites MHS managed or 
owned; another 1 in 4 members and donors reported they did not know how many 
sites MHS managed or owned 

 Respondents agreed with statements of organization importance and rejected the 
notion that MHS is confined to the Twin Cities and only manages the Minnesota 
History Center.  

 Focus group participants resoundingly identified the importance of increased 
information and marketing as the overall most important message for MHS. 
 

Research Question 2: Minnesota Historical Society brand equity dimensions 

Given the lack of publicly available information on brand among comparable organizations, ‘placing’ 
MHS among its competitors with respect to brand is not possible. However, results from this 2013 
member, donor and nonmember questionnaire and focus groups indicate MHS maintains a positive 
and quality brand identity where loyalty is high among donors, as expected. 

 Image  
o MHS has a good image among members and nonmembers alike as both these 

groups rate MHS’ image as generally positive to very positive 
o Across groups, the MHS image is positive and strong as evidenced by the 

agreement with statements that "MHS projects the right state image" and "I 
would recommend membership in MHS to friends."  

o Among nonmembers, though familiarity with MHS services is low, the Image 
of MHS remains strong. Thus, as MHS improves awareness of services with 
nonmembers, a positive image for those services will likely be attached to 
that image. 

 Quality  
o MHS is viewed as a knowledgeable and trustworthy source for information 

about history 
o MHS is a greatly admired organization (nonmembers 77%, members 97%, 

donors 99%) 
o Members were highly likely to recommend membership, reflecting a quality 

MHS product 
 

 Loyalty 
o As expected, loyalty among members and donors is much higher than among 

nonmembers 
o “Deserves state funding” showed the highest level of agreement among all 

groups 
o Lower agreement on “If I could only join one organization it would be the 

Minnesota Historical Society” show an opportunity to increase loyalty.  
 

Research Question 3: Motivations and constraints to participation in historical programs and services 

Members and nonmembers shared similar motivations to participate in and use historical programs 
and services Primary motivations for participation were: 

 “To learn about history”   
 “To gain a new perspective on the past” 
 “To do something enjoyable” 

These motivational items statistically grouped into two categories:  “enjoyable learning” and “social 
time with family and friends.”  
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When exploring the benefits of membership, donors indicated important benefits were supporting 
the MHS mission, as well as receiving the magazine and newsletter. Most important to the 
nondonors, however, were the free access benefits to various sites. 

Respondents were only slightly constrained in their participation in historical programs and 
opportunities. Like other leisure activities, time and distance were most often identified as 
constraints to participation in historical programs and opportunities. Primary constraints were: 

 “Lack of information” among nonmembers, and 
 “Do not have enough time” among members. 

The data on nonmember visitation to other sites, as well as their fiscal support of non-MHS 
organizations, points to partnership opportunities as well as justifies existing ones.  

Those under 50 years of age were consistently more constrained than those over 50, regardless of 
membership status. In addition, donors indicated that half of the constraints listed were less 
important for them as for nondonors.   

 

Opportunities 

Minnesotans in this targeted sample appear to know MHS, view it as a priority and agree it should be 
state supported. However, the breadth of public knowledge about MHS can be deepened and 
subsequently work toward greater public support and funding. A variety of detailed observations 
and suggestions are presented in the full report, but select highlights are shared below. 

 Members 
o Increase awareness about the variety of programs where familiarity is low, but 

interest high, to enhance the quality and loyalty brand dimensions 
o Vigilantly safeguard the trust placed in MHS as an essential element of the 

relationship 
o Build on core strengths of sites and historical research and take advantage of 

opportunities to connect again with members already engaged with MHS or in 
partnership opportunities where potential members are already engaged 

o Create richer and more rewarding volunteer opportunities toward higher rates of 
engagement and subsequent donation 

o Increase involvement with local historical societies, of which members are for the 
most part aware, to interact with membership  
 

 Donors 
o Continue to enhance their awareness of the breadth of services 
o Seek ways to further engage them across the breadth of services 
o Increase opportunities for more responsibility and influence within the organization 

 Nonmembers 

o Connect positively viewed services more directly with MHS.  For example, History 
Day and school field trips are viewed as important to a child’s education. Further 
connect with the children’s parents or with the children themselves by creating 
programs that showcase MHS outside of a school context and more as entertainment 
or as an organization that children and teens can get involved in. 

o Increase or renew joint programming and marketing with organizations where 
potential members exist 

o Build  incentives for nonmembers to return to sites after they show them to family, 
friends, and out of town visitors  

o Know that nonmembers did not indicate history is boring  

o Build on MHS core strengths of sites and historical research 
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Brand monitoring  

This project is a starting point for a multi-year, multi-pronged effort to increase awareness of MHS 
and enhance Image, Quality and Loyalty among stakeholders. While a lack of published data on other 
similar organizations precludes organizational comparisons, MHS can monitor their own success. 

Priority projects include 

o Monitor brand dimensions among nonmembers every three years to determine changes due 
to MHS marketing efforts. Replicate the brand equity questions related to Awareness, Image, 
Quality and Loyalty contained in this project.   

o Survey lapsed members, with possible follow up focus groups. Questions for lapsed 
members would focus on constraints to membership (economic and social) and selected 
brand equity dimension questions related to Loyalty and Quality. 

o Monitor members with respect to the brand equity dimensions, similar to the nonmember 
study proposed for 2016, repeating all brand equity questions except the awareness 
dimension questions. 
 

As of 2013, MHS enjoys the position of an admired organization with a positive image, high quality 
products and services. Targeted communication efforts can maintain and improve this already 
positive position. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The University of Minnesota Tourism Center worked with the Minnesota Historical Society (MHS) to 
investigate its brand with respect to members, donors and nonmembers. Specifically, the Tourism 
Center assessed customer-based brand equity with four dimensions: Awareness, Image, Quality and 
Loyalty. According to MHS, this is the first assessment of MHS brand equity since 1849 (MHS 
Communication). From the results of this work, promotion and marketing can work to align 
perceived brand identity with the intended brand identity. Similarly, development efforts can use the 
information to better understand how to move donors toward greater participation and loyalty. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Brands denote ownership. A brand ties a product or service to its owner and gives information about 
the product or service to current and potential customers. Product brands are the most well-known 
and researched; however, since the 1990s, the concept of brand equity pioneered by Aaker (1991) 
and Keller (1993) has been adopted for destinations and, by inference, tourism-related organizations 
(Konecnik & Gartner, 2007).  

Brands have dimensions and it is these dimensions that together form brand equity or, simply the 
value of the brand to the owner. Branding has a long history. For example, under the ancient Roman 
coliseum in Pula, Croatia, one can find amphorae (jug-like containers) on display that bear the name 
of the producers of the wine that was once inside. Since amphorae were not meant to be reused, it is 
probable that these ancient wine producers were interested in differentiating their product from 
competitors. Thus they were involved in branding.  

Customer-based brand equity (CBBE) is the value of possessing a positive brand name. Consumer 
opinion and its influence on organizations have been well researched. Historically, image was the 
focus of studies by Hunt, 1975; Crompton, 1979; Echtner & Ritchie, 1993; Gartner, 1986, 1993; 
Baloglu & McCleary, 1999; Baloglu, 2001; and Gallarza, Gil, & Calderon, 2002. In 2002, Pike found 
well over 100 papers addressing destination image during the period 1973-2000. Image dominated 
initial research, but since the early 2000s, image has expanded into a more inclusive term—“brand 
identity”—and study has flourished. Brand identity research (Cai, 2002; Gnoth, 2002; Morgan, 
Pritchard, & Pride, 2002; Morgan & Pritchard, 2002; Olins, 2002; Konecnik, 2004) builds on the 
concepts of traditional product marketing literature.   

Brand identity research split from traditional marketing concepts in the 1990s to examine customer-
based brand equity (Aaker, 1991; Keller, 1993). Although no universal method has been agreed upon 
to quantify brand equity, study of CBBE examines multiple dimensions of brand. Similarly, this study 
considers image as one of multiple brand dimensions.  

 

Brand equity dimensions  

Numerous brand-equity dimensions have been theorized and explored (Aaker, 1991; Yoo & Donthu, 
2001), but research has focused on four related dimensions: 1) awareness, 2) image, 3) quality and 4) 
loyalty (Konecnik & Gartner, 2007; Aaker; Yoo & Donthu). Gardner and Levy (1955) suggest that 
brand building and understanding its relationship to brand equity must rely upon key constituent 
input. 
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Awareness  

Awareness of a product or organization is the first step in brand construction. Without awareness, a 
customer cannot possibly put offerings in context. Consumer choice is systematic, not random; and 
if a product or service does not make the final list for further evaluation by consumers, it will not be 
chosen (Howard & Sheth, 1969). In the case of tourism, the importance of awareness to decision-
making diminishes with repeat visitation, but awareness remains significant to visitors (Gartner & 
Konecnik-Ruzzier, 2011). Furthermore, awareness of a destination or a nonprofit organization (like 
MHS) can lead to future trips or donations (Fesenmaier, Vogt, & Stewart, 1993). Awareness also 
influences stakeholder preferences and intent, and can remove predispositions to visiting (Woodside 
& Lysonski, 1989).  

Awareness has four levels. In descending order, they are: Dominant, top of mind, familiarity, and 
knowledge (Woodside & Lysonski, 1989; Howard, & Sheth, 1969). A dominant level of awareness, 
when only one product, destination, or organization is considered, does not directly correlate to 
positive brand equity, as dominance may carry negative connotations, as well as positive. Top of 
mind awareness, one step lower, indicates when the product or service of interest comes 
immediately to mind when a consumer considers multiple offerings.  

Familiarity indicates some experience with a product, while knowledge simply refers to a consumer’s 
awareness of a product’s existence. Research finds a strong relationship between familiarity with a 
product and positive perception of the product in the marketplace (Baloglu & McCleary, 1999). 
Furthermore, using both informational and experiential familiarity proves more valid than either 
alone (Baloglu & McCleary).  

Images 

Image has received the most research attention of the brand-equity dimensions (Pike, 2002; Gallarza 
et al., 2002) as it was a focus of early branding efforts. Image is defined as the perceptions one has 
about a product, destination, or organization. With respect to an organization such as MHS, image 
refers to how people view what it does. Note that this definition has no measure of quality 
associated with it, but refers only to the quantity of services or activities offered, as well as the 
overall perception of the organization (i.e., positive or negative impressions). How well MHS operates 
would fall under the dimension of quality. 

Image is simply one of the building blocks in creating brand identity (Cai, 2002; Gartner, 1994) and 
is no longer considered the only dimension involved in measuring brand equity. Image, as well as 
attitude, is a strong predictor for a consumer’s final selection of a destination from alternatives, and 
both are reinforced once selection is made (Um & Crompton, 1990). Furthermore, unlike awareness, 
the image dimension’s influence on decision-making does not diminish with repeat visitation 
(Gartner & Konecnik-Ruzzier, 2011). Image is formed within the consumer, but can be influenced by 
external forces, such as marketing tools. As such, this research will provide MHS insight into its 
present consumer image and how it compares to the image it strives to achieve.  
 

Awareness: “The ability for a customer to recognize or recall that a brand is a member of a 
certain product category” (Aaker, 1991, p.61) 
Image: Anything linked in memory to a brand in a meaningful way (Aaker, 1991) 
Quality: The perceived excellence or superiority of a product (Yoo & Donthu, 2001) 
Loyalty: “The attachment a customer has to a brand” (Aaker, 1991, p.39) 
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Quality  

Although the quality dimension is subjective, it is measurable (Konecnik & Gartner, 2007; Gartner & 
Konecnik-Ruzzier, 2011). While quality was traditionally a part of image research (Pike, 2002), 
eventually researchers began to treat it as a distinct dimension (Fick & Ritchie, 1991; Keane, 1997; 
Murphy, Prichard, & Smith, 2000; Weiermair & Fuchs, 1999). Quality is a universal dimension, with 
influence on both new and repeat visitors. Along with image, quality is one of the most important 
dimensions in a visitor’s evaluation of his or her tourism experience (Gartner & Konecnik-Ruzzier, 
2011).   

It is important for an organization to consistently uphold quality standards and to meet or exceed 
consumer expectations. Quality is a key predictor of visitor perception of value and intent to return, 
and marketing should reflect those concepts (Murphy, Pritchard, & Smith, 2000).  

Not surprisingly, quality and image are connected. Actual experience is the most important factor in 
creating image, but it is also formed through other agents (Gartner, 1993). Once images are formed 
they are difficult to alter, which is why it is essential to uphold quality (Crompton, 1979). 

There is also a difference between positive perception and a perception of quality. People may be 
aware of services offered by an organization and may even have a positive perception of those 
services. However, whether a consumer considers a product or service as “quality” depends on their 
personal assessment of how well the product or service meets their individual needs. Consumers 
may develop their personal assessment of quality based on first-hand experience, or through reports 
from family, friends, and acquaintances, as well as the media. It is critical for an organization like 
MHS to understand the aspects of quality and act upon them to increase its emotional bonds with 
patrons. 

Loyalty 

Loyalty is a dimension based on repeat patronage (use of services and purchase of products). Loyalty 
occurs on both the attitudinal and behavioral level (Opperman, 2000). Attitudinal loyalty centers on 
choice, while behavioral loyalty has to do with routines and traditions. 

For example, families may return to the same tourist destination each year because they have 
created important, collective memories. This is an example of behavioral loyalty, which is critical for 
organizations to garner in order to sustain funding. Focusing on tradition in marketing efforts 
encourages behavioral loyalty. 

On the other hand, attitudinal loyalty is based on choosing a particular product or service that meets 
individual or group needs. In other words, what happened in the past is not as important as 
choosing a product or service that meets present needs. Obviously, it is important for organizations 
to encourage attitudinal, as well as behavioral, loyalty, too. 

While traditional marketing research has extensively focused on loyalty to a single product, less 
research is available on loyalty to a tourism organization or destination (Konecnik & Gartner, 2007; 
Aaker, 1991; Yoo & Donthu, 2001; Boo, Busser, & Baloglu, 2009). What is known is that renewal 
visitation (i.e., first time visitation) must equal or exceed repeat visitation for a destination to grow 
(Gartner & Konecnik-Ruzzier, 2011).  

Similarly, for organizational membership, if new members are not recruited at the same rate that 
members drop out, than the long term viability of the organization is questionable. Thus, it is 
important to understand motivations and constraints as they relate to organization membership in 
order to increase the loyalty dimension.  
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Branding for nonprofit organizations 

The value of a nonprofit’s brand is difficult to quantify in economic terms. Research can, however, 
reveal relevant findings that directly impact what decisions should be made to make the brand more 
successful. Brand equity research and methodologies used in business and the travel industries are 
readily transferable to nonprofit organizations. Research has found that performance, longevity, and 
survival of nonprofit organizations increase substantially when brand orientation is adopted (Napoli, 
2006; Ewing & Napoli, 2005). Systematic collection, evaluation, and implementation of brand equity 
data into an organization’s marketing and development plans can enhance both site visitation and 
organizational giving. 

Important to note is that competition in the leisure market related to heritage and culture activities 
is growing (Chhabra, 2009). A complete understanding of an organization’s brand dimensions 
enables optimal marketing to stakeholders, so-called “cultural tourists,” and general tourists with no 
specific interest in heritage (Fullerton, McGettigan, & Stephens, 2010). This research, when 
incorporated into a marketing plan based on brand equity, will allow MHS to influence both leisure 
behavior and donor decision-making. 

Specific to development, a number of sources identify a correlation between branding and the ability 
to influence giving behavior (Venable, Rose, Bush, & Gilbert, 2005; Hou, Du, & Tian, 2009; Faircloth, 
2005). The market for organizational giving is limited and (as noted) is highly competitive, so 
differentiation is essential (Lutman, 2013).  

Successful nonprofit organizations use continued dialogue and interaction with stakeholders, 
coordination of marketing communications, and understanding of the most-liked brand attributes to 
further their efforts (Napoli, 2006). A sustainable marketing plan should be based an accurate brand 
identity, as well as account for external factors such as competition, economics, politics, technology, 
demographics, and culture (Chhabra, 2009). Beyond enhancing marketing efforts, the data from this 
research will inform opportunities for increased membership, increased private donations, and a 
better, stronger, MHS.  

METHODS 

Data representing how members, donors and nonmembers perceive and evaluate the MHS and its 
services were obtained by a self-administered email questionnaire and focus groups in spring 2013. 
The data sought to answer key research questions related to brand dimensions and engagement with 
the MHS. Additional secondary data analysis used MHS member and lapsed-member zip codes to 
provide information on key marketing opportunities. 

Data collection 

A multiple-methods approach identified MHS member and nonmember perceptions and engagement 
with MHS. Use of a mixture of open-ended and scaled questions in survey instruments allows a more 
rigorous image determination than either alone (Echtner & Ritchie, 1993). Therefore, first a 
questionnaire was developed to understand perceptions of MHS, engagement with MHS, and 
constraints to engagement with MHS. Second, to better understand nonmembers and followup on 
findings from the questionnaire, focus groups were conducted with an emphasis on awareness, 
motivations and constraints to engagement. Third, to understand existing and recently lapsed MHS 
membership, a market area profile analyzed characteristics of those living in various zip codes 
provided by MHS (Pesch, 2013). 
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Questionnaire administration 

Data from members, donors and nonmembers were collected via emailed questionnaires. For 
nonmembers, an online panel of 500 Minnesota residents who mirrored MHS members in terms of 
education, income levels and employment status, stratified by metro and greater Minnesota, was 
obtained from Research Now, a private data collection firm. For members, MHS provided email 
addresses of selected current members. The content of the questionnaires differed slightly for 
members and nonmembers.  

The mailing process followed a modified Dillman, Smyth, and Christian (2009) survey method. 
Research Now emailed nonmembers who met the criteria with an invitation to participate in the 
survey in April 2013. Simultaneously, MHS members received an initial electronic invitation to 
complete the questionnaire from the executive director.  

For members, the questionnaire itself was emailed a few days later to the majority of potential 
respondents and a reminder email was sent three days later. The remainder of potential member 
respondents received the questionnaire in early May with similar follow ups. The member 
questionnaire was developed based on previous brand and consumer research.  

A questionnaire reviewed by MHS staff was administered to an online sample of nonmembers 
provided by Research Now. The questionnaire included six sections: (1) MHS site management 
awareness, (2) brand dimensions of awareness, image, quality, and loyalty, (3) motivations for 
participation in historical programs and services, (4) constraints to participation in historical 
programs and services, (5) membership and support of other (non-MHS) organizations, and (6) 
demographic information (See Appendices D & E for questionnaire). 

Brand dimensions: Awareness, Image, Quality, and Loyalty 

The four brand dimensions evaluated in both the member and nonmember questionnaire were 
Awareness, Image, Quality and Loyalty. Using previous brand equity research (Konecnik & Gartner, 
2007), questions and statements were edited to fit into MHS context.  

Awareness of MHS was measured with several different questions. First, respondents were asked to 
identify who managed or owned several historical sites in Minnesota. Respondents viewed a picture 
of the site, and then were asked to select among several organizations that might manage the site. 
Second, respondents were queried regarding how many sites MHS managed; respondents could 
select from several choices or indicate they did not know. Third, respondents indicated their 
familiarity with a variety of MHS services on a four-point scale, in which 1 equaled “very familiar” 
and 4 equaled “very unfamiliar.” 

For the other brand dimensions (Image, Quality and Loyalty), most questions were on five-point 
Likert scales, where respondents indicated their agreement with a variety of statements related to 
the dimensions. 

Engagement with MHS 

Respondents indicated whether they had participated in eight different activities or programs 
affiliated with MHS by simply responding “yes” or “no” to each statement or question. For example, 
statements requested information about participation in History Day at the Capitol, volunteering 
with a program, and viewing content on MHS website. 
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Motivations 

Motivation statements were based on long-standing recreation experience preference scales 
developed by Driver (1977), with a few additions at the request of MHS personnel. Nine items were 
measured on a five-point Likert scale in which1 equaled “very important” and 5 equaled “very 
unimportant.” Examples include “to test my knowledge” and “to learn about history.” 

Constraints 

Constraint statements were primarily based on scales developed by Raymore, Godbey, Crawford, and 
von Eye (1993) and further evaluated by Jackson (2005) with a few additions at the request of MHS 
personnel. Twelve items were measured on a four-point scale in which 1 equaled “not at all” and 4 
equaled “a great deal.” Examples include “too many family obligations,” “do not have enough time,” 
and “sites are too crowded.” 

Respondent background information 

For members, background data included years of MHS membership, membership level, and the 
importance of membership benefits (measured on a five-point scale in which1 equaled “very 
important” and 5 equaled “very unimportant”). Nonmember background data included assessing 
whether respondents had participated in any of 12 preservation-related activities, mirroring the 
National Trust for Historic Preservation’s (n.d.) work.   

For both members and nonmembers, additional background questions included whether 
respondents had visited seven different Twin Cities attractions in the last 12 months, such as the 
Como Zoo or Science Museum of Minnesota—as well as their fiscal support of those and other 
institutions. 

Sociodemographic variables were assessed mirroring past research and the U.S. Census. Variables 
included gender, age (by year of birth), ethnicity, race, employment status, education, income, and 
number of children under the age of 18 in the household. Zip code of primary residence was also 
requested for geographical comparison. 

Questionnaire data analysis 

Data analysis was performed in SPSS version 19. First, the data were checked for accuracy and 
usability. Second, descriptive statistics were performed on all data to answer basic questions about 
the sample and responses. Separate analyses were run for nonmembers, members, and donors 
descriptively and comparatively, when appropriate. 

The first research question focused on awareness of MHS. Descriptive analysis revealed the number 
of respondents who correctly identified what sites MHS manages, the number of sites MHS manages, 
and familiarity with its services. 

The second research question focused on brand-equity dimensions. Descriptive analysis provided 
insight on the perceptions of various brand statements beyond awareness. Factor analysis was then 
performed examining if and how the brand statements or questions related to each other and could 
be categorized. Principal components factor analysis with oblique rotation was used to identify 
factors with Eigenvalues of 1.0 and factor loadings of 0.4 or greater. Several iterations were 
performed to reveal the most effective and theoretically supported structure. Reliability analysis 
using Cronbach’s alpha assessed factor reliability. Differences between donors and nondonors were 
assessed both in the factors and their respective items using t-tests, when appropriate. 
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The third research question focused on motivations for and constraints to MHS engagement. 
Motivations and constraints were descriptively analyzed, and then factor and reliability analysis on 
motivations ensued to assess factor structures. Comparisons by age group, donor status, and 
geographical location were performed with t-tests when appropriate. 

Focus groups 

Focus group discussions expanded upon nonmember constraints to MHS engagement. Three focus 
group sessions were conducted in May 2013. Each focus group had between 7 and 11 participants 
and followed standard focus group procedures (Krueger & Casey, 2008). Participants were given a 
cash gratuity of $75 to participate, along with parking reimbursement and a meal or snack. 
Participation was voluntary and all participants were assured of confidentiality and anonymity. 

A guide for the focused discussion was developed and tested (See Appendix G). This guide was 
reviewed and amended by University of Minnesota Tourism Center researchers and MHS 
representatives. A pilot test ensured that questions were delivered in a conservational manner, easily 
understood by participants, and generated the type of information needed to address the research 
questions of interest within an acceptable time frame.   

Ten questions were prepared and grouped in a funnel sequence that progressed from simple warm-
up questions to more meaningful ones. The opening questions introduced members of the group to 
each other to get participants comfortable talking. Next, transition questions probed participants to 
describe their perceptions of history and then the Minnesota Historical Society. Finally, questions 
were asked about constraints to MHS engagement. 

Each focus group session lasted about 90 minutes and was digitally recorded. The data set for this 
portion of the study consisted of the audio recordings, note cards generated in each session, and the 
research team’s notes from each session.  

Focus groups were conducted in the Twin Cities Metro Area and in one Greater Minnesota location— 
Rochester—based on discussions with MHS personnel. The Metro Area focus group discussions took 
place in an easily accessible meeting space at the Carlson School of Management on the University of 
Minnesota’s Minneapolis campus. The Rochester focus group was also conducted at a University of 
Minnesota facility. These settings offered a neutral atmosphere and were convenient for area 
residents. 

Focus group sampling 

CJ Olson, a Twin Cities-based market research company, obtained the focus group sample from a 
telephone Census-block purchased list. Focus group participants were told that a nonprofit 
organization was interested in hearing potential consumer perceptions to help improve the 
organization’s offerings. Participants were grouped according to whether they were retired or still 
working. 

Participants were screened to meet selected criteria: non-MHS member, household income greater 
than $75,000, as well as not employed with a company or agency that may bias responses (such as a 
marketing research firm). A balance of males and females was sought. For the Twin Cities and 
Rochester employed focus groups, half the participants recruited were 50 and under, while the other 
half were over 50. The retiree group participants were all over the age of 50. A total of 25 percent of 
participants belonged to Minnesota Public Radio, 11 percent to Twin Cities Public Television, 11 
percent to the Minneapolis Institute of Arts, and 4 percent to the Science Museum of Minnesota. A 
total of 61 percent did not belong to any of the news, arts or culture organizations identified in the 
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screening survey; of those who did belong to one of these organizations, two belonged to two 
organizations (See Appendix H). 

Focus group data analysis 

Researchers analyzed the data through a review of the recorded discussions and reading and re-
reading of the focus group notes. Each focus group session was first summarized to document the 
key themes and perspectives that emerged. Then, similar themes were identified across focus 
groups and were grouped to inform the research questions related to awareness, brand dimensions 
and engagement. Field notes from multiple observers added to data verifiability, as did researcher 
corroboration. 

Market area profile 

Secondary data analysis was compiled through Business Analyst, the Esri company’s geographic 
information systems (GIS) software program, based on the home zip codes of active and former MHS 
members (Pesch, 2013; Appendix J). The market area profile (MAP) uses multiple datasets, including 
Census data, Esri’s Tapestry customer segmentation system, and Mediamark survey data to supply a 
rich view of Minnesota Historical Society’s customer base and its potential to reach new households. 

RESULTS 

Analysis of an electronically administered questionnaire to MHS members and targeted 
nonmembers, coupled with focus group data, sheds light on perceptions of MHS and provides 
insight to increase awareness and build positive perspectives of the MHS brand among consumers 
and potential consumers. Results on the primary research questions are presented, followed by a 
descriptive analysis of the samples.    

Response rate 

For nonmembers, a sample provided from an online survey research company, Research Now, 
ensured we had 500 responses from non-MHS members targeting a sample that was in Minnesota, 
with 50 percent retired, 50 percent older than 50, 50 percent with a graduate degree, and a balance 
of males and females. Among members, of the 15,159 successfully delivered questionnaires, 3,161 
replied, for a 20.9 percent response rate. Of these, 2,120 were identified as complete (67.1%; Table 
1). The respondents were distributed 85.5 percent from the Twin Cities Metro Area and 14.5 percent 
from Greater Minnesota. 

Table 1: Response rate to email questionnaire among nonmembers, members, and donors, 2013 

 Nonmembers Members Donors 

Item Number % Number % Number % 
Emailed questionnaires 500 - 16372 - 1211 - 
Undeliverable NA  NA 1151 7.0 22 1.8 
Opted out  NA  NA 62 0.4 7 0.6 
Valid total 500 100 15159 92.6 1182 97.6 
Returned 500 100 3161 20.9 322 27.2 
Completed 500 100 2120 67.1 234 72.7 
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Research Question 1: Awareness of the Minnesota Historical Society 

Awareness of MHS Site Management and Number of MHS Sites 

Perhaps not surprisingly, members were more likely than nonmembers to know which organization 
managed eight specific historic sites (Figure 1). The knowledge gap between member and 
nonmember groups was quite large in some cases. For example, members identified MHS correctly 
as the manager of Split Rock Lighthouse three times more than nonmembers (members 77.7 percent, 
nonmembers 22.6 percent). Nonmembers correctly identified management of half of the sites half of 
the time: Historic Fort Snelling, Minnesota History Center, Mill City Museum, and Oliver H. Kelley 
Farm. 

Members also more frequently correctly identified the total number of sites managed by MHS; 
however, only about 25 percent of members and donors correctly identified the number of sites 
managed. Similarly, about a quarter of both members and donors were unsure about the total 
number of MHS sites or indicated they thought it managed fewer sites than it does (Figure 1; Table 
2).Donors and members had similar knowledge patterns about site management and number of sites 
MHS manages, but donors more frequently correctly identified historic site management. 

When exploring awareness in the nonmember focus groups, participants appeared familiar with MHS 
site names but did not attribute MHS as manager or owner. All but one participant could name at 
least one MHS owned or managed site. Although strongly aware of the term “MHS,” participants were 
confused whether the Minnesota History Center and MHS were within the same organization. Several 
nonmember focus group respondents also thought that the History Theater was part of MHS. Once 
clarified, however, participants could often name some of the more well-known MHS sites, such as 
Fort Snelling, Split Rock Lighthouse, and the Oliver Kelley Farm. Except for one person who moved to 
the state seven years ago, all focus group participants had visited at least one MHS site. Several 
participants indicated that better signage was needed at the sites to make visitors aware of the 
organization that manages the site.   

 

Figure 1: Percentage of respondents who correctly identified specific historic site management, 2013 
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Table 2: Identification of the number of MHS operated or managed sites1 among questionnaire 
respondents, 2013 

Number of Sites 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
% n % n % n 

1 – 10 3.0 15 3.5 74 3.5 8 
11 – 20 12.5 62 24.5 515 27.2 62 
21 – 30 8.0 40 26.7 562 27.2 62 
31 – 40 3.2 16 7.4 156 9.2 21 
More than 40 5.4 27 9.0 189 6.1 14 
Do Not Know 67.8 337 28.9 609 26.8 61 
Total  497  2105  228 
1The correct number of sites operated or managed is 26 

Awareness of MHS activities 

One way to measure awareness of an organization is to quantify with what frequency respondents 
associate certain activities with that organization (see Table 3 for data on that measure for MHS). 
Asked how frequently MHS came to mind when thinking about six different history-related activities 
in the questionnaire, nonmembers most frequently thought of MHS in association with “preserving 
historic buildings” (M=2.10, SD=1.01) and least frequently in association with “researching family 
history” (M=3.21, SD=1.15). 

In contrast, “preserving historic buildings” placed fourth among most associated activities by 
members and donors taking the questionnaire. Among members, “visiting history exhibits” was the 
activity they most frequently associated with MHS (M=1.48, SD=0.65); this was similar to donors 
(M=1.44, SD=0.64). ). Like nonmembers, members least frequently thought of MHS for “researching 
family history” (M=2.53, SD=1.25). Donors thought of “traveling for educational purposes” the least 
(M=2.52, SD=0.98).  

Among all three groups responding to the questionnaire (members, donors, and nonmembers), there 
seemed to be a gap between the top four most thought of activities and the bottom two. “Traveling 
for educational purposes” and “researching family history” came to mind considerably less 
frequently than “preserving historic buildings,” “visiting history exhibits,” “collecting Minnesota 
artifacts,” and “researching history.” 

Focus group participants also reported little association with “researching family history.” Often, 
one or two participants had known about that opportunity through personal experience, but the rest 
of the group was completely unaware of the family history research service. Statements from focus 
group participants who were unaware of the family history resources included: 

o “I’m too busy in my life right now” 
o “I’m lazy. I want to hear about it” 
o “I might get into it in my retirement” 
o “I’m adopted, but family history really doesn’t relate to it.” 
o “Once you start getting past Grandparents who are still alive and can tell you about this, you 

start getting out of the state. My Grandparents remember when they first came to 
Minnesota…would have to start looking into Swedish church books.” 

o “I didn’t know they had ‘em. I’m really into family history and all that and I’m looking at 
death records but I never knew they had all that there.”  

o “Is it an on-line service? My aunt would travel to the library to see it, but I wouldn’t go there 
but I would go online to maybe.”  

o “I didn’t even know it was there. I prefer to do everything online. Convenience is key for me 
because I’m really busy. If it wasn’t online I wouldn’t even try.” 
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Table 3: Association of the Minnesota Historical Society with various historical activities among 
questionnaire respondents, 2013 

Activity 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
n = 494-499 n = 2089-2106 n = 229-230 

Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. 
Preserving historic buildings 2.10 1.01 1.91 0.94 1.79 0.89 
Visiting history exhibits 2.14 1.02 1.48 0.65 1.44 0.64 
Collecting Minnesota artifacts 2.14 1.14 1.79 0.93 1.57 0.89 
Researching history 2.24 1.05 1.81 0.87 1.55 0.68 
Traveling for educational purposes 3.05 0.98 2.48 1.00 2.52 0.98 
Researching family history 3.21 1.15 2.53 1.25 2.16 1.15 
1Rated on a scale where 1 = Always, 2 = Very often, 3 = Sometimes,  4 = Rarely, and 5 = Never 

Respondent familiarity with MHS offerings 

Not surprisingly, members were significantly more familiar with MHS offerings than nonmembers 
responding to the questionnaire (Figure 2; Table 4). The majority of members were familiar with all 
but four offerings listed: the State Historic Preservation Office, archeological services, field 
services, and grant programs. For most offerings, donors were at least slightly more familiar than 
members. For family history resources, book publishing, and the research library, however, donors 
were considerably more familiar than members. The majority of nonmembers, on the other hand, 
were only familiar with three offerings: museums and exhibits, historic sites, and historic 
collections. 

 

 

Figure 2: Percentage of respondents familiar or very familiar with select MHS services among 
questionnaire respondents, 2013 
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Table 4: Familiarity with select MHS services and programs among questionnaire respondents, 2013 

Services 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
n = 493-497 n = 2094-2102 n = 225-229  

Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. 
Museums and Exhibits 2.19 0.75 1.54 0.55 1.49 0.52 
Historic Sites 2.24 0.72 1.64 0.57 1.56 0.56 
Historic Collections 2.48 0.74 2.09 0.72 1.93 0.67 
Preservation Work 2.57 0.73 2.25 0.70 2.04 0.69 
Educational Programs for K-12 students 2.61 0.72 2.33 0.76 2.29 0.78 
Educational Programs for families 2.63 0.68 2.17 0.72 2.11 0.68 
Research Library 2.66 0.76 2.15 0.86 1.89 0.77 
State Archives 2.69 0.75 2.32 0.81 2.10 0.82 
Educational Programs for Adults 2.72 0.71 2.18 0.71 1.97 0.68 
Website 2.79 0.77 1.77 0.69 1.68 0.65 
Family History Research Resources 2.80 0.78 2.37 0.87 2.05 0.87 
History Day 2.82 0.72 2.38 0.80 2.25 0.79 
Book Publishing 2.83 0.70 2.16 0.82 1.90 0.66 
State Historic Preservation Office 2.88 0.65 2.72 0.74 2.56 0.73 
Archeological Services 2.92 0.66 2.79 0.70 2.62 0.69 
Field Services 3.01 0.62 2.96 0.66 2.81 0.72 
Grant Programs 3.08 0.58 2.93 0.71 2.82 0.69 
1Rated on a scale where 1 = Very Familiar, 2 = Familiar, 3 = Unfamiliar,  and 4 = Very Unfamiliar 
 

The largest familiarity disparities between members, donors, and nonmembers on the questionnaire 
occurred for statements regarding the research library, educational programs for adults, the MHS 
website, and book publishing (Figure 2). Although members were more familiar with all offerings, 
responses from the three groups illustrated larger gaps among the groups for the four statements 
just named than for other areas. The MHS website, for example was only the tenth most familiar (out 
of 19) statements for nonmembers, but was third most familiar for members and donors.   

Focus groups yielded comparable results where nonmembers had heard of or had been to the 
Minnesota History Center (under the “museums and exhibits” statement) and were willing to share 
their favorite exhibits. Historic sites such as Fort Snelling, Split Rock, and the Oliver Kelley Farm 
were also frequently cited as MHS-managed destinations among nonmember participants. However, 
other offerings were not identified among focus group participants.  

o Special programs for K-12 at the Minnesota History Center, Oliver H. Kelly Farm and Fort 
Snelling were well-known among focus group participants who had visited those sites when 
they were children or who had children or grandchildren now or recently in grades K-12. The 
remaining participants were unaware that MHS offered field trips. One metro area focus 
group participant, a teacher, said “They are great destinations being a teacher. They are 
contained, guided, relatively inexpensive, and very informative. Very easy to tie back to 
curriculum. I really enjoyed them.”     

o “They really need to do some marketing if they offer all this stuff. If you know it’s available, 
parents will advocate for their children to be able to get this and it will help.  In both public 
and private school, if parents ask for things and especially if it’s not super expensive and if 
it helps the teachers they will usually try to accommodate the parent’s request…they 
(teachers) are always interested in what’s available. If you don’t know it, you can’t very well 
advocate for it.”   

Similarly, only focus group members with children who had participated in National History Day in 
Minnesota had ever heard of the event. The only focus group participant aware of the Northern 
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Lights curriculum was a teacher. None of the participants were aware of History Live or History 
Players in the Classroom, and even after hearing a description, focus group members were unsure if 
History Live or History Players in the Classroom was available to those outside the Twin Cities Metro 
Area.  

o Northern Lights curriculum:   

 A teacher in one of the groups said “Northern Lights is a fabulous series made locally. 
Working with ESL students, it has tons of pictures. It’s a BEAUTIFUL book. It’s a great 
way to teach these concepts through the use of visual supports” 

o History Live/History Players: 

 “I don’t remember any of this stuff when he was going to school. Do they go out to 
Forest Lake, Duluth, etc. or do they just go out to the inner city area? I don’t know if all 
these programs existed when he was in school. They did not get involved in History Day. 
It may be a school district decision. I don’t know how the History Center interacts with 
all the school districts – if they go out to them or if the school districts have to take it 
upon themselves to look up these opportunities.”  

 “I didn’t grow up in the Twin Cities, but it is my perception that this is a wonderful 
resource for those in the Twin Cities area. My friends and family (from Duluth) don’t 
come to field trips here…It’s not that it’s not available to them but it might not be 
accessible to them location-wise.” 

o History Day:  

 “History Day TRANSFORMED my daughter’s education FOR SURE. They have a very active 
history teacher at her school (stuff about him being one of the top 10 teachers). It is so a 
part of her school and it has so taught her huge skills that I think a lot of students in 7th 
and 8th grade aren’t getting: Working with people from the History Center, getting 
criticism, getting feedback, changing it, reflecting…has been the most valuable 
experience in my daughter’s education so far. And she has done really well at History 
Day every year so it has been very motivating…It has been SO FABULOUS.” 

 “I teach at an ESL school for newcomers and some of my students have gone to state so 
even someone with limited English have support to access this type of experience as 
well.” 

Respondent engagement with MHS within the past 12 months 

As expected, member and donor engagement with MHS activities was considerably higher than that 
of nonmembers (Table 5). This was true for all statements in the questionnaire. Rankings for all 
groups (member, donor, and nonmember) were, however, similar. “Viewed content from the 
Minnesota Historical Society website” and “read an email newsletter from the Minnesota Historical 
Society” were the top two actions reported by nonmembers (22.1 percent and 10.2 percent 
respectively). Members (84.8 percent and 85.4 percent) and donors (84.3 percent and 89.9 percent) 
also engaged in these two activities most frequently. All three groups engaged in these two activities 
at more than double the frequency of the third place action, “made a purchase through the 
Minnesota Historical Society website.”  
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Table 5: Respondent engagement with Minnesota Historical Society within the past 12 months, 2013 

Action 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 

% (n) % (n) % (n) 
Viewed content from the Minnesota Historical Society website 22.1(110) 84.8(1783) 84.3(193) 
Read an e-mail newsletter from the Minnesota Historical Society 10.2(50) 85.4(1785) 89.9(205) 
Made a purchase through the Minnesota Historical Society website 3.2(16) 28.0(588) 35.8(82) 
Rented a meeting or event facility somewhere other than the 
Minnesota Historical Society 

2.8(14) 7.9(165) 10.0(23) 

Asked my legislator to support the Minnesota Historical Society 1.4(7) 7.8(163) 15.3(35) 
Participated in History Matters Day at the State Capitol 1.2(6) 4.4(92) 5.3(12) 
Volunteered time with a Minnesota Historical Society program 0.6(3) 4.4(92) 9.2(21) 
Rented a Minnesota Historical Society facility for a meeting or event 0.6(3) 1.5(31) 1.3(3) 
 

Respondent agreement with Awareness statements 

In good news for MHS, questionnaire respondents showed high agreement with positive statements 
about MHS and low agreement with negative statements (Table 6). For example, nonmembers agreed 
with MHS “is an important preservation organization” the most (M=2.01, SD=0.67) and “the 
Minnesota Historical Society provides services only in the Twin Cities” the least (M=4.05, SD=0.83).  

Table 6: Respondent agreement with awareness statements, 2013 

Item 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
n = 493-499 n = 2077-2112 n = 226-230 

Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. 
Is an important preservation organization 2.01 0.67 1.54 0.62 1.47 0.60 
Is an important curator of a variety of artifacts 2.05 0.67 1.57 0.62 1.41 0.54 
Is an important educational institution 2.05 0.68 1.53 0.61 1.42 0.55 
Manages a number of good tourist attractions 2.06 0.68 1.50 0.57 1.47 0.56 
Provides important services to local and county 
historical societies 

2.28 0.65 2.06 0.77 2.02 0.79 

Has an important research library 2.36 0.72 1.77 0.77 1.54 0.67 
When researching history, the Minnesota Historical 
Society is the first organization that comes to mind 

2.46 0.92 2.12 0.94 1.83 0.84 

Is an important information source for family history 
research 

2.47 0.75 2.02 0.86 1.80 0.83 

Represents my history 2.58 0.78 2.10 0.87 2.02 0.87 
Is a widely respected book publisher 2.77 0.65 2.13 0.82 1.85 0.74 
When traveling for educational purposes, the Minnesota 
Historical Society is the first organization that comes to 
mind 

2.94 0.87 2.53 0.97 2.47 0.93 

The Minnesota Historical Society only offers programs 
designed for families and children 

3.35 1.07 3.73 1.21 3.86 1.18 

The Minnesota Historical Society only manages the 
Minnesota History Center 

3.75 0.99 4.59 0.78 4.67 0.73 

The Minnesota Historical Society provides services only 
in the Twin Cities 

4.05 0.83 4.70 0,60 4.77 0.51 

1Rated on a scale where 1 = Strongly agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neutral,  4 = Disagree, and 5 = Strongly disagree 

 

Among all three groups, a large disparity existed between the three least agreed-with statements and 
others. As mentioned, these were “the Minnesota Historical Society provides services only in the 
Twin Cities,” “the Minnesota Historical Society only manages the Minnesota History Center,” and 
“the Minnesota Historical Society only offers programs designed for children and families.” Other 
highly agreed upon items by all three groups were “is an important curator of a variety of artifacts,” 
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“is an important educational institution,” “manages a number of good tourist attractions,” and “has 
an important research library.” These results all reflect high awareness of MHS offerings and low 
agreement that MHS is a too narrowly focused organization.  

Research Question 2: Minnesota Historical Society Brand Equity 

The questionnaire featured numerous items assessing the brand equity that the MHS enjoys among 
both members and nonmembers. As noted, this study considered brand equity in four dimensions: 
awareness (summarized above), image, quality, and loyalty. 

Member factor analysis 

Factor analysis of questionnaire statements and questions for members revealed seven factors 
accounting for 55.5 percent of the sample variance (Table 7). 

Table 7: Member brand equity factor loadings 

Statement 

Factor Loadings 

Factor 
1: 

Image 

Factor 
2: 

Loyalty

Factor 
3: 

Loyalty & 
Awareness

Factor 
4: 

Awareness

Factor 
5: 

Quality 
Trust 

Factor 
6: 

Awareness & 
Image 

Factor 
7: 

Nonquality
Rejected 

Is an important curator of a 
variety of artifacts 

0.67       

Is an important preservation 
organization 

0.65       

Deserves state funding 0.64       
Manages a number of good 
tourist attractions 

0.62       

Is an important educational 
institution 

0.61       

Makes history relevant 0.52       
Provides important services 
to county and local historical 
societies 

0.50       

Researching family history  0.85      
Is an important information 
source for family history 
research 

 0.73      

Researching history  0.65      
Has an important research 
library 

 0.64      

When researching history, 
the Minnesota Historical 
Society is the first 
organization that comes to 
mind 

 0.60      

When traveling for 
educational purposes, the 
Minnesota Historical Society 
is the first organization that 
comes to mind 

  0.87     

Traveling for educational 
purposes 

  0.87     
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I would travel to a Minnesota 
Historical Society site before 
going to those run by other 
organizations 

  0.41     

The Minnesota Historical 
Society only manages the 
Minnesota History Center 

   0.83    

The Minnesota Historical 
Society only provides 
services in the Twin Cities 

   0.81    

The Minnesota Historical 
Society only offers programs 
designed for families and 
children 

   0.42    

I consider the Minnesota 
Historical Society a 
trustworthy resource for 
history 

    0.86   

Teachers should count on 
the Minnesota Historical 
Society for educational 
resources and training 

    0.80   

The Minnesota Historical 
Society makes learning about 
history exciting 

    0.77   

Preserving historic buildings      0.73  

Collecting Minnesota 
artifacts 

     0.70  

Visiting history exhibits      0.58  
Has lost its way as a leader 
in interpretation 

      0.89 

Has lost its way as a leader 
in education 

      0.89 

Eigen value 8.5 2.3 1.9 1.7 1.4 1.35 1.17 
Variance accounted for (%) 26 7 6 5 4 4 3.5 
 

Factor 1 consisted of seven items, accounting for 26 percent of the variance in the sample. This 
factor highlights the range of services offered by MHS with which members felt they were familiar. 
Members of MHS are familiar with its role as a curator of artifacts, manager of numerous quality 
tourist attractions, supporter of local historical societies, and an important educational and 
preservation organization that makes history relevant. Members also believed MHS deserves state 
funding. These seven items form the core of the MHS image among members. 

Factor 2 contained five statements and accounted for seven percent of the variance in the sample. 
Items include: “When researching history, MHS is the first organization that comes to mind,” “MHS 
has an important research library,” “MHS is an important source for family history research.”  Two 
supporting statements are: “I frequently think of MHS when researching history” and “when 
researching family history.” This factor concentrates generally on the aspect of researching history 
in general and specifically with respect to family history. 

Factor 3 contained three statements, accounting for slightly less than six percent of the variance in 
the sample. Statements that emerged in this factor include: “When traveling for educational 
purposes, MHS is the first organization that comes to mind,” “I would travel to a MHS site before 
traveling to those managed by another organization,” and “MHS often comes to mind when traveling 
for educational purposes.” These statements relate to both the awareness and loyalty dimensions. 
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Although this factor does not account for a large portion of the variance in the sample, it does have 
strong scores associated with two of the three items. 

Factor 4 was composed of three items, accounting for approximately five percent of the variance in 
the sample. Statements from this factor relate to where MHS provides services geographically. As 
part of the awareness dimension, results in this area demonstrate that members are informed about 
the variety of sites and services that MHS operates not only in the Twin Cities, but Greater Minnesota 
as well.   

Factor 5 contained three statements, accounting for approximately four percent of the variance in 
the sample. This factor relates to education and is part of the quality dimension. The three items 
that comprise this factor are: “Teachers should count on MHS for educational resources and 
training,” “I consider MHS a trustworthy resource for training,” and “MHS makes learning about 
history exciting.” Factor 5 is highly related to Factor 1, as shown by a relatively strong component 
correlation score of 3.56. This is the second highest correlation score among any of the components.   

Factor 6 contained three statements accounting for approximately six percent of the variance in the 
sample. This factor shows a favorable view of MHS as providing valuable services in the areas of 
history exhibits, preserving historic buildings and collecting Minnesota artifacts. This factor is part 
of both the awareness and image dimensions.  

Factor 7 contained two statements, accounting for approximately 3.5 percent of the variance in the 
sample. This factor and its strong scores suggest that current MHS members consider the 
organization as a leader in providing historical educational and interpretive services. This factor is 
part of the quality dimension. 

Member factor analysis: Donor and nondonor comparison 

Factor analyses performed on donor and member data revealed similar results, with a few important 
differences. Overall, the number of factors and factor interpretations were quite similar between 
members and donors. However, the few items that related differently on the dimensions were 
related to personal consideration. For example, the item “represents my history” emerged in Factor 1 
for donors but not for members as a whole. In Factor 3, the item that emerged for donors and not 
for members as a whole was “If I could only join one organization, it would be MHS.” Due to their 
similarities, only the member factor analysis is considered in the discussion. 

Nonmember factor analysis 

Factor analysis of the brand items among nonmembers revealed five factors, accounting for 37.9 
percent of the sample variance (Table 8). 

Factor 1 contained 14 statements accounting for approximately 16 percent of the variance in the 
sample. This factor can generally be described as consisting of positive attributes of MHS. Factor 1 
represents an image dimension for MHS. Statements such as “MHS provides innovative ways for me 
to discover history,” “I consider MHS at trustworthy resource for history,” and “MHS makes learning 
about history exciting” speak directly to respondents’ holding the discovery of history with MHS in 
high regard for these attributes. 

Factor 2 contained 13statements accounting for approximately 7.4 percent of the variance in the 
sample. This factor consists of statements relating to the awareness dimension. These statements 
include awareness of MHS products and services such as grant programs, museums and exhibits, 
and educational programs. 
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Table 8: Nonmember brand equity factor loadings 

Statement 

Factor Loadings 

Factor 
1: 

Awareness 
& Image 

Factor 
2: 

Awareness

Factor 
3: 

Loyalty 

Factor 
4: 

Awareness

Factor 
5: 

Limited 
Awareness 

& Image 
Rejected 

Makes history relevant 0.70     
Is an important preservation organization 0.68     
Manages a number of good tourist attractions 0.66     
The Minnesota Historical Society is an essential 
organization for projecting the “right” state 
image 

0.65     

Is an important curator of a variety of artifacts 0.63     
I consider the Minnesota Historical Society s 
trustworthy resource for history 

0.62     

Provides important services to local and county 
historical societies 

0.62     

Deserves state funding 0.61     
Is an important educational institution 0.60     
The Minnesota Historical Society makes learning 
about history exciting 

0.59     

Teachers should count on the Minnesota 
Historical Society for educational resources and 
training 

0.56     

Represents my history 0.53     
The Minnesota Historical Society provides 
innovative ways for me to discover history 

0.51     

Has an important research library 0.42     
Archeological services  0.80    
Field Services (training and technical assistance 
for county and local organizations) 

 0.76    

Grant programs  0.76    
State Historic Preservation Office  0.75    
State archives  0.70    
Preservation work  0.70    
Educational programs for K-12 students  0.69    
Historic collections (art, manuscripts, textiles, 
artifacts) 

 0.66    

Educational programs for families  0.65    
Educational programs for adults  0.62    
History Day (National History Day in Minnesota)  0.59    
Museums and exhibits  0.54    
Historic sites  0.51    
If I could join one organization, it would be the 
Minnesota Historical Society 

  0.81   

The Minnesota Historical Society is one of many 
organizations to which I belong 

  0.81   

I intend to recommend membership in the 
Minnesota Historical Society to my friends 

  0.80   

I consider myself to be loyal to the Minnesota 
Historical Society 

  0.70   

I would travel to a Minnesota Historical Society 
site before traveling to those run by other 
organizations 

  0.68   

Researching history    0.85  
Preserving historic buildings    0.84  
Visiting history exhibits    0.83  
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Collecting Minnesota artifacts    0.83  
Researching family history    0.46  
The Minnesota Historical Society only manages 
the Minnesota History Center 

    0.71 

The Minnesota Historical Society provides 
services only in the Twin Cities 

    0.71 

Eigen Value 16.1 3.2 2.6 1.9 1.7 
Variance accounted for (%) 16.1 7.4 6 4.4 4 
 
Factor 3 contained five statements accounting for approximately six percent of the variance in the 
sample and represents the loyalty dimension. Perhaps not surprisingly, all five items in this factor 
reveal little loyalty exists between the nonmember sample population and MHS. Examples of 
statements included in factor 3 include “if I could join one organization it would be the Minnesota 
Historical Society” and “I consider myself to be loyal to the Minnesota Historical Society.” 

Factor 4 contained five statements accounting for approximately 4.4 percent of the variance in the 
sample. This factor represents the awareness dimension. The five statements are: “researching 
history,” “visiting history exhibits,” “preserving historic buildings,” “collecting Minnesota artifacts,” 
and “researching family history.”  

Factor 5 contained two statements accounting for approximately 4 percent of the variance in the 
sample. It is part of the awareness dimension. The two statements in this factor are: “MHS only 
manages the Minnesota History Center” and “MHS provides services only in the Twin Cities.”  

 
Brand-equity dimension: Image 

Respondent agreement with Image statements 

A total of 22 statements were included in the survey that relate to the image dimension (Table 9). 
Some of these 22 statements also relate to awareness, but are included here because they reflect 
value as well as cognizance. The value reflected in these statements is a measure of the MHS image.  

Results in this area show a very positive image of MHS among respondents of all groups. The three 
groups highly agreed that MHS sites “contribute to Minnesota’s quality of life” (nonmembers M=1.95, 
SD=0.69; members M=1.43, SD=0.56; donors M=1.40, SD=0.56). These groups also showed high 
agreement on the following statements: “Minnesota history comes to life at sites managed by the 
Minnesota Historical Society,” “the sites managed by the Minnesota Historical Society are some of 
the state’s jewels,” and “[MHS] is an important preservation organization.” 

Statements garnering the least agreement included: “County and local historical societies often have 
more relevant information for what I need than the Minnesota Historical Society,” “MHS has lost its 
way as a leader in interpretation,” and “MHS has lost its way as a leader in education.” These 
findings reject the notion of the organization being too broad or setting goals that are off track.  
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Table 9: Respondent agreement with image statements 

Item 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
n = 490-499 n = 2077-2112 n = 226-230 

Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. 
I believe that these sites contribute to 
Minnesota's quality of life 

1.95 0.69 1.43 0.56 1.40 0.56 

Minnesota history comes to life at sites managed 
by the Minnesota Historical Society 

2.00 0.67 1.49 0.58 1.45 0.57 

The sites managed by the Minnesota Historical 
Society are some of the state’s jewels 

2.00 0.73 1.43 0.59 1.34 0.50 

Is an important preservation organization 2.01 0.67 1.54 0.62 1.47 0.60 
Is an important curator of a variety of artifacts 2.05 0.67 1.57 0.62 1.41 0.54 
Is an important educational institution 2.05 0.68 1.53 0.61 1.42 0.55 
The Minnesota Historical Society makes learning 
about history exciting 

2.05 0.74 1.56 0.68 1.56 0.67 

Manages a number of good tourist attractions 2.06 0.68 1.50 0.57 1.47 0.56 
Makes history relevant 2.08 0.69 1.54 0.58 1.48 0.59 
The Minnesota Historical Society provides 
innovative ways for me to discover history 

2.10 0.71 1.67 0.69 1.61 0.62 

The Minnesota Historical Society is essential for 
K-12 history education 

2.12 0.98 1.73 0.89 1.70 0.94 

Programs offered at the sites are what the public 
needs 

2.21 0.66 1.89 0.67 1.89 0.70 

The Minnesota Historical Society is an essential 
organization for projecting the “right” state 
image 

2.21 0.76 1.86 0.81 1.72 0.79 

Provides important services to local and county 
historical societies 

2.28 0.65 2.06 0.77 2.02 0.79 

Has an important research library 2.36 0.72 1.77 0.77 1.54 0.67 
The Minnesota Historical Society is the most 
knowledgeable source for historical information 

2.38 0.80 2.14 0.82 1.98 0.82 

Is an important information source for family 
history research 

2.47 0.75 2.02 0.86 1.80 0.83 

Represents my history 2.58 0.78 2.10 0.87 2.02 0.87 
Is a widely respected book publisher 2.77 0.65 2.13 0.82 1.85 0.74 
County and local historical societies often have 
more relevant information for what I need than 
the Minnesota Historical Society 

3.24 0.75 3.56 0.84 3.53 0.81 

Has lost its way as a leader in interpretation 3.33 0.66 3.85 0.80 3.99 0.79 
Has lost its way as a leader in education 3.37 0.71 3.83 0.81 3.96 0.79 
1Rated on a scale where 1 = Strongly agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neutral,  4 = Disagree, and 5 = Strongly disagree 
 

Brand-equity dimension: Quality 

Respondent agreement with Quality statements 

In general, respondents among all groups agree highly with statements related to MHS providing a 
quality product (Table 10). The most agreed-upon statement among nonmembers was “I consider the 
Minnesota Historical Society a trustworthy resource for history” (M=1.80, SD=0.71).  

Other highly agreed-upon statements include: “I believe that these sites contribute to Minnesota’s 
quality of life” (also relates to image dimension; see above), “the exhibits at the Minnesota History 
Center are high quality,” and the sites are safe and clean. In good news for MHS personnel, the least 
agreed-upon statements were: “People at the Minnesota Historical Society need to improve their 
customer service skills” and “sites managed by the Minnesota History Society need to be 
substantially renovated.”  
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Less agreement, however, was found for statements related to the website as easy to use and MHS 
providing unbiased information.  Agreement with these statements increased with a participant’s 
engagement with MHS. 

Table 10: Respondent agreement with quality statements 

Item 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
n = 490-499 n = 2099-2112 n = 226-229 

Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. 
I consider the Minnesota Historical Society a trustworthy 
resource for history 

1.80 0.71 1.44 0.67 1.37 0.66 

I believe that these sites contribute to Minnesota's quality 
of life 

1.95 0.69 1.43 0.56 1.40 0.56 

The exhibits at the Minnesota History Center are high 
quality 

1.99 0.70 1.46 0.59 1.35 0.56 

Teachers should count on the Minnesota Historical 
Society for educational resources and training 

2.02 0.73 1.76 0.75 1.69 0.72 

The information provided is accurate 2.06 0.67 1.69 0.64 1.66 0.64 
The sites are safe 2.06 0.66 1.59 0.61 1.58 0.60 
The sites are clean 2.10 0.67 1.59 0.59 1.55 0.62 
The Minnesota Historical Society offers a good value for 
the money 

2.16 0.71 1.60 0.65 1.48 0.65 

The sites inspire me to learn more about the state’s 
history 

2.20 0.71 1.60 0.60 1.59 0.63 

The information provided is unbiased 2.36 0.69 2.02 0.79 1.97 0.81 
The Minnesota Historical Society has an easy-to-use 
website 

2.70 0.59 2.16 0.81 2.10 0.80 

Sites managed by the Minnesota Historical Society need 
to be substantially renovated 

2.98 0.66 3.23 0.77 3.11 0.73 

People at the Minnesota Historical Society need to 
improve their customer service skills 

3.28 0.74 3.84 0.83 3.88 0.82 

1Rated on a scale where 1 = Strongly agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neutral,  4 = Disagree, and 5 = Strongly disagree 
 

Admiration of MHS 

The majority of respondents in all three groups responding to the questionnaire indicate they 
admire or strongly admire MHS (nonmembers 76.9 percent, members 97.4 percent, donors 99.5 
percent; Figure 3). While both members and donors highly admire MHS, composition of the 
admiration rating differed (Table 11). Among members, 61.3 percent strongly admire MHS as do 74.2 

percent of donors.  
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Figure 3: Admiration of the Minnesota Historical Society among questionnaire respondents, 2013. 
 
 
Table 11: Respondent admiration level for the Minnesota Historical Society as an organization 

Organization 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
% n % n % n 

Strongly admire 24.1 120 61.3 1295 74.2 170 
Admire 52.8 263 36.1 762 25.3 58 
Neutral 22.9 114 2.3 48 0.4 1 
Do not admire 0.2 1 0.2 4 0.0 0 
Strongly do not admire 0.0 0 0.1 2 0.0 0 
Total  498  2111  229 
 
Likelihood of recommending MHS to family and friends 

When asked the likelihood that respondents would recommend MHS and its services to friends and 
family, the majority of both members and donors was extremely likely to make such a 
recommendation (Table 12; Figure 4). While the percentage of nonmembers extremely likely to 
recommend the society was lower than the other groups, the majority of nonmembers remained on 
the positive end of the recommendation spectrum. On a scale with 1 equaling “not at all” and 11 
equaling “extremely likely, ”the average ratings were 7.89 for nonmembers, 10.0 for members and 
10.4 for donors. 
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Table 12: Likelihood to recommend the Minnesota Historical Society and its services to friends and family 
among questionnaire respondents, 2013 

Recommendation Likelihood 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
% n % n % n 

Not at all likely 1.0 5 0.3 7 0.0 0 
 1.8 9 0.2 4 0.0 0 
 3.6 18 0.5 10 0.0 0 
 2.4 12 0.4 8 0.0 0 
 4.2 21 0.5 10 0.0 0 
 13.7 68 0.8 17 0.4 1 
 12.3 61 1.5 32 0.4 1 
 16.2 80 5.9 125 3.9 9 
 18.0 89 16.0 336 12.7 29 
 10.1 50 19.2 405 20.6 47 
Extremely likely 16.6 82 54.7 1152 61.8 141 
Total  495  2106  228 
 Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. 
 7.89 2.36 10.0 1.44 10.4 0.93 
1Rated on a scale 1 = Not at all, 11 = Extremely likely 
 

 

Figure 4: Likelihood to recommend the MHS among nonmembers, members, and donors, 2013 

 

Brand-equity dimension: Loyalty 

Respondent agreement with Loyalty statements 

As might be expected, loyalty among members and donors was considerably stronger than among 
nonmembers (Table 13). What’s more, for all loyalty-related items, donors showed a higher level of 
agreement than members. Ratings for the “I consider myself to be loyal to the Minnesota Historical 
Society” statement illustrates these differences, with nonmembers on average rating this statement 
2.93 (SD=0.84), members 1.83 (SD=0.74), and donors 1.47 (SD=0.60).  
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Although loyalty was generally high for all groups responding to the questionnaire, it should be 
noted that members and donors agreed least with the statement “If I could join one organization it 
would be the Minnesota Historical Society.” Very encouraging for MHS, however, is that among all 
loyalty statements, “deserves state funding” was rated the most agreed-upon by nonmembers and 
second-most by members and donors.  

Table 13: Respondent agreement with Loyalty statements 

Item 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
n = 493-498 n = 2077-2104 n = 226-229 

Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. 
Deserves state funding 2.04 0.79 1.40 0.62 1.25 0.47 
The Minnesota Historical Society would be my first choice 
when seeking historical services 

2.47 0.79 1.94 0.78 1.86 0.79 

I would travel to a Minnesota Historical Society site before 
traveling to those run by other organizations 

2.88 0.75 2.40 0.86 2.30 0.90 

I consider myself to be loyal to the Minnesota Historical 
Society 

2.93 0.84 1.83 0.74 1.47 0.60 

I intend to recommend membership in the Minnesota 
Historical Society to my friends 

3.06 0.79 2.00 0.78 1.86 0.76 

If I could only join one organization it would be the 
Minnesota Historical Society 

3.40 0.84 2.81 1.01 2.67 1.04 

The Minnesota Historical Society is one of many 
organizations to which I belong 

3.72 0.91 1.83 0.85 1.57 0.66 

1Rated on a scale where 1 = Strongly agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neutral,  4 = Disagree, and 5 = Strongly disagree 
 
Research Question 3: Motivations and constraints to engagement with the Minnesota Historical 

Society  

Motivations 

Nonmembers, members, and donors were very similar in their importance ratings of motivation 
statements for participating in historic programs and services. All statements were identified as 
important motivations for participating in historic programs and services. All three groups rated 
items in nearly the exact same rank order with “to learn about history” as the most important and 
“to get away from the usual demands of life” as least important (Table 14). “To gain a new 
perspective on the past” and to do something enjoyable” rounded out the top three most important 
motivations while “to test my knowledge” and “to be with people who enjoy the same things I do” 
were in the bottom of the list.  

Table 14: Motivations for participating in historic programs and services among questionnaire respondents, 
2013 

Participation Reason 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
n = 496-497 n = 2088-2097 n = 226-228 

Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. 
To learn about history 1.93 0.73 1.44 0.54 1.41 0.57 
To gain a new perspective on the past 2.06 0.74 1.60 0.60 1.58 0.61 
To do something enjoyable 2.06 0.70 1.58 0.59 1.60 0.57 
To experience something inspiring and authentic 2.09 0.75 1.70 0.66 1.66 0.67 
To discover how history relates to me 2.19 0.74 1.85 0.73 1.81 0.76 
To do something with my family 2.29 0.82 2.00 0.96 2.20 0.94 
To be with people who enjoy the same things I do 2.53 0.80 2.33 0.90 2.28 0.81 
To test my knowledge 2.63 0.80 2.42 0.94 2.39 0.95 
To get away from usual demands of life 2.65 0.82 2.43 0.95 2.51 0.96 
1Rated on a scale where 1 = Very important, 2 = Important, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Unimportant, and 5 = Very 
unimportant 
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Comparing member motivations by donor status 

A comparison of motivations between donors and nondonors revealed one statistically significant 
difference; donors rated “to do something with my family” as significantly more important than 
non-donors (Table 15).Considering donors had fewer children under the age of 18 living at home 
(Table 26), the meaningfulness of this difference is uncertain.  

Table 15: Differences in motivations for participating in historic programs and services among between 
donor and nondonor questionnaire respondents, 2013 

Motivation Item 

Respondent Type 
 Donor Nondonor 

n = 226-228 n = 1463-1467 
Mean1 Mean1 t-value 

To learn about history 1.41 1.44 0.68 
To gain a new perspective on the past 1.58 1.60 0.39 
To do something enjoyable 1.60 1.55 -1.2 
To experience something inspiring and authentic 1.66 1.69 0.58 
To discover how history relates to me 1.81 1.84 0.65 
To do something with my family 1.91 2.20 -4.39*** 
To be with people who enjoy the same things I do 2.28 2.33 0.83 
To test my knowledge 2.39 2.41 0.27 
To get away from usual demands of life 2.51 2.40 -1.59 
1Rated on a scale where 1 = Very important, 2 = Important, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Unimportant, and 5 = Very 
unimportant 
* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at .001 
 
Comparing member motivations by age groups: 50 years and under and over 50 

For both members and nonmembers “to do something with family” was significantly different 
between age groups: younger respondents rated this as more important than older groups. Focus 
group respondents tended to agree with this finding as parents and grandparents in the groups 
indicated that historic sites were a good source of family-friendly entertainment.  

Two other motivational items were significantly different among MHS members under and over 50: 
‘to do something enjoyable” and “to get away from the usual demands of life” where, once again, 
younger respondents rated both of these items as more important than older ones (Table 16).  

* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at .001 

Table 16: Differences in motivations for participating in historic programs and services among 
questionnaire respondents 50 and under and over 50 years of age, 2013
 Nonmembers Members 
 Age 

(years)
50 and 
under Over 50  

50 and 
under Over 50  

 
n = 73 

n = 410-
411  

n = 638-
640 

n = 1352-
1361  

Mean1 Mean1 t-value Mean1 Mean1 t-value
To learn about history 1.89 1.93 -4.73 1.41 1.44 -1.23 
To do something with my family 1.99 2.35 -4.00*** 1.64 2.15 -12.1***
To do something enjoyable 2.05 2.06 -0.10 1.45 1.63 -6.61***
To experience something inspiring and authentic 2.08 2.10 -0.21 1.67 1.70 -0.95 
To gain a new perspective on the past 2.11 2.06 0.57 1.60 1.59 0.35 
To discover how history relates to me 2.23 2.19 0.48 1.87 1.83 1.14 
To get away from usual demands of life 2.49 2.67 -1.68 2.27 2.49 -4.96***
To be with people who enjoy the same things I do 2.52 2.53 -0.12 2.34 2.33 0.27 
To test my knowledge 2.56 2.63 -0.65 2.40 2.41 -0.10 
1Rated on a scale where 1 = Very important, 2 = Important, 3 = Neutral, 4 = unimportant, and 5 = Very 
unimportant 
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Comparing motivations by geographic location: Metro area compared to Greater Minnesota 

No meaningful significant differences were found in motivations between respondents living in the 
metro area and Greater Minnesota. 

Factor analysis: Motivations 

When factor analyzed, the motivations among members and donors grouped into two factors: 
“enjoyable learning” and “escaping with others.” However, motivations among nonmembers did not 
break into any smaller groups, but had a strong reliability as a single scale (Table 17). Each factor 
solution explained more than 50 percent of the variance in motivations. 

 
 

Benefit importance 

Member respondents rated the importance of eight various membership benefits on a five-point 
scale, 1 equaling very important and 5 equaling very unimportant. 

Comparing membership benefit importance by donor status 

Six out of eight benefits significantly differed in importance between donors and nondonating 
members (Table 18). The two benefits that did not differ were “free access to the History Center,” 
and “discounts in stores, cafes, parking.” Donors rated all access benefits (i.e. free access to…) less 
important than nondonors. Donors attributed significantly more importance to MHS publications 
(Minnesota History magazine, History Matters newsletter), special events for members, and its 
mission than nondonors. 

  

Table 17: Factor analysis for respondent motivation items 

Participation Reasons 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 

n = 496-497

n = 2088-2097 n = 226-228 

Enjoyable 
learning 

Escape 
with 

others 
Enjoyable 
learning 

Escape 
with 

others 
To learn about history .83 .88  .85  
To gain a new perspective on the past .85 .85  .88  
To do something enjoyable .84 .55  .52  
To experience something inspiring and 
authentic 

.85 .69  .79  

To discover how history relates to me .82 .52  .68  
To do something with my family .72  .64  .68 
To be with people who enjoy the same 
things I do 

.71  .71  .77 

To test my knowledge .64  .61  .60 
To get away from usual demands of life .60  .79  .78 
Eigen Value 5.21 3.79 1.15 3.89 1.29 
Alpha (�) .91 .80 .66 .83 .69 
Variance Explained (%) 59 54 57 
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Table 18: Perceived benefit comparison between MHS donor and nondonor questionnaire respondents, 
2013 

Benefit Item 

Respondent Type 
 Nondonor Donor 

n = 1458-1472 n = 226-228 
Mean1 Mean1 t-value 

Free access to the History Center 1.40 1.48 -1.58 
Free access to historic sites 1.48 1.71 -4.23*** 
It supports a mission I believe in 1.59 1.36 5.55*** 
Free access to Mill City Museum 1.86 2.12 -4.17*** 
Minnesota History magazine 1.93 1.77 2.69** 
Discounts in stores, cafes, parking 2.15 2.25 -1.58 
History Matters newsletter 2.19 2.06 2.02* 
Special events for members only 2.58 2.37 3.27*** 
1Rated on a scale where 1=Very important, 2=Important, 3=Neutral, 4=Unimportant,  
and 5=Very unimportant 
* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at p .001 
 

Comparing membership benefit importance by age groups: 50 years and under and over 50 

Six of eight benefits significantly differed between members age 50 and under and members over 50 
years old (Table 19). Only two out of eight benefits were not significantly different: “discounts in 
stores, cafes, parking” and “special events for members only.” Neither discounts nor special events 
were rated very highly in relation to the other benefits. Special events were rated least important for 
both groups. Notable is the fact that the younger group rated the three free access items as the most 
important while the older group did not.  

 
Table 19: Differences in respondent assessment of benefit importance among questionnaire respondents 
50 and under and over 50 years of age, 2013 

1Rated on a scale where 1=Very important, 2=Important, 3=Neutral, 4=Unimportant, and 5=Very 
unimportant  
* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at p .001 
 

Comparing membership benefit importance by geographic location: Metro area compared to 
Greater Minnesota 

Four membership benefits significantly differed in importance by geography: Metro respondents 
attributed greater importance to “free access to the History Center,” “free access to Mill City 
Museum,” “discounts in stores, cafes, parking,” and “special events for members only” (Table 20).  

 Members 
 
 
 
Benefit Item 

Age (years) 50 and under Over 50  

 n = 637-640 n = 1347-1363  
Mean1 Mean1 t-value 

Free access to Mill City Museum 1.21 2.02 -6.99*** 

Free access to historic sites 1.35 1.62 -8.72*** 

Free access to the History Center 1.36 1.46 -3.60*** 

It supports a mission I believe in 1.66 1.50 4.76*** 

Discounts in stores, cafes, parking 2.18 2.17 0.16 

Minnesota History magazine 2.19 1.76 10.2*** 

History Matters newsletter 2.44 2.07 8.59*** 

Special events for members only 2.62 2.56 1.35 
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Table 20: Differences in respondent assessment of benefit importance among questionnaire respondents 
in different geographic locations, 2013 

Benefit Item 

Respondent Location 
 Metro Greater MN 

n = 1673-1680 n = 284-287 
Mean1 Mean1 t-value 

Free access to the History Center 1.40 1.56 -3.33*** 
Free access to historic sites 1.51 1.60 -1.86 
It supports a mission I believe in 1.56 1.55 0.21 
Free access to Mill City Museum 1.89 2.05 -2.77** 
Minnesota History magazine 1.91 1.86 0.87 
Discounts in stores, cafes, parking 2.14 2.31 -2.87** 
History Matters newsletter 2.20 2.15 0.82 
Special events for members only 2.54 2.71 -2.99** 
1Rated on a scale where 1=Very important, 2=Important, 3=Neutral, 4=Unimportant, and 5=Very unimportant 
 

Constraints 

Constraints to participating in historical programs and services varied slightly among the groups 
(Table 21). Nonmembers rated “lack of information” as the most constraining item (M=2.64, 
SD=1.24) while members rated “do not have enough time” as the most constraining item (members 
M=2.81, SD =1.14). This finding is consistent with the nonmember focus group results where 
respondents voiced that a lack of information was constraining to their engagement. For those that 
were aware, however, the three most common methods that focus group participants indicated they 
learned about MHS sites were tourism information sources (Explore Minnesota Tourism, events 
section in Minneapolis Star Tribune), driving past the site (especially the History Center & Fort 

Snelling), or school field trips for themselves or their children.    

o A new Minnesota resident said “Never heard of any of them except for Fort Snelling, which 
I’ve heard of because I missed my turn-off when I was in the Cities. They sound like great 
places but I’ve never heard of them.  Maybe if I’d grown up in Minnesota I would have. ”   

o One woman who has lived in Minnesota for decades said she loves forts did not know about 
Fort Snelling. “We love forts. Anytime we go anywhere, we go to forts (but she didn’t know 
about Fort Snelling.)”  

The least constraining items for all groups were “fear of prejudice” and “do not feel welcome.” 
However, as noted later in this report, respondents both in the survey and focus groups were 
overwhelmingly white, non-Hispanic.  Two focus group participants asked if diverse cultures were 
represented: 

o “We have such a rich culture here in Minnesota with all the cultures. The Somali community 
– all the different cultures in Minnesota.  I know farm is our history.  I don’t know if it exists 
or if they are starting to work on that…but for that to be represented as well.”  

Members rated “sites are too far from home” as more constraining than nonmembers. As 
nonmembers were less aware of the sites operated by MHS, they may not have realized that sites 
exist throughout the state, whereas members are more aware of the sites locations. Distance was not 
an issue for the seven Rochester focus group participants. One said “Distance is not a concern.  If 
you’re interested, you go.” 

Notably, “history is boring” was infrequently identified by nonmembers as a constraint and results 
of the focus group echo this finding. In fact, nearly all focus group participants said that they liked 
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history and actually found it quite interesting. As several focus group participants noted, their 
personal interest in history grew as they got older.  

Focus group participants also discussed constraints to returning to historic sites. The overwhelming 
reason was to bring someone else to the site—either children/grandchildren or out of town visitors.  
Special exhibitions were a major draw for return visits. Participants provided the following insights 
on the challenges of getting return visitors to historic sites: 

o “It’s a different thing to advertise for the Science Museum where you have travelling exhibits 
that you can promote. When you have a historic thing like Fort Snelling, you can’t have a 
travelling thing because it doesn’t fit. It also seems weird to say ‘Come celebrate the 
anniversary of this big hanging (referring to the hanging of the Dakota in the 1800’s)’” 
(Follow up comment was that it would be tacky to come celebrate this lynching.) 
 

o “I’m not sure there is something that is reliable that will bring people back to a site. The only 
thing that would happen that would be new would be if they made a new discovery or a new 
finding or something like that. That is not something you can plan on or design. It seems to 
me something like the historical society is something you want to bring people in the first 
time to learn about it and then bring others to show them about it but it is hard to even 
design repeat business because you don’t have anything new.”   

Table 21: Constraints to participating in historic programs and services among questionnaire 
respondents, 2013 

Nonparticipation Reason 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 

n =  n = 2067-2077 n = 223-226 
Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. Mean1 S.D. 

Lack of information on opportunities 2.64 1.24 1.83 0.98 1.68 0.87 
Do not have enough time 2.54 1.14 2.81 1.24 2.61 1.24 
Friends/family prefer other activities 2.45 1.05 2.06 0.99 2.02 0.98 
Too many family obligations 2.33 1.08 2.36 1.15 2.18 1.13 
No reason to return after seeing a site once 2.24 1.03 1.77 0.92 1.72 0.92 
Sites are too far from home 2.22 0.94 2.43 1.10 2.32 1.04 
Do not have enough money 2.04 1.12 1.70 1.00 1.32 0.76 
Sites do not offer activities I want 2.03 0.96 1.68 0.88 1.67 0.89 
Sites are closed when I want to visit them 1.84 0.91 1.87 0.96 1.66 0.85 
Sites are too crowded 1.83 0.95 1.59 0.82 1.47 0.73 
History is boring 1.52 0.86  - -  - - 
Do not feel welcome 1.33 0.75 1.12 0.49 1.12 0.46 
Fear of prejudice from others based on my 
race/ethnicity 

1.22 0.65 1.07 0.39 1.07 0.40 

1Rated on a scale where 1 = Not at all, 2 = A little, 3 = Some, 4 = A lot, and 5 = A great deal 
 

Comparing member constraints by donor status 

Six of 12 constraints significantly differed between donors and nondonating members. Nondonors 
indicated site crowding, site hours of operation, money, family obligations, lack of time, and lack of 
information as more constraining than donors (Table 22).  

Both donors and nondonating members identified fear of prejudice and “do not feel welcome” as 
very slight constraints and both groups rated “do not have enough time” as most constraining. 
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Table 22: Differences in constraints to participating in historic programs and services among donor and 
nondonor questionnaire respondents, 2013 

Constraint Item 

Respondent Type 
 Donor Nondonor 

n = 223-226 n = 1452-1459 
Mean1 Mean1 t-value 

Do not have enough time 2.61 2.84 2.63** 
Sites are too far from home 2.32 2.38 0.85 
Too many family obligations 2.18 2.42 2.85** 
Friends/family prefer other activities 2.02 2.07 0.68 
No reason to return after seeing a site once 1.72 1.78 0.05 
Lack of information on opportunities 1.68 1.87 2.70** 
Sites do not offer activities I want 1.67 1.67 -.09 
Sites are closed when I want to visit them 1.66 1.89 3.70*** 
Sites are too crowded 1.48 1.61 2.63** 
Do not have enough money 1.32 1.77 7.82*** 
Do not feel welcome 1.12 1.12 0.55 
Fear of prejudice from others based on my race/ethnicity 1.07 1.07 0.24 
1Rated on a scale where 1 = Not at all, 2 = A little, 3 = Some, 4 = A lot, and 5 = A great deal 
* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at .001 

 
Comparing constraints by age groups: 50 years and under and over 50 

Differences emerged among 13 constraints between those 50 years and under and over 50 years of 
age. Nonmembers age 50 and under found 10 of 13 items more constraining than the older 
respondents; members under 50 identified 6 of the 13 items as constraining (Table 23). For the 
nonmembers, the younger group was consistently more constrained than those older than 50. For 
the members, all but one item was consistently more constraining for the younger group: “too many 
family obligations.”  

Within the focus groups, some nonmembers(most notably retirees) voiced concerns over the cost of 
admission to sites as well as membership and questioned whether they would visit enough times to 
make up for membership dues. One participant had a specific suggestion for pricing: 

o “Determine the entrance fee on what is offered in the location.  I grew up on the North 
Shore.  I will pay $10 per person to go to Fort Snelling.  I will pay $10 per person to go to the 
History Center.  I feel that’s a bargain – there’s so much there.  I will not pay $10 to walk up 
to the top of Split Rock Lighthouse.  For 10 minutes to walk up, look out over…I have a 
family of 5.  I’m not going to pay $50…there’s not $50 worth there for my family to go 
through…it was free when I was a kid…If I were coming here from California, I would pay.”   

A number of the nonretirees were unaware that MHS offered memberships (and that free access to 
sites was a membership benefit) 

o “My friends have a membership at the Children’s Museum.  Something like that would 
motivate me because I would just pay the one membership fee and then it would be free.  We 
used to have a membership to the Science Museum for that reason.” 

Several participants spoke of passes formerly available through the library as a good way to offset 
visitors’ costs. Parking costs with the Minnesota Historical Society were also a concern among some 
nonmember focus group participants, although others rebuked the parking fee concern. Retirees 
expressed concern about mobility issues for disabled, suggesting items like on-site wheelchairs as 
solution option.  
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Table 23: Differences in constraints to participating in historic programs and services among 
questionnaire respondents 50 and under and over 50 years of age, 2013 
 Nonmembers Members 

 
 
 
Constraint Item 

Age 
(years) 

50 and 
under Over 50 

 
50 and 
under Over 50 

 

 
n = 72-73

n = 408-
411 

 
n = 633-

635 
n = 1344-

1351 
 

Mean1 Mean1 t-value Mean1 Mean1 t-value 
Do not have enough time 3.19 2.41 5.55*** 3.09 2.68 7.31*** 
Too many family obligations 2.90 2.23 5.04*** 2.22 2.63 -7.64***
Friends/family prefer other activities 2.78 2.40 2.91** 2.09 2.03 1.21 
Lack of information on opportunities 2.71 2.62 0.59 1.91 1.79 2.55* 
Do not have enough money 2.55 1.95 4.25*** 1.98 1.57 8.26*** 
No reason to return after seeing a site once 2.53 2.18 2.64** 1.74 1.78 -0.76 
Sites are too far from home 2.44 2.18 2.14* 2.55 2.38 3.31*** 
Sites do not offer activities I want 2.25 1.99 2.09* 1.66 1.68 -0.47 
Sites are too crowded 2.19 1.77 3.47*** 1.61 1.57 0.94 
Sites are closed when I want to visit them 2.08 1.80 2.42* 2.01 1.79 4.74*** 
History is boring 1.90 1.45 3.55*** - - - 
Do not feel welcome 1.38 1.32 0.69 1.11 1.11 -0.01 
Fear of prejudice from others based on my 
race/ethnicity 

1.33 1.19 1.54 1.08 1.06 -1.18 

1Rated on a scale where 1 = Not at all, 2 = A little, 3 = Some, 4 = A lot, and 5 = A great deal  
* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at .001 
 
 
Comparing constraints by geographic location: Metro area compared to Greater Minnesota 

Only one or two constraints to historic program participation significantly differed between those 
that live in the Twin Cities Metro Area and those who live in Greater Minnesota. Not surprisingly, 
those in Greater Minnesota indicated “sites are too far from home” as more constraining (Table 24). 
This was especially true of members. The only other significant difference was that Greater 
Minnesota nonmembers found “too many family obligations” to be more constraining than metro 
nonmembers.  

Table 24: Constraints to participating in historic programs and services among questionnaire respondents in 
different geographic locations, 2013 
 Nonmembers Members 
 Location Metro Greater MN

 
Metro Greater MN  

 
Constraint Item 

n = 414-
419 

n = 65-67 
n = 1658-

1664 
n = 2067-

2085 
 

Mean1 Mean1 t-value Mean1 Mean1 t-value
Lack of information on opportunities 2.61 2.79 -1.13 1.83 1.83 0.01 
Do not have enough time 2.52 2.72 -1.35 2.81 2.80 0.16 
Friends/family prefer other activities 2.43 2.57 -1.00 2.07 2.04 0.52 
Too many family obligations 2.29 2.63 -2.36* 2.38 2.38 0.02 
No reason to return after seeing a site once 2.21 2.37 -1.24 1.79 1.73 0.98 
Sites are too far from home 2.17 2.51 -2.71* 2.32 2.91 -7.67***
Do not have enough money 2.06 2.06 -0.03 1.67 1.80 -2.02 
Sites do not offer activities I want 2.04 2.03 0.07 1.70 1.64 1.02 
Sites are too crowded 1.84 1.79 0.44 1.60 1.50 1.86 
Sites are closed when I want to visit them 1.83 1.96 -1.05 1.86 1.95 -1.42 
History is boring 1.51 1.60 -0.81 - - - 
Do not feel welcome 1.32 1.41 -0.88 1.11 1.15 -1.09 
Fear of prejudice from others based on my 
race/ethnicity 

1.20 1.34 -1.39 1.07 1.05 0.86 

1Rated on a scale where 1 = Not at all, 2 = A little, 3 = Some, 4 = A lot, and 5 = A great deal 
* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at .001 
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The results from the one focus group held in Greater Minnesota (Rochester) suggest distance from 
sites is substantially less of an issue than Twin Cities residents who found going across the metro 
area a constraint. A Rochester participant said it best “If it is of interest, we’ll travel to see it” which 
was supported by the other members of the group.  Further exploration of the distance issue is 
warranted. 

Respondent descriptions 

Demographics 

Respondents were most frequently older than 50, nonwhite Hispanic and highly educated. On 
average, nonmember respondents were in their early sixties (M=61.7, Mdn=65, SD=12.16; Table 25; 
Figure 5) while member respondents were in their mid-fifties (M=56.3, Mdn=58, SD=13.3). Donors 
were significantly older than nondonors (63 years and 55 years, respectively). The majority of 
respondents were female (59.8% nonmembers, members 63.5%) and white (nonmembers 96.2%, 
members 96.0%) with a non-Hispanic or non-Latino ethnic background (nonmembers 99.4%, 
members 99.3%).  

Respondents were highly-educated, most frequently citing a graduate degree (four-year college 
graduate or greater: nonmembers 65.4%, members 82.7%) and most reported a household income 
level of at least $50,000 (nonmembers 73.4%, members 73.8%). Members most frequently indicated 
income between $100,000 and $149,000 

Geographically, most respondents resided in the metro area (nonmembers 86.2%, members 85.5%), 
The most frequently cited employment status for nonmembers was retired(58.6%) while members 
were most often employed full time (45.8%), though nearly one-third was also retired (31.2%).  

 

 

Figure 5: Age distribution of questionnaire respondents, 2013 
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Table 25: Demographic profile of questionnaire respondents, 2013 

Attribute 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
% n % n % n 

Gender 
Female 59.8 295 63.5 1326 56.6 129 
Male 40.2 198 36.5 762 43.4 99 
Total  493  2088  228 
Ethnicity 
Not Hispanic or Latino 99.4 492 99.3 2059 100 227 
Hispanic or Latino 0.6 3 0.7 15 0.0 0 
Total  495  2074  227 
Race 
White 96.2 481 96.0 2035 97.8 226 
Asian 1.8 9 1.0 21 0.4 1 
American Indian or Alaska Native 0.6 3 0.6 13 0.4 1 
Black or African American 0.2 1 0.4 9 0.0 0 
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 0.0 0 0.1 2 0.0 0 
Total  494  2120  228 
Age (Nonmember M = 61.7, SD, 12.2; Member M=56.3, 13.3; Donor M=63.2, 11.7) 
18 – 30  3.5 17 2.7 54 0.4 1 
31 – 40 6.2 30 11.4 230 4.9 11 
41 – 50 5.8 28 19.6 395 8.1 18 
51 – 60  16.3 79 23.8 478 22.0 49 
61 – 70  47.9 233 27.7 558 38.1 85 
71 – 80 20.4 99 11.9 239 19.7 44 
81 or older 0.0 0 2.8 57 6.7 15 
Total  486  2011  223 
Pre-tax household income 
Less than $20,000 3.4 17 1.6 34 0.5 1 
$20,000 - $34,999 9.2 46 4.8 102 4.0 8 
$35,000 - $49,999 9.4 47 8.2 173 6.0 12 
$50,000 - $74,999 26.8 134 19.9 421 21.1 42 
$75,000 - $99,999 19.8 99 17.5 370 18.6 37 
$100,000 - $149,999 19.2 96 21.9 464 26.6 53 
$150,000 - $199,999 5.0 25 7.8 165 10.6 21 
$200,000 or greater 2.6 13 6.7 141 12.6 25 
Total  480  2120  199 
Highest level of education 
Did not graduate from high school 0.2 1 0.1 3 0.4 1 
High school graduate 9.0 45 2.9 61 2.6 6 
Two-year college graduate 7.0 35 3.5 74 2.6 6 
Technical school graduate 6.0 30 3.1 65 1.3 3 
Some college coursework 12.4 62 7.8 163 5.2 12 
Four-year college graduate 26.3 131 28.6 601 29.6 68 
Some graduate coursework 6.4 32 10.5 220 9.1 21 
Graduate/professional degree 32.7 163 43.6 916 49.1 113 
Total  499  2103  230 
Employment 
Retired 58.6 289 31.2 654 51.3 117 
Employed full time 25.4 125 45.8 959 36.8 84 
Employed part time 10.5 52 13.5 283 7.0 16 
Unemployed 2.8 14 1.5 32 1.3 3 
At home by choice 2.6 13 8.0 167 3.5 8 
Total  493  2095  228 
Location 
Metro 86.2 420 85.5 1688 87.9 197 
Outstate 13.8 67 14.5 287 12.1 27 
Total  487  1975  224 
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Respondent number of children 

The majority of respondents had no children living at home (Table 26). Seven of 10 members had no 
children at home (71.6%) and 9 of 10 nonmembers and donors were also without children in the 
home (90.5%). 

Table 26: Number of children under 18 living at respondent’s home among questionnaire respondents, 
2013 

Number of children 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 

% n % N % n  
0 91.0 455 71.6 1517 90.5 209 
1-2 7.2 36 20.5 434 7.8 18 
3-4 1.8 9 7.0 149 1.7 4 
5-6 0.0 0 0.8 16 0.0 0 
7+ 0.0 0 0.2 4 0.0 0 
Total  500  2120  231 
 

 
Respondent levels of membership 

The most frequent membership level reported among members was a household membership 
(29.5%; Figure 6). The next three most frequently held types of memberships were individual plus, 
senior household, individual and household plus.  

 

Figure 6: Frequency of questionnaire respondent membership levels (n=2104), 2013 
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Nonmember respondent activity not directly related to MHS 

In the last 12 months, more than half of nonmember respondents (61.2%) had visited an art or 
history museum, and/or attended a local craft fair (54.3%; Table 27; Figure 7). Four of 10 
nonmembers had purchased a ticket to a fundraiser (43.1%). However, fewer than 10% of 
respondents had participated in the other listed activities: volunteering as a tour guide (1.6%), 
volunteering to help preserve a historic site (2.4%), joining a food co-op (5.7%), and signing a petition 
supporting preservation (8.8%).  

 

Figure 7: Nonmember activity not directly related to the Minnesota Historical Society within the past 12 
months, 2013 
 

Table 27: Nonmember activity not directly related to the Minnesota Historical Society within the past 12 
months, 2013 

National study of local preservationists, asked if respondents had participated in the each of the activities 
within the last 3 years.  
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Action 

Nonmembers 
National Trust for 

Historic Preservation 
Sample* 

% Participating (n) % Participating
Visited an art or history museum 61.2(304) 93
Attended a local craft fair 54.3(270) 95
Bought a ticket to a fundraiser 43.1(214) 70
Made a contribution to a conservation organization 29.8(148) 76**
Wrote a letter to a politician 29.6(147) 65
Made a donation at a historic site 21.1(105) 75
Attended a town/city meeting or open house 19.8(98) 66
Chosen to stay in a historic hotel when traveling for business 
or pleasure 

17.3(86) 80 

Made a donation to a cultural preservation organization 14.7(73) 76** 
Signed a petition supporting the preservation of our culture 8.8(44) 75 
Joined a food co-op 5.7(28) 46 
Volunteered to help preserve a historic site or building 2.4(12) 58 
Volunteered as a tour guide 1.6(8) 42 
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Non-MHS organizational visits and fiscal support 

Three nonprofit organizations were more frequently financially supported by respondents than 
others: 1) alumni associations of the respondent’s alma mater (nonmembers 24.6%, members 40.2%), 
2) Twin Cities Public Television (nonmembers 22.8%, members 40.0%), and 3) Minnesota Public Radio 
(MPR); nonmembers 21.6%, members 47.7%). Other organizations also supported by respondents 
included the Science Museum of Minnesota, Minneapolis Institute of Arts, the Minnesota Landscape 
Arboretum, the Minnesota Zoo, and county/local historical societies (Table 28; Figure 8). MPR was 
the most frequently supported organization amongst focus group participants (about 25%). 

 

Figure 8: Organizational support among respondents to an email questionnaire, 2013 
 

Table 28: Organizational support of various nonprofits among respondents to an email questionnaire, 
2013 

Organizations 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 

% n % n % n 
Alumni association of my alma mater 24.6 123 40.2 852 59.3 137 
Twin Cities Public Television (TPT) 22.8 114 40.0 848 64.1 148 
Minnesota Public Radio (MPR) 21.6 108 47.7 1011 64.1 148 
Minnesota Zoo 7.4 37 14.7 311 14.7 34 
Science Museum of Minnesota 7.0 35 26.3 558 32.5 75 
Minnesota Landscape Arboretum 6.8 34 11.2 237 17.7 41 
Minneapolis Institute of Arts 5.4 27 20.4 432 30.3 70 
County/Local Historical Society 5.0 25 26.0 552 35.5 82 
National preservation organization 3.0 15 10.0 213 12.6 29 
Minnesota Children’s Museum 2.6 13 4.2 88 3.0 7 
Walker Art Center 2.4 12 5.7 120 7.8 18 
State preservation organization 1.8 9 5.2 111 8.2 19 
 

Among respondents of member, donor and nonmember groups, Como Park and Conservatory, the 
Science Museum of Minnesota, and the Minneapolis Institute of Arts were the most often attended 
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attractions within the past 12 months (Table 29; Figure 9). The least frequently attended attraction 
in the last 12 months was the Minnesota Children’s Museum. Given the high percent of respondents 
without children in the house, this finding makes sense. 

 

Figure 9: Attractions visited within the past 12 months among respondents to an email questionnaire, 
2013 
 

Table 29: Respondent attendance of other tourist attractions within the past 12 months 

Attraction 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 

% n % n % n  
Como Park & Conservatory 47.2 236 62.3 1321 59.7 138 
Science Museum of Minnesota 29.8 149 53.4 1133 50.6 117 
Minneapolis Institute of Arts 29.6 148 53.8 1140 56.7 131 
Minnesota Zoo 28.8 144 34.1 722 28.6 66 
Minnesota Landscape Arboretum 21.6 108 30.4 645 32.0 74 
Walker Art Center 15.4 77 26.1 554 29.4 68 
Minnesota Children’s Museum 9.8 49 16.2 343 9.5 22 
 

DISCUSSION 

The following section presents a discussion of the three research questions, integrating literature 
and a holistic approach to consumer-based brand equity. 

Research Question 1: Awareness of the Minnesota Historical Society 

Awareness was assessed in three ways. First, respondents identified who managed or owned eight 
different sites, six of which MHS operated or owned. Second, respondents identified how many sites 
MHS operated. Third, respondents indicated their familiarity with a variety of MHS programs and 
services. Not surprisingly, members and donors were more knowledgeable and aware of all of these 
facets than nonmembers. As such, it is important for MHS to increase awareness among 
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nonmembers. Awareness will expand their understanding of MHS and its offerings and potentially 
move them toward membership. Among members, increasing awareness about certain programs 
where familiarity is low could enhance quality and loyalty brand dimensions. 

Familiarity results reveal that MHS is not viewed only as a Twin Cities based organization that 
provides services to children and families. Members know that MHS does more than operate the 
Minnesota History Center. Although these results are not surprising, they dispel any concerns that 
MHS is too narrowly program focused and geographically isolated. Members agree that MHS is truly 
a multi-purpose organization with respect to who it serves and the important programs it offers 
statewide. 

However, increasing awareness and association with MHS is essential among nonmembers, as only 
half of the respondents correctly identified half of the sites MHS managed. The majority of 
nonmembers did not know how many sites MHS managed or operated, and familiarity with many 
services was understandably lower than for members.  

The historic sites managed by MHS are the most well-known service provided by the organization, 
followed by museums and exhibits.  Other services provided by MHS are generally known, but 
understandably less by nonmembers compared with members. The results also indicate that the 
points of contact between nonmembers and MHS occur at the historic sites it manages throughout 
the state and at the Minnesota History Center, its flagship exhibit building in St. Paul. If MHS wishes 
to connect with nonmembers and increase awareness of all services, the historic sites and the 
history center are natural venues for this exchange to take place.  

Although MHS as a whole is generally viewed positively, as revealed in the factor analysis, its image 
is strongly tied to the historic sites and the Minnesota History Center. Although connections with 
non-MHS members could happen in other ways (e.g., a media campaign, events, etc.) the most 
influential would most likely occur at one of the historic sites or in the Minnesota History Center 
(MHC), as they have already begun direct physical engagement by being at the site. Sites and the 
MHC are the two areas where MHS image is strongest, and they would serve as excellent conduits 
between the society and its nonmembers.  

The Awareness dimension in the nonmember factor analysis once again reveals the strength of 
museums and exhibits for connecting with non-MHS members. "Museums and exhibits" was the item 
that had the strongest familiarity with nonmember respondents. In a similar, but not as strong way, 
MHS comes to mind when nonmembers think about preserving historic buildings and collecting 
Minnesota artifacts. MHS might consider discussing or featuring these top-of-mind awareness items 
when it connects with nonmembers.  

Even the low percentage of nonmembers who think of MHS when researching family history is not 
too problematic. When a low awareness activity like this is coupled with high awareness activities, 
both activities offer benefits. For example, the results reveal that nonmembers are aware of the MHS 
role in collecting artifacts, preserving historic buildings and researching history. MHS should 
attempt to make nonmembers inquiring or enrolling in those activities – especially the researching 
history activity –aware of the availability of researching family history services.  

This strategy would help forge more connections and strengthen emotional bonds with MHS. Using a 
high-awareness service, such as researching history, to connect in a personal way with a nonmember 
about low-awareness services, such as “researching my family history, ”not only boosts awareness, it 
also builds loyalty and leads to potential conversion  of nonmembers to members.  
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An interesting and positive finding from the nonmember data emerged in that more thought Split 
Rock Lighthouse was managed by the National Park Service rather than MHS. This reflects well on 
MHS in that Split Rock has such high value recognition that many nonmembers felt it was on par 
with nationally operated historic sites.  

Research Question 2: Minnesota Historical Society Brand Equity 

Customer-based brand equity was measured along four dimensions: Awareness (described above), 
Image, Quality and Loyalty. To assess the dimensions, respondents stated how much they agreed 
with a variety of items in these areas and then the items were factor analyzed. The following 
outlines brand analysis by group (member, donor, nonmember) and examines each brand dimension. 

Member brand analysis 

Member brand analysis finds support for MHS as a leader in providing historical interpretation and 
educational resources, maintaining important sites that yield a quality experience, offering a 
statewide presence, and in providing a wide range of services to many segments of society.  
Awareness of MHS and some of its activities and services is high among members. Similarly, member 
responses indicated a high perception of Quality for particular services, as well as Loyalty to the 
organization—especially when it comes to traveling for educational purposes. The results also reveal 
a high level of trust in MHS, and trust is an essential component of brand equity. Additionally 
members are aware and value many services provided by MHS, which indicates a strong image 
dimension.  

Comparing member with nonmember results reveals an important nexus, i.e. a strong agreement, 
among members and nonmembers about the quality and importance of the sites managed by MHS. 
These sites are the most important points of contact for both members and nonmembers; they are 
where the two groups come together as one. The sites are the primary source for reaching out to 
both members and nonmembers and where the organization has the best chance to instruct visitors 
about the wide range of services it provides.  

Questionnaire responses also reveal the importance of exhibits in telling the history story, with MHS 
seen as providing high quality and informative exhibits. The use of innovative and entertaining 
exhibits to increase awareness of other services to site visitors should be considered a 
communication tool to increase ratings of all brand dimensions.  

Donors 

The donor group factor analysis did not differ much from that performed on all member responses 
and subsequently, separate results were not presented. However, a strong bond has formed among 
donors with MHS. From a brand equity perspective this is what would be expected. Donors are more 
vested in the organization and feel more emotionally attached to the organization. Donors are not 
only financial contributors to the mission of the organization but should be viewed as “soldiers in 
the ranks.” Donors are also strong advocates for MHS membership as a high percentage intended to 
recommend it to friends and neighbors. A program where donors recruit more donors may make 
sense, as they admire MHS and are willing to recommend it.  

Mission was of primary importance to donors, mirroring past MHS Research (MHS, 2010). Donors 
were less likely to view financial benefits such as free site passes as important compared to 
members in general, although they were still important. Donors were also more strongly united in 
how they felt about the services provided by MHS as well as more knowledgeable about the wide 
range of services provided. In other words, donors were more likely to think alike with respect to 
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certain items than nondonors. This was reflected in the higher item scores for items that appeared 
in each factor.  

Other items that appeared for to be more important and familiar to donors versus members as a 
whole were: researching history, researching family history, collecting Minnesota artifacts, MHS is 
the first organization that comes to mind when researching history, I consider myself loyal to MHS 
and MHS is one of many organizations I belong to. Donors are more knowledgeable about 
researching family history which was a relatively unknown service for the member and nonmember 
groups. Donors were also more knowledgeable about the role MHS plays in collecting Minnesota 
artifacts and they were more likely to think of MHS first when researching history comes to mind. 
These differences show the strength of the emotional bond that exists between donors and MHS, 
especially the feeling of loyalty that many donors feel towards MHS. The result that donors also 
belong to other organizations reveals a possible partnership consideration for MHS. 

Nonmembers 

The nonmember factor analysis included Awareness, Image and to a lesser extent the Loyalty 
dimensions. This is to be expected when examining brand equity for an organization when only 
looking at the nonmember group as they would not have as much experience with services offered 
by the organization for a Quality dimension to emerge. The Loyalty dimension reveals a lack of 
animosity or anger with the organization either. Loyalty for nonmembers is relatively high with the 
respect shown to MHS even though they have not become members. As expected, both Awareness 
and Image are strong dimensions for nonmembers.  

Nonmembers indicate they are at least somewhat familiar with historic sites, museum and exhibits, 
and to a lesser extent historic collections, and preservation work. For historic sites and museums 
and exhibits less than 30 percent of the sample is unfamiliar or very unfamiliar with these items, but 
the unfamiliarity rises to over 47 percent and over 50 percent, respectively, for historic collections 
and preservation work. The other items all recorded high unfamiliar or very unfamiliar scores. They 
are: state archives (61.7 percent), archeological services (79.3 percent), educational programs for K-
12 students (56.6 percent), educational programs for families (56.8 percent), educational programs 
for adults (64.8 percent), history day (72.2 percent), grant programs (88.8 percent), the State Historic 
Preservation Office (78.4 percent), and field services (85 percent). 

Nonmembers also see MHS as an important source for historical information, agreeing that MHS “is 
an important educational institution,” “Teachers should count on MHS for educational resources and 
training,” “Manages a number of good tourist attractions,” “Is an important curator of a variety of 
artifacts,” “Provides important services to local and country historical societies,” and “Deserves State 
Funding.” The distribution of responses closely followed that of the history item statements above, 
with most nonmembers agreeing or strongly agreeing, a quarter to a fifth neutral and very few 
disagreeing with the statements. 

With respect to “MHS is an essential organization for projecting the ‘right’ state image” there was 
also high level of agreement. There was only small percentage of respondents disagreeing with this 
statement (3.4 percent) but a slightly higher percent (31.2) that were neutral. There were two 
statements that recorded high agreement, but not as high as for the other statements, levels of 
agreement. They were “Has an important research library” and “represents my history.” Very few 
respondents disagreed with these statements. Rather, higher levels in the neutral category were 
reported. Almost 50 percent of the respondents were neutral for each of the two items. 

With Loyalty among nonmembers, the most positively rated item was “I would travel to a MHS site 
before traveling to those run by other organizations.” While almost 57 percent of the respondents 
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were neutral on this item, over 26 percent agreed or strongly agreed with the statement. A smaller 
percentage (16.9 percent) agreed with the statement “I would recommend membership in MHS to my 
friends” with 59.3 percent neutral and only 23.7 percent disagreeing with the statement. 
Interestingly, 24.6 percent of the respondents agreed with the statement “I consider myself to be 
loyal to MHS” while 19 percent disagreed and 56.4 percent were neutral. Much lower agreement was 
obtained for the statements “The Minnesota Historical Society is one of many organizations to which 
I belong” (8.6 percent) and “If I could only join one organization it would be MHS” (9.6 percent). 
Since none of the respondents were MHS members, it is surprising that any agreement would be 
obtained on the last two items. It is possible that those filling out the questionnaire were not aware 
of their membership status. 

All awareness items on factor 4, except researching family history, recorded high scores ranging 
from sometimes to always, when respondents were asked how often MHS comes to mind when 
thinking about the item. The three strongest were “visiting history exhibits,” “collecting Minnesota 
artifacts,” and “preserving historic buildings.” Only “researching family history” recorded a higher 
percentage of respondents who said rarely or never versus those who said always and very often. 

Membership may become an option for current nonmembers if MHS increases awareness of services, 
activities and attractions to the nonmember group. Image reveals the extent certain activities and 
services are positively related to the organization. These results are similar to audience research on 
the MHC (2005) which found positive images among museum goers, regardless of visit status (MHS, 
2005).  These items should be at the forefront of awareness and image formation marketing efforts.   
In this section a number of opportunities for MHS to better connect to nonmembers were revealed. 
They will be detailed in the observations section.  

Image 

As mentioned in the literature review Image was initially viewed as a “catch all” term that captured 
the other brand equity dimensions within it. However the dimensions of awareness, quality and 
loyalty have been successfully isolated from the image dimension. Image still very much overlaps 
with some of these dimensions and that was evident in the factor analysis. One very important 
result is that the MHS image for members and nonmembers is generally positive to very positive. 
Very little remedial image correction work will have to be done. Instead, MHS should concern itself 
with building on its core strengths when opportunities to connect with nonmembers are presented.  

Of the member brand equity factor analysis, two factors related to the Image dimension emerged. 
The first factor with the most explanatory power paints a very positive picture of the Minnesota 
Historical Society as an important organization that deserves state funding. This factor shows that 
MHS does very well in a variety of areas(see factor results) and that respondents view MHS as 
providing a wide range of services from educational to preservation and at the same time makes 
history relevant through the high quality sites it manages. When communicating with members, the 
attributes contained in this factor should be considered as strengths and other services which MHS 
wishes to promote should be tied, when possible, to one of more of MHS’ core strengths represented 
by the items that emerged in this factor.  

Factor 6 accounts for approximately 4 percent of the variance in the sample and consists of three 
Awareness-related items. MHS is favorably viewed as providing valuable services in the areas of 
history exhibits, preserving historic buildings and collecting Minnesota artifacts. As such, MHS 
should make sure that its role is prominently mentioned when it provides funds or expertise for 
preserving historic buildings, collecting Minnesota artifacts and in all the exhibits it helps design. 
Members view these three services as an important part of the MHS mission. Also, promoting some 
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of the most significant artifacts preserved could form a part of the MHS website to enhance its 
reputation. Although this information can be found by drilling down through the MHS website, it 
could occasionally be featured as a primary story if MHS wishes to enhance this aspect of their 
Awareness and Image dimensions.  

Within the nonmember brand item factor analysis, two factors also related to the Image dimension, 
factors 1 and 5. The high levels of agreement with the statements found in factor 1 coupled with the 
number of statements that are contained within it (see factor results)are indicative of a strong Image 
dimension as well as an Awareness dimension. Nonmembers are aware of a fairly substantial 
number of activities and services provided by MHS but only three (i.e. museums and exhibits, sites 
and collections) record scores over 50 percent for familiarity. Those who are aware of services 
provided by MHS rate them highly. Naturally nonmembers are not as aware of the range of services 
offered by MHS as members are but considering they have no emotional tie to the organization, the 
positive image results are quite encouraging. The cluster of history related items that show up in 
this factor, together with the descriptive results for these items, speak to a positive impression for 
the MHS core service of providing historical information in informative, relevant and even exciting 
ways. Further support for a strong MHS image is the statement “projecting the right state image” 
which had relatively high levels of agreement. This directly addresses the issue of image for MHS 
and is relevant because the “right” state image was never defined for the respondents. Instead, in 
their minds respondents came to the conclusion that MHS is projecting the “right” state image. 
Further support for a strong MHS image can be found in agreement with the statement that MHS 
deserves state funding. The items that were related to image range from being a purveyor of history 
to being a strong educational resource in general and for teachers in particular, manages good 
tourist attractions, takes care of important artifacts and assists local historical organizations tell 
their area’s story. Many nonmembers are therefore aware in general of a number of things that MHS 
does and the image of what MHS does is positive and fairly strong. 

For factor 5, there are definitely activities where awareness is low but there are also activities where 
awareness and image are both high and positive. On a positive note, MHS does not have to be 
concerned that its image is just related to work and activities performed in the Twin Cities or 
through the History Center.  

Quality 

In the member factor analysis two factors that related to Quality were revealed; factors 5 and 7. The 
fifth factor is related to education and shows that MHS is a trusted resource for information about 
history, that the organization makes learning about history fun, and that it can be counted on as an 
educational and training resource for teachers. MHS is viewed as not only knowledgeable, but also 
trustworthy source for accurate information about history.  

That members trust MHS is a very important finding as it shows that MHS provides not only quality 
resources but relevant interpretation of history. One of the key components of increasing brand 
equity is to develop a trust relationship with those who belong to the organization. This increases 
the emotional connection between individuals and the organization. Factor five reveals high trust 
when it comes to instructing people about the historical context in which they find their modern life. 
To maintain high brand equity the trust members have placed in MHS must be safeguarded as an 
essential element of the relationship. Notably, the sample was primarily White, non-Hispanic and 
trust levels among diverse groups remain unknown. Evidence of some concern regarding 
interpretation bias is found with the lower levels of agreement that MHS represents my history, 
presents unbiased opinions as well as comments in the open-ended comments section (Appendix B). 
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Factor 7 accounted for approximately 3.5 percent of the variance and consisted of two related to 
whether MHS has lost its way as a leader in interpretation and education. With strong scores 
members have rejected the notion that MHS has lost its way and by inference it can be assumed that 
MHS remains a leader in both interpretation and education with respect to history. This is part of 
the Quality dimension as it reveals that members still consider MHS as a leader in providing 
historical educational and interpretive services.  

This factor revealed another strength of MHS, that there is no indication that MHS is slipping in 
either its interpretive leadership or provision of educational resources. Care should be taken that 
MHS remain relevant to its members for both of these services as it supports the Quality dimension 
of the organization.  

Among nonmembers, the quality dimension was absent in the factor analysis. Without first-hand 
experience or knowledgeable word of mouth information it would be very difficult to assess the 
quality of services offered by MHS.  

Loyalty 

The Loyalty dimension appeared in two factors from analyzed data on members. Factor 2 related to 
researching history, both in general and specifically with respect to family history. This factor 
revealed that the library maintained by MHS is an important and valued resource. One of the items 
in this factor shows how strong MHS is with respect to researching history as MHS was considered 
as the first organization that comes to mind for this activity. For this reason this factor can be 
viewed as part of the Loyalty dimension as well as reaching a dominant or top of mind level within 
the Awareness dimension. 

From a loyalty perspective, researching history is viewed as a major strength of MHS and the source 
most often consulted when engaging in this activity. Enhancing history research opportunities and 
options will be viewed as a positive for its members that wish to undertake this activity. One idea to 
enhance the Loyalty dimension with respect to this factor would be to stage a special researching 
history event to attract more members to engage in this activity, or at the very least, keep this 
service in at the Dominant or Top of Mind awareness level.     

Factor 3 consists of three items and is related to the Loyalty and Awareness dimension. Items that 
emerged in this factor relate to traveling to MHS sites for educational purposes. Factor 3 shows that 
MHS managed sites are held in high regard by its members. Throughout the study, the data, in many 
ways, supports the high value of the sites managed by MHS. Promotion of the sites with new ideas 
for educational outcomes will serve to strengthen both the Loyalty and Awareness dimensions for 
the sites managed by MHS. 

Among nonmembers, factor 3 showed that they are generally not loyal to MHS, but there are 
indications that loyalty can be increased. The results for this factor were not surprising except to the 
extent that they were not more negative. Once again, the positive image of the historic sites 
managed by MHS is revealed by the percentage of respondents who would travel to an MHS managed 
site before going to those managed by other organizations. It is not so much the level of agreement 
obtained on this statement that is telling, but rather the high level of neutral responses coupled with 
low levels of disagreement. The same can be said for recommending membership in MHS to friends 
which shows the respect respondents have for MHS even though they are not members. In a way this 
Loyalty dimension also reveals a strong and positive image for the MHS brand. The results also 
reinforce the need to connect with non-MHS members where the Loyalty and Image dimensions are 
most powerful, at MHS managed sites.  
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Research Question 3: Motivations and constraints to participation in historical programs and 

services 

Motivations and constraints were measured on scales where respondents identified how important 
select motivations were for participation in historic programs and services or how much select items 
constrained them from participating. Members and nonmembers shared similar motivations to 
participate in historical programs and use services. As such, including the ideas of ‘enjoyable 
learning’ and ‘social escape’ in marketing tools will cover the breadth of audiences. However, given 
donors and those under 50 indicated greater importance to family engagement as a motivation for 
historical program participation, targeting messages and actual activities to enhance their 
participation will be beneficial toward increasing membership and retaining donors. A key challenge 
is to convince these time-constrained potential participants that they can escape responsibilities, be 
with their families while enjoying an educational historical experience. 

Although respondents were generally only slightly constrained overall, anything to increase 
engagement will help to increase awareness, image and loyalty to MHS. Similar to other leisure 
pursuits (Jackson, 2005), time most frequently prevented participation in historical programs and 
services. While MHS has minimal influence on actual time allocation, focusing on how time with MHS 
can advance members and potential members other priorities (like family or learning) will ‘deepen’ 
the time and potentially increase its value. Similarly, the perception of sites far from home (and the 
related time to get there) could be influenced as MHS has 26 sites statewide. Distance perception is 
not always accurate and subsequently, information on the proximity of sites to within and across 
regions could work to dispel this.  In addition, highlighting the number of opportunities among MHS 
and its partners to engage in historical programs would extend the perception of the historical site 
network.  

Related to this, MHS could set goals such that all Minnesotan’s are within a certain distance of MHS 
site.  Nationally, parks have such goals as does the Minnesota Parks and Trails Division of the 
Department of Natural Resources.  

Fears of prejudice or feeling unwelcome were the least constraining items among all groups.  While 
this is initially heartening, a challenge is that the sample is dominated by White, non-Hispanics. 
Whether or not such positive sentiment rings true among non-Whites is important to assess, 
particularly given the projected demographic change in Minnesota. Access to resources, immigration 
factors, and historical and discrimination issues are particularly relevant constraints to 
nondominant populations (Schneider, Shinew, & Fernandez, in press).  

Those under 50 were consistently more constrained than those over 50, regardless of membership 
status. Given family life stage, this finding is not unusual. However, it presents a challenge for MHS 
to help those under 50 negotiate a multitude of constraints. Additional research with the younger 
demographic can provide insight as to how existing members in this age negotiate and why they 
retain membership. 

Given the relationship with MHS, it is perhaps not surprising donors indicated half of the constraints 
listed were less constraining than nondonors. Moving nondonors toward greater engagement with 
MHS naturally moves them toward increased probability of donating. Therefore, creating ways to 
deepen time perception so families can be together, providing sites open when people prefer, and 
activities people want will reduce constraints. Nondonors indicated fiscal resources re more 
constraining than donors, but they were still only ‘a little’ constraining. Cost was also concern to 
focus group participants in this study as well as those testing concepts at Historic Fort Snelling 
(Cincinnatus, 2012). 
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As one would expect, nonmembers indicated the lack of information was the most constraining 
reason to participation in historical programs and services. Subsequently, continuing the work to 
increase awareness is important. The data on nonmember visitation to other sites, as well as their 
fiscal support of other organizations, point to partnership opportunities or justifies existing ones. 
Enhanced joint programming or marketing could similarly enhance awareness of MHS. 

Beyond lack of information, other constraints MHS can actually influence among nonmembers 
include: lack of reason to return and activity mismatch. While nonmembers did not indicate history 
was boring, the attraction pull factors appear to be low for them. Without a strong motivation to 
attend and reason to return, therefore, MHS will struggle to recruit and retain visitors and, 
subsequently, members. Novelty is an ongoing struggle for attractions of all types and perhaps 
particularly historical entities as a perception is ‘history never changes.’ However, a wealth of 
opportunities exists to expand interest. This novelty issue was also apparent among nonvisitors to 
Historic Fort Snelling who participated in focus groups (Cincinnatus, 2012). The engaging living 
history and artifacts were attractive to visitors and nonvisitors like, further supporting the 
importance of engagement among visitors. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Observations are first presented by separate group analyzed (i.e., members, donors, nonmembers), 
and then followed by observations that apply to all groups. Where possible, observations are tied to 
a specific brand equity dimension. With regard to the strategic communication goals (MHS, 2012), 
Minnesotans in this targeted sample appear to know MHS, view it as a priority and agree it should be 
state supported. However, the breadth of public knowledge about MHS can be deepened and 
subsequently moved toward greater support and funding.  

Members 

This study revealed that MHS and its services enjoy very high awareness and image levels among 
members. In addition, members perceive the quality of what MHS delivers as very high. There is a 
strong sense of loyalty to the organization, which peaks with the donor group. Members value free 
site admission, which is part of the membership package, and they support the mission of MHS.  

With respect to the brand dimension relationships reported, it is recommended that MHS focus on 
the quality and loyalty dimensions for members and donor/members. Quality improvement 
reinforces the pride members have in the organization, and it could lead to greater loyalty (e.g., 
moving from regular member to donor status).  

Volunteers are an important source of assistance to any organization and MHS is no exception. The 
strategic goal to create ambassadors for MHS (MHS, 2012) is perhaps the ripest opportunity with the 
volunteers, as well as donors. A review of the volunteer opportunities listed on the MHS website 
reveal they are of a lower level assistance variety that do not appeal to some interested in a more 
engaged role. 

This study revealed that researching history and collecting Minnesota artifacts are considered 
important services offered by MHS. Questionnaire respondents viewed MHS as doing a very good 
with respect to these services. Yet many members were unaware of MHS offerings such as field 
services, and collecting artifacts. 

A volunteer program that allows members to be directly involved in field service activities may be a 
way of creating higher value for members. The archeological field has shown a propensity to use 
tourists as workers on “digs.” Tourists actually pay for the privilege of working and being involved 
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in a dig. Is there an opportunity of this nature for MHS members? Are there other volunteer 
opportunities with a more “hands on” approach to involving members in the MHS mission?  

We pose these questions as a means to start a dialogue on increasing members' involvement with 
MHS. Giving members more exciting ways to volunteer will heighten their perceptions of quality, and 
more importantly, boost the level of loyalty among members, which may result in more donors and 
increased donations. 

MHS could emphasize the financial benefits of membership in its general promotional strategy to 
attract and retain members. Study results revealed that financial benefits were more important for 
members than for donors. As such, these benefits should be emphasized including additional 
benefits (e.g. researching family history services) that may not be as well known.  

While members are also aware and value the fact that MHS provides services to county and local area 
historical associations, they are not as well aware of the MHS grant program offered. A challenge 
grant program for local historical societies could be tied to a program to increase membership and 
the number of donors. For example, if a nonmember joins MHS or a member becomes a donor, the 
full amount of that year’s membership or donor contribution could be used to support local history 
and preservation work tied to a special program initiated by the local organization and approved by 
MHS. The challenge grant program will not have to be fully administered by MHS; perhaps local 
historical societies will develop their own campaigns to take advantage of this special program. The 
result for MHS will be increased membership and increased donors, which, if retained, provide long 
term financial benefit to MHS.  

Donors 

Donors demonstrate a higher propensity of loyalty to MHS and attribute less importance to financial 
benefits from the organization through membership. Understandably, they are more emotionally 
connected to MHS than regular members. Donors were more likely to belong to a number of other 
organizations, but also were more likely to advocate membership in MHS to relatives and friends. 
This emotional connection can be used to increase both membership and donor levels by using 
donors as representatives for MHS. For example, a challenge grant program for local historical 
societies or organizations could be considered to increase the quality and loyalty dimensions. 

A program tied to a historical event or current exhibit may provide an opportunity to set up a 
challenge grant program that could succeed in increasing the number of donors. This study revealed 
that the MHS donor community is loyal, strongly supportive, focused more on belonging than on 
personal benefits, and has a high emotional connection to the organization. Utilizing these attributes 
in an engaged and innovative way may succeed in increasing the number and depth of donors.  

The donor program could take advantage of the fact that donors likely belong to several local 
organizations and so could be a conduit for identifying and marketing the challenge grant programs. 
Using donors to increase membership by asking them to go out and encourage others to join is 
usually a waste of time. However, if there is a program associated with the challenge, especially one 
that connects in a more personal way to donors, membership and donor levels can be increased. 
These ideas are supported by the details on local preservationists provided by the National Trust for 
Historical Preservation (n.d.). 

Because of the strong emotional attachment they have with the organization, donors should be used 
in ways that involve them in decision making for programs initiated and funded by MHS. 
Participation and ownership are the highest levels of engagement on the donor commitment 
continuum (Advancement Resources, n.d.).   
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For example, MHS might ask donors not previously approached review grant programs. This would 
take the decision-making process away from MHS staff; rather, donors would be part of a double 
“blind” review to tally the pros and cons of grant proposals. (In a double blind review, the donors 
would not see the names of applicants, and MHS staff would not see the names of donors doing a 
review.) 

Participating in grant reviews would take donors to a higher level of perceived status within the 
organization, and they would feel a stronger connection to MHS. While there are potential challenges 
that might occur if MHS staff did not support a donor’s recommendation, a fully transparent system 
would help mitigate this possibility. Full transparency means reasons for funding or not funding a 
proposal would be publicly disclosed, and donors with a potential conflict of interest (e.g., they 
belong to the organization requesting a grant) would be excluded from that particular grant review.  

Donors also could participate in the consideration of new exhibits by serving on exhibit selection 
committees. Reserving a certain number of seats on selection committees for donors would 
reinforce their emotional attachment to MHS.  

Similarly, donors could be asked to serve as a majority or near majority on a committee that deals 
directly with increasing membership or donor levels. In this case, MHS staffers would serve as 
resource personnel who provide background information (e.g., results contained in this study) and 
the challenge goal (e.g., increase membership by X percent) for the committee’s use. Because donors 
are emotionally attached to MHS, increasing their involvement in society operations would likely 
yield creative and potentially fertile ideas for possible implementation.  

The bottom line with donors is that due to their strong attachment to MHS, they could be more 
actively involved in decision-making. To be sure, this recommendation carries risks, as donors 
whose ideas are not implemented might become resentful or feel alienated. However, if MHS staff 
clearly define expectations and fairly manage the process, the benefits of a donor involvement 
program should outweigh the potential costs.  

Nonmembers 

It’s important to view nonmembers in the context of the MHS goal to increase membership, and once 
members are recruited, to move them along the donor engagement continuum. This study revealed 
that nonmembers are aware of some MHS services and do not hold any negative perceptions of MHS 
or its services; therefore, MHS is starting from a neutral-to-positive position in its relationship with 
nonmembers. The two brand equity dimensions that MHS should emphasize for nonmember are 
awareness and image, with quality always a consideration.  

Of all MHS services offered, the ones nonmembers are most aware of are historic sites and the 
Minnesota History Center. Both survey and focus group results showed very positive experiences 
(high quality) for those who had visited sites or the History Center. Therefore, getting nonmembers 
to visit one or more sites, or the Minnesota History Center, is a likely entry point of engagement.  

MHS is already successful in youth engagement in two areas: field trips to sites and History Day.  
Focus group participants whose children participated in field trip and History Day rated those 
experiences as high quality (plans are to further explore this issue with a focus group in July 2013). 
Therefore, it’s recommended that MHS consider methods of continuing contact and involvement 
with youth who participate in either one of these activities—including contact with their parents. 
Suggestions include: 
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 Create incentives for children to return with their families to the Minnesota History Center or to 
other sites they visited on an MHS-sponsored field trip - one incentive might be a discount 
coupon or free pass for a child returning with a paying adult.   

 Give maps of all MHS-sponsored historic sites to children who participate in field trips and 
asking them to bring the maps home to their parents in hopes they would be inspired to visit the 
sites. 

 Consider establishing a membership category for K-12 and college students. Youth who 
participate in History Day are a key initial target audience for this membership, as are students 
at Minnesota colleges and universities. College students majoring in history are obvious 
candidates for this incentive. 

 Build on youth’s positive experiences with MHS by developing and marketing special events for 
young adults, age 18-40. The fact that 50 percent of local preservationist advocates across the 
country are under 30 years old (NTHP, n.d.) supports this idea. Further support was evident at 
the 2013 American Alliance of Museums Conference, which featured a number of workshops 
focused on ideas for reaching young adults. Ideas included creating opportunities for social 
connection and pricing admission under $20. A number of museums throughout the country 
have developed programs targeted at young people that MHS might adopt. They include:  

o Invite a teen or young adult collective of leaders to advise museums throughout the Twin 
Cities Metro Area on ways of engaging youth and young adults in programming. MHS 
could ask the young advisors to research possible activities for attracting youth, such as 
a fun and engaging “Teen Night” at the history center or another site. Use of social media 
is critical in communicating with young people. MHS staff can learn more learn more 
about ways to attract youth to museums and historic sites at 
www.museumteensummit.org. In addition,  presenters at the American Alliance of 
Museums Conference offered these suggestions for history museums:  

 Get a lot of teens there at the same time for a 2.5-3 hour event.  One way would 
be a film screening of a classic movie 

 Get feedback through Facebook linked to Survey Monkey 
 Give them a tangible way of reminding them that a museum is free by giving 

them a ticket vs. just telling them 
 Have food 

o The Wallace Foundation (www.wallacefoundation.org) has a series of free publications on 
their website detailing successful programs in audience development including this age 
group. 

o Some museums have staff hired specifically for marketing to this age demographic. Ideas 
shared by participants in the “Adult Play—by any means necessary” at the 2013 
American Alliance of Museums conference included: 

 California Academy of Sciences holds: Nightlife at the Academy 
(http://www.calacademy.org/events/nightlife/) every Thursday with a theme, 
featured exhibit, DJ and cocktails. They found lots of the activities they do for 
children can be adapted for adults.    

 Chicago Architecture Foundation scavenger hunt of little-known buildings of 
architects featured in current exhibition.  Another activity was an Antiques 
Roadshow-inspired open-call for objects related to World’s Fair 

 Virginia Historical Society hosted a local orienteering club to use the grounds for 
a course activity (a museum in New Brunswick, Canada did something similar 
with geo-caching for War of 1812 activity). 
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 Host or participate in Nerd Nite. These events are held throughout the U.S. as a 
social event targeted toward young adults. One group is in Duluth: 
http://duluth.nerdnite.com/welcome/about-nerd-nite-duluth/ 

 Pechakucha nights cover many topics in a short time—20 slides for 20 seconds 
each. The Twin Cities website is: http://www.pechakucha.org/cities/minneapolis-
st-dot-paul 

 Ignite talks are a shorter version of TED Talks. Website for the Minneapolis 
location:  http://www.ignitempls.org/ One they recommended was a TED Talk 
“Talk nerdy to me”:  
http://www.ted.com/talks/melissa_marshall_talk_nerdy_to_me.html 

History is of interest to Minnesotans, so the challenge is putting information about sites and the 
History Center in places where nonmembers seek information about leisure-time activities. Among 
focus group participants, Explore Minnesota Tourism (EMT) and Minnesota Public Radio were the 
two most frequently identified places where people have successfully looked for information. 
Furthermore, public radio is the top radio station for people who reside in places where current and 
past MHS members are concentrated (Pesch, 2013). 

Respondents indicated membership in MPR as well and, as such, continuing partnerships with them 
makes sense. Of particular note is few mentioned the MHS website as an information source. 
Subsequently, increasing web traffic would be beneficial for a variety of reasons. Select ideas to 
increase website use include: 

 When someone searches for “history” on the EMT website, MHS sites come up along with a link 
to the specific site’s website. People motivated to find other historic sites can find the link in the 
small print, it would be better to have a map of all the sites on the cover page for each site with 
the sought for site a bit larger 

 MHS has a Facebook page currently with 8,824 “likes” (as of 6/28/13). Individual sites have 
Facebook pages, too, but with few “likes.” Consider incentives for members and nonmembers to 
“like” MHS as a way to communicate with those who are interested in your sites. 

 Consider target market advertising on Facebook. As of 6/17/13, Facebook has 2,600,000 
Minnesota-based profiles. Of the 18+ year olds, 152,000 identified “history” and 1,440,000 list 
“travel” as interests. 

 Build on MHS success with the recent use of Twitter for a special exhibit.   

 Continue to build on the MHS Pinterest page. Consider adding “before and after” photos of 
restoration work. 

 Link the Pinterest page to the MHS Facebook page. This will mean anything posted on Pinterest 
will automatically appear in the newsfeed of the people who Like MHS on Facebook. 

 Ensure that all historic sites and the History Center are correctly listed on both Yelp and Google 
Places. Travelers use their mobile devices to look for attractions, activities, etc. Android devices 
search using Google Maps; iPhone (& iPads) search using Yelp. In addition, many travelers search 
the Trip Advisor website for user reviews and ratings. Check and respond to ratings that are 
posted. 

One way to increase overall awareness of the organization would be to create a mobile or “pop-up” 
exhibit that allows MHS to showcase itself at a variety of different locations and events. Not only can 
a mobile exhibit increase awareness among the public, it can obviously target a geographically 
specific set of consumers. Although this could be built around just about any topic, an exhibit about 
the Civil War in Minnesota, for example, could be very effective. As MHS is known for its exhibits 
and museums, this is likely to spark interest and provides the Society with an opportunity to expose 
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the audience to not just its high-quality product, but also to the many other services it offers (see 
research question 1 above for more about coupling low awareness services with high awareness 
ones).  

A “did you know?” section (see below) of the mobile exhibit would inform visitors that MHS is more 
than just museums and exhibits. This mobile exhibit could be displayed at the state and county 
fairs, local malls, or perhaps even an inner city park where an audience that may be less exposed to 
MHS can be reached. At a busy mall or fair, this mobile exhibit could possibly be seen by hundreds 
of people. Furthermore, something interactive could be added such as a Civil War-era covered wagon 
driven by volunteer re-enactors that would garner much attention and could be a mobile exhibit in 
itself or in addition to an exhibit that guests can directed to. At the State Fair, for instance, this may 
be a very popular and act as a catalyst for much conversation about MHS. 

An additional method for increasing awareness is to conduct a FAM tour (familiarization) tour for 
day trips/tour group organizers (for example, community education bus tours for senior citizens). 
Free days at MHS sites may encourage residents to visit who, in turn, with bring others and spread 
the knowledge and awareness of MHS. 

One area where member and nonmembers do intermingle is at the sites that MHS manages. This is 
probably the only opportunity where MHS has a chance to come into quality contact with a large 
group of nonmembers. When dealing with nonmembers the point of contact that has the best chance 
of succeeding in increasing awareness that the site is managed by MHS as well as select services that 
MHS wishes to feature. The results tell us that nonmembers know MHS is relevant for researching 
history but they do not know that the MHS also has a strong researching family history service. If an 
area at a site is set aside to feature some of the other services that MHS offers, in an interactive way, 
both awareness of MHS and its services will increase as well as the Quality dimension.  

For example, MHS may wish to operate a booth at one or more of its sites that will help someone 
research their family history. If a site visitor could supply a name or other identifying information 
and receive a quick response from a database that details a small part of his or her family history, 
this would increase the Awareness, Image and Quality dimensions for that individual. The 
importance of MHS-managed sites to connect to nonmembers is a key finding of this study, and it 
should be exploited to connect more strongly with this group of potential members. Obviously if 
people show up at a site, they have an interest in some aspect of history. The challenge is to find 
ways to expand on that interest to show how MHS can provide something of value to the individual.  

Study results also show that nonmembers support their alma mater, Twin Public Television (TPT) 
and Minnesota Public Radio. As such, continuing or expanding partnerships with these organizations 
to increase the Awareness and Image dimensions will be advantageous. It may be possible to include 
short vignettes of history stories that regularly appear on TPT. In that respect it may be wise to 
dialogue with other organizations, such as the Resort Association, to investigate their history and 
provide material for public consumption. As MHS is highly respected when it comes to researching 
history, there are potentially numerous history stories that could be told, provided the expertise and 
money are available.  In a related vein, due to the high giving to alma maters, partnerships with the 
alumni associations of colleges and universities in Minnesota to document and preserve their history 
at MHS may also have cross-appeal.  

One service offered by MHS that was not known by nonmembers and also by a substantial number 
of members is the grant program. When MHS provides grants for historic preservation or other 
historic related activities it should be prominently featured in any message related to that grant. For 
example there are a number of historic sites that on a regular basis apply to MHS for grants to 
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restore facades, windows etc. As these grant programs are a relatively unknown service provided by 
MHS, ways to increase awareness needs to be considered. All activities performed by MHS need to be 
“branded”. An assessment of how the MHS brand is attached to all its services should be 
undertaken.  

Observations for all groups  

MHS clearly has a quality set of products and services. To increase and enhance the brand-equity 
among members and nonmembers, a variety of ideas are presented.  

Consider providing a more interactive environment at the MSH sites. Interaction between visitors 
and MHS will help reinforce brand dimensions as interactive activities serve to develop a stronger 
bond between the user and the organization providing the interactive activity. For example there are 
a number of activity groups that, while small in total numbers, are involved are highly committed 
and could become quite loyal. One group that comes to mind are Geo-cachers. They will travel to 
engage in their chosen activity and since history involves the understanding of the past it may be 
possible to develop an activity focused on geo-caching. Organizations such as the Holocaust 
museum in Washington, DC, provide personally engaged experiences in that visitors assume the 
identity of someone in that time period and follow their fate to see if they live through the war. 

Greater engagement with both members and nonmembers has many benefits. The goal is to create 
and strengthen a bond with members and develop awareness, image and quality dimensions for 
nonmembers. The observations that follow are all intended to address that goal. 

 Develop a chronological history trail. The sites managed by MHS span a range of years from 
pre-history (Jeffers Petroglyphs) to modern times (Minnesota State Capitol). Visitors to MHS 
sites can be informed about periods in Minnesota history which are interpreted through the 
various sites. The MHS web page lists each site but does not give the historical period the 
site represents. Trails provide a challenge and a goal for visitors. This recommendation 
develops awareness of all the sites and enhances the image of MHS as providing history in a 
fun and exciting way. This was one of the items that was tested during the survey work and 
many respondents agreed with statement. History was not viewed as boring and the creation 
of a history trail directly addresses the fun and exciting aspect of it that MHS is 
emphasizing. 

 Re-investigate an incentive program to document visiting all historic sites. This is a program 
that has been used by many other organizations that manage sites (attractions)– for 
example, the National Park Service has had a passport while another organization offers 
unique items from each site to add to a walking stick. By offering a stamp in an official MHS 
issued book creates a challenge and goal people seek. Notably, Goodhue County is offering 
one spring/summer 2013 (http://www.goodhuehistory.mus.mn.us/events.html). This idea 
will make history fun and exciting for visitors to sites and reinforce the belief held by many 
that when they travel for educational purposes MHS sites provide the most return.  

 One of the items of importance that emerged when examining donor/member differences is 
that donors feel that MHS represents “their” history. The close bond with the organization 
identifies what makes donors different than regular members and nonmembers.  

 
More than 97% of MHS donors who were surveyed identify themselves as white, non-Hispanic 
or Latino.  It is not clear from this study (both survey and focus groups) that MHS connects 
in a similar manner to diverse cultures. Therefore, we recommend the following: 
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 Focus groups among underrepresented groups to obtain feedback on how well 
participants feel “their” history is represented by MHS, the brand identity of MHS, 
etc.  

 A communication assessment could review communication materials to see if and 
how they reflect a diverse public in pictures and content as well as assess where and 
how information is delivered compared to and how and where diverse publics get 
leisure information. 

 Confirm that all sexual identities are represented equally. Some suggestions to 
ensure this are to have all staff trained in “sexual identity diversity awareness,” 
recognize the LGBT community’s contributions through donor profiles, recognition 
plaques, etc., and to have general programs or events that represent the LGBT 
interests and experiences. This may include partnership with the local Pride program 
(Barnett, Godoy, Kerkman, & Seymour 2010). 

 Invite leaders from minority communities to conduct an “audit” of the information 
presented at the historic sites and History Center.  A groundbreaking such audit was 
done 20 years ago by Fred Wilson’s exhibition “Mining the Museum” at the Maryland 
Historical Society where he “reshuffled the Maryland Historical Society’s collection 
to highlight the history of Native and African Americans in Maryland.” (Quote from:  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fred_Wilson_(artist))   

 Develop partnerships with different cultures to showcase their history in Minnesota. 
Involving members of the targeted culture directly in the creation of an exhibit will 
serve to bring MHS and members of that culture closer together. However, before 
implementing this recommendation MHS should review how decisions are made for 
determining the final story presented at sites and the History Center as there could 
be conflicting definitions of the “right” history between staff and the community.  
There are likely many resources to tap within the history museum networks. One 
resource we have identified is Ann Ramsden, Director of the Musee Heritage Museum 
in Edmonton, Canada (she has staff members from oral cultures ) 

 Develop special programs in partnership with organizations that have an engaged 
membership. Partnerships with association with high consumer recognition and also 
a willingness to financially support the “story.” Funding for such partnerships does 
have to come directly from the association itself. In Minnesota there are a number of 
external funding opportunities for innovative ideas. Examples include: 

o A partnership with the Minnesota Grape Growers Association (MGGA) to 
trace the history of wine making in Minnesota may be a possibility. They have 
an engaged membership that is very proud of their industry which continues 
to grow significantly. In addition more people are traveling to wineries with 
part of their recreation and/or tourism time budget. Partnerships with 
groups like MGGA should take into consideration the history of:  
o Each college and university in Minnesota (note that many donors 

financially support their alma mater); 
o Civic organizations (Lions, Rotary, etc.); and 
o Hobby groups, such as those for historic cars. 

 Create a marketing program that directly addresses more than one brand dimension 
important to increasing membership. The brand dimensions important to connecting 
with nonmembers are Awareness, Image and Quality. Another finding was that more 
nonmembers thought that Split Rock Lighthouse was managed by the National Park 
Service than MHS. This is not a negative finding, even though it shows little 
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awareness of MHS role in management of this particular site. In a similar vein, focus 
group respondents for the Historic Fort Snelling site thought it had national 
significance (Cincinnatus, 2012). MHS can build awareness through a program that 
addresses this lack of awareness in a very positive and evocative way. Although the 
authors of this report do not possess the creative talent of professionals in 
marketing and advertising, we offer an example of what provides the framework for 
this recommendation:  

Did you know that the Minnesota Historical Society manages the Split Rock 
Lighthouse? Most people think it is the National Park Service. We’re that 
good. Wow!(MHS logo) 

The elements of the above message deal directly with awareness by educating the 
listener/reader first that it is MHS that manages the site. It also deals directly with image as 
the connection to the National Park Service, the nation’s premier park agency, is made. And 
finally, it deals with quality by declaring that MHS is on par with the National Park Service. 
Three of the important brand dimensions are captured in an informative and entertaining 
way.  

 The image formation process is important to understand as it provides the background on 
how to reinforce or change held images (see Gartner (1993) for a thorough review of the 
image formation process). One of the key elements in building or changing held images is to 
have a consistent program for a lengthy period. The use of the “Did you know….” may be a 
way to address this issues. There are a number of services that the nonmembers are unaware 
of and which MHS would like to make them aware of with the expectation of increasing 
member and donor numbers. A campaign based on acquiring knowledge has been suggested 
as one of the more powerful ways to connect to an audience as suggested by Heath and 
Heath (2007). The “Did you know……” campaign would do this. There are many interesting 
facts that MHS could incorporate in a “Did you know” campaign which meets the criterion of 
a focused and long term image formation change strategy (Gartner, 1993). Short statements 
such as the one above could be used in a variety of venues, which this study shows are 
organizations held in high esteem by survey respondents. The use of the MHS website is also 
another venue for the “Did you know” campaign. The authors of this report are not from the 
creative talent industries and a different campaign may be more effective. However any 
campaign that is intended to increase membership should address the brand dimensions of 
awareness, image and quality together to make the biggest impact.  

 As initiatives continue with MHS’s marketing program to create and develop a mascot, 
effective advertising with the incorporation of the mascot could combat low awareness levels 
amongst nonmembers. We offer an example of two organizations that have successfully 
incorporated both human and anthropomorphic mascots into their marketing campaigns to 

optimize brand awareness, public engagement, and persuasion: 

When confronted with little to no brand awareness even though they offered 
products and services that saved lives, Aflac looked to outside advertising agencies 
to help solve the problem. Advertising efforts were brought forward that included 
the use of the Aflac duck. Through effective use of the mascot, Aflac experienced 
huge success with brand recognition increasing from 12 percent to 90 percent in less 
than a year (Sampey, 2001). 
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Subway was able to position itself as a healthy fast food chain through marketing 
efforts that capitalized on the story of Jared, the ideal mascot for promoting weight-
loss success. Dealing with issues of low brand identity, the incorporation of Jared in 
a story-telling method increased the restaurant’s growth 18 percent after one year in 
comparison to respective competitors like Schlotzky’s and Quizno's growth of 
around 7 percent annually (Heath & Heath, 2007). 

Suggestions for successful use of a mascot for MHS include embedding mascot in a story 
with a linear progression through multiple advertisements to increase effectiveness of the ad 
campaign. Also, make use of MHS’s services to increase association of the mascot with MHS’s 
brand identity. Such marketing efforts could be used to promote k-12 services of MHS and to 
increase relationships with educational programs in the area. 

Focus group participants also came up with many observations for MHS that, though generally 
vague, echoed ours: 

o “MHS should more strongly establish their association with the 26 state sites they operate” 
o “Advertise/publicize everything associated with MHS – benefits, cost, facilities, activities, 

etc.” 
o “Create a marketing strategy to help families be aware of all of the sites MHS has and what it 

has to offer all people no matter their age.  Create activities at the sites that change quarterly 
to allow an incentive to revisit.  Use welcome packets, TV, mailings” 

o “Keep advertising at tourist areas.  Outlets, website links, tourist booths” 
o “Try to get more information out there about your organization, what you do (educational 

programs) about your sites and their programs” 
o “Advertise to friends visiting families, visiting town at the airport, buses through providing a 

book/flyer. Booth at state fair” 
o “Advertising the society sites and services in mainstream media would increase awareness 

and visits to locations” 
o “Focus on first time visits i.e. schools and out-of-towners along with advertising because 

repeat visits are very difficult to achieve.  And maybe food?” 
o  “Find some way to better engage people who visit or utilize one of the facilities.  To develop 

and ongoing relationships” 
o “Try to make yourself more visible at the sites you run to the average citizen.  Offer 

interesting activities like food, music, etc.” 
o “Advertising, need a new theme!  ‘Come see what you’re missing; History is alive in 

Minnesota!’” 
o  “Please market what you are doing and create connections with us because the things you 

are doing have value to us and we would like to support them, we just need to know about 
them” 

o “Advertisement.  I’ve never heard about most of these sites, but hearing other people talk 
about them and the fun they’ve had makes me want to learn more and visit.  Some 
advertisement, such as TV ads or radio ads would have made me more aware of the MHS and 
their sites” 

o  “Market…market…market.  Grow online approach, you’ll reach far more people and can 
adjust campaign quicker.” 

o “Figure out a way to market your services better so it is more widely known.” 
o “Please market or inform Minnesotans and even those visiting our state about the list of 

places promoted by the Society available to us.” 
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o “You need to market what you do I am interested in history and had no idea there were 26 
sites. Not aware of education stuff either or online resources” 

 

BRAND MONITORING  

Brand monitoring is an essential part of any brand building effort. This project is the starting point 
for a multi-year, multi-pronged effort to increase awareness of MHS services to various 
constituencies. The goal is to increase membership levels, increase donor levels, and increase 
support from state legislators.  With that in mind, a multi-year marketing research strategy and 
branding monitoring plan can measure the brand equity dimensions of Awareness, Image, Quality 
and Loyalty. The initial, nonbinding, plan focuses on specific groups and measures the change in the 
brand equity dimensions related to MHS marketing efforts. Each recommended approach is based on 
conversations with MHS marketing staff as it relates to targeted audiences and estimates cost, time 
for completion, suggested frequency of each study, expected outcomes and priority with respect to 
MHS marketing goals. Beyond these, however, brand monitoring through social media tools could be 
employed for systematic monitoring of immediate sentiment as necessary and desired following 
major initiatives or events. 

High priority studies include assessing nonmembers in general, nonmembers selected to fit the 
profile of current MHS members (high potential), and nonmembers who fit the profile of current 
MHS donors (Table 30). Studies of moderate to high priority include member surveys to track brand 
equity evaluation trends, and lapsed members to gauge reasons for nonrenewal. It is also 
recommended that focus groups be held with each identified survey group to validate results for the 
survey work. Focus groups with identified audiences could occur once survey work with the 
respective audience is completed. Questions for focus groups would be derived from results 
obtained from each survey.  

High priority brand monitoring studies  

One of the highest priority studies is to monitor nonmembers to determine if the results obtained 
from this study change due to MHS marketing efforts. It is recommended that the brand equity 
questions related to Awareness, Image, Quality and Loyalty contained in the recently completed 
study be repeated in a follow up study to be administered in 2016. This time frame allows for MHS 
marketing efforts to be assessed with respect to positive or negative movement on the brand equity 
dimensions. With minor modifications the same set of questions will be used in 2016. This 
recommended survey will not be as long as the recently completed study but rather it will focus 
almost entirely on the brand equity and demographic questions.  

Another high priority study is to assess why some members have lapsed. A survey with the group of 
recent (last three years) nonrenewals is in order. Questions would focus on constraints to 
membership (economic and social) and select brand equity dimension questions related to Loyalty 
and Quality. The purpose of this study is to determine if membership lapse is related to economic 
constraints or perceptions that the provision of Quality service has declined or Loyalty is no longer 
viewed as an important consideration with respect to membership. Behavioral and attitudinal loyalty 
will be measured to determine if membership nonrenewal is related more to a change in how MHS is 
viewed or if it is due to a change in circumstances (e.g. family composition has changed due to death 
or divorce). As this topic was not part of the recently completed study, it is recommended that this 
study be undertaken in the 2014/15 fiscal year.  
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A third high priority study is to assess members with respect to the brand equity dimensions 
analyzed in this study. This study is similar to the nonmember study for 2016 and the same brand 
dimension questions used should be repeated with the exceptions of many of the awareness 
dimension questions.  Results will be compared to the 2013 study to assess any statistically 
significant changes that have occurred with respect to the brand dimensions. The focus on this 
study should be on Image, Quality and Loyalty as the awareness dimension was quite high and there 
is no reason to suspect that would have changed. However due to new marketing efforts Image, 
Quality and Loyalty should be improved. There should be additional questions in this study specific 
to brand dimensions targeted as a result of new marketing efforts. Those questions will be designed 
such that they relate directly to newly initiated marketing strategies. As such this study is intended 
to evaluate the marketing efforts of MHS undertaken in response to the findings of the recently 
released study. It is recommended that this study be completed in 2016 to allow for marketing 
efforts to have their intended effects 

A medium priority study would review best practices of other state historical societies to determine 
their approach to brand creation. Some of this information may be obtained from conference 
attendance but many best practices may be unique to a particular society and not widely known or 
presented. A mixed method approach will be used to conduct this study. The first step requires 
careful review of selected historical society websites to familiarize researchers with offered services 
and special programs intended to increase membership and induce charitable giving. After website 
review telephone interviews will be conducted with marketing and membership personnel of the 
society to explore programs, service offerings and marketing strategies intended to enhance the 
dimensions of Quality, Image and Loyalty. It is recommended that 15 historical societies, selected in 
consultation with MHS staff, be the focus of this study. Additionally it is recommended that 5 
organizations with well -respected programs (e.g. Ducks Unlimited) that do not have a historical 
focus yet rely on charitable giving be selected for the same analysis described above. These 
organizations will be selected based on their rankings of effectiveness in terms of the percentage of 
money donated that makes it into the field, high rates of membership and low rates of nonrenewal. 
It is recommended that this study be conducted in 2014. 

This study addressed understanding the brand dimensions related to certain market segments. 
Understanding brand dimensions and how they related to particular groups is one part of brand 
building. Another part, and the one that receives the most attention, is development of a logo and 
slogan (i.e. tag line). MHS has a slogan but perusal of the web site does not readily indicate a slogan 
has been adopted. A review of the logo—is it recognizable by targeted audiences—may be in order. 
The development of a slogan that relates to a particular brand dimension, which connects to both 
members and nonmembers, is recommended. The brand dimension that was shown to affect both 
groups was Quality. Quality should be the focus of whatever slogan is adopted. Research focus 
groups are a way of determining if the retention value, overall import and connection to a particular 
targeted group(s) will be achieved by adopting a particular slogan. In a similar way a research study 
that addresses the recognition value (awareness) of the slogan should be conducted.  

With all of these ideas, given the changing Minnesota demographics and the fact that 33 percent of 
local preservationists are non-White as of 2011 (NTHP, n.d.), an understanding of the primary non-
White Minnesota markets are in order. Data is available for purchase on some elements of these 
select markets, but primary research may be best to obtain specific information MHS is interested in 
(see observations section). 

Finally key legislators are important to future state support. Their sentiment about MHS is an 
indicator of future state support. Brand dimensions of Awareness (i.e. services offered), Image and 
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Quality could be assessed with respect to how well this important group of funding decision makers 
knows MHS as well as what they think of its performance. It is recommended that this research be 
undertaken through face to face interviews with 20 key legislators identified by MHS. Face to face 
interviews will not only allow the researchers to collect data regarding the brand dimensions but 
through the interview process legislators will become more aware of MHS and its role in Minnesota 
society. It is recommended that this high priority study be conducted in 2014.  

 
Table 30: Options to assess brand equity dimensions and engagement among Minnesota Historical Society 
audiences 
 

Key elements to address 
Estimated cost 

range 

Estimated 
completion  

time 

Suggested # 
of years to 

repeat Priority 
Survey: n ≥ 1500 
per group 

 

Members Awareness and other brand 
dimensions plus demographics

$40-45,000 
(email) 

6 – 9 months  3 years 
beginning in 
2016 

Medium 

Lapsed 
membership  

Brand dimensions of loyalty 
and quality, constraints and 
motivations for membership 

$35-40,000 
(email) 

6 – 9 
months; 
initially 

5 years 
beginning in 
2013 

High 

Nonmembers 
(general) 

Brand dimensions of 
awareness, image, and quality 

$40-45,000 
(email) 

6 – 9 months 3 years 
beginning in 
2016 

High 

Nonmembers with 
general 
membership 
profiles 

Brand dimensions of 
awareness, image and quality 
plus constraints and 
motivations to membership 
and demographics 

$40-45,000 
(email) 

6 – 9 
months; 
initially 

3 years 
beginning in 
2014 

High 

Nonmembers who 
fit the member 
donor profile 

Brand dimensions of 
awareness, image and quality 
plus constraints and 
motivations to philanthropy 
and demographics 

$40-45,000 
(email) 

6– 9 months; 
initially 

3 years 
beginning in 
2014 

High 

Best practices of 
other state 
historical societies 
related to brand 
building 

Brand dimensions of image, 
quality and loyalty plus  
membership, engagement 

$15,000-
$20,000 (mixed 
methods using 
website review 
and telephone 
interviews) 

3 -4 months; 
initially 

5 years 
beginning in 
2014 

Medium 

Key Legislators Brand dimensions of 
awareness, image, and quality 

$10,000-
$12,000 (face 
to face 
interviews) 

5 months 2 years 
beginning in 
2013 

High 

Review of logo 
and slogan 

All brand dimensions 
(awareness, image, quality and 
loyalty) 

$10,000-
$12,000 (focus 
groups) 

5 months 5 years 
beginning in 
2014 

Medium 

Review under 
represented 
population brand 
equity 

All brand dimensions 
(awareness, image, quality and 
loyalty) 

$15,000-
20,000 

6 months 3 years 
beginning 
2013 

High 
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APPENDIX A 

Open-ended comments: Nonmembers 
Marshall County Historical Society board member. 

greatly enjoyed the exhibits this past year at the center, especially 1968. 

I found this a very interesting survey. 

My children are very young and I'm sure as they get a bit older we will be travelling with them to 
MN historical sites. :) 
You ask a lot of detailed questions about something I only have general feelings about. 

Good luck for the survey 

I think you should have inquired as to whether or not the interviewee was aware of the sites 
managed by the History Center.  I truly was not aware that the History Center operated anything 
other than the History Center - which I thought it was operated by the State of MN 
You asked stimulating, thought-provoking questions. 

Tanks 

There needs to be more information about the historical society and all they do. 

I really enjoy visiting the Minnesota History Museum. Looking forward to seeing the Dakota 38 and 
the Civil War exhibits. 
Get the information out - get local TV shows to promote! 

We miss the free passes from the library. 

I love MNHS. 

I've been to many of the sites but had little awareness as to who maintains them! 

As I went through the survey, it appeared in hindsight that I have visited a number of sights owned 
or operated by the Minnesota Historical Society, without realizing that fact.  Featuring fundraising 
for the sight may make more sense than fundraising for the organization.  Someone once said that 
it was amazing what could be accomplished if it wasn't important who would receive the credit for 
the accomplishment.  I think that is more correct than we would like to believe. 
Love the historical sites. I visited them a lot when I had a child care with the children. Now that I 
am retired I don't visit them as much. They are a great place to learn about MN history and they are 
made alive by the people employed by them. 
Would like more information on family events in MN and ways to volunteer. Thanks! 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide research data. 

Need to learn more 

Keep up the good work the Society does for Minnesota.  When I visit I love the sites. 

it needs to advertise its sites and programs more. 

I cannot afford to participate in historical organizations and activities due to high local, county, 
state, and federal taxes. Dayton and Obama are hurting participation and donations due to 
overspending and excessive taxation. There is also regional bias in most of the historical 
interpretations, rather than honest and historically correct interpretations and presentations. 
Based on this quiz, I was unaware the MN Historical Society was involved in all areas you noted. 

I do support organizations which were not listed in your questionnaire, some of which are 
historical in nature.  I enjoy learning about the history of this area as well as other areas I visit on 
vacations. 
Danielle Dart is an AMAZING resource for the History Forums!!!! 

I just do not have it on my to do list. 

Actually a very interesting survey. 
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APPENDIX B 

Open-ended comments: Members 
 
Your teacher professional development is frequently either pricey or too tied to pushing your 
textbooks 
Your survey seems to overlook the importance  that the MHS sites and activities could have on 
bringing 'tourism' dollars into the State.  I always look forward to my visits to MN; there is still lots 
more there for me to see &amp; enjoy. 
Your survey is too long. :)  I hope MNHS funding is not being threatened by foolish legislators who 
don't realize its huge value to the people of MN! 
Your race categories are terrible - I am surprised by this!! 

Your questions regarding researching family history can be misleading because in many cases (like 
me!) my family is not from Minnesota. 
Your question about using the Minnesota History Museum for family research does not provide a 
place to check if I have no roots in Minnesota.  No matter how good your information on researching 
family trees is I am not going to use it if none of my ancestors lived here. 
You stated in your survey. "" The Minnesota Historical Society is an essential organization for 
projecting the “right” state image. "" Wow,  I am shocked by this question. You should be interested 
in presenting ""the correct historical facts about the state of Minnesota, not what image you want to 
present.  You cannot base teaching on an ""image"". wow,  I cannot believe you would even suggest 
that.  That is disheartening as a member to hear that comment. 
You run many more sites than I realized.  As relatively new residents we have yet to discover all of 
them. 
You have UNDEREMPHASIZED THE IMPORTANCE OF HISTORICAL ARCHIVES AND HISTORICAL 
RESEARCH IN THHIS QUESTIONNAIRE. MHS is a great tourist resource but its primary role is as a 
repository and archive for historical documents and cultural artifacts and a research institution. 
This should not be lost, and the emphasis of this questionnaire is skewed to make it appear 
invisible!! 
You didn't mention supporting libraries in your listing -- this is a major giving category for me.    
Also, I feel MHS could do a better job of representing the history of workers in its installations and 
museums.    Patrick Coleman is a state treasure and deserves a raise. 
would love to see more events open to only members that do not cost extra money to attend 

Would like to have more interactive displays within the museum or different forms of media in 
exhibits to keep my kids engaged.  Reading signs can become time consuming and I don't feel we've 
learned much by our visits. 
Would like the open info sessions to be during the week, not only on Saturday. 

Would be highly interested in and would recommend an exhibit on the history of the sport of 
lacrosse. 
Within the last 10 years have moved to the state so was very unfamiliar with state history.  With the 
new common core standards so heavy into MN history, I am trying to catch up as quickly as I can. 
With a limited budget, family outings are often out of the question.  By getting my membership at a 
discount, our family has visiting several sites and stayed within our budget.  It has been so nice to 
have somewhere to go that is educational and relaxing.  Now our family memories can revolve 
around more than just our backyard.  Thanks for the great value of a family membership.  We were 
able to renew for the second year at a discount and look forward to traveling the state to other sites. 
Will I be able to get results of this survey after all people have completed it? 

Why did you ask what places we'd visited in the last 12 months, but then didn't include all of them 
in 'what organizations do you support financially'?  I support Como Zoo &amp; Conservatory, but it 
wasn't asked in the 2nd question.  Just wondering??  Thanks 
whew. too long of a survey. almost gave up. the fact I didn't should be worth more to gauge my 
interest in MHS than any of the questions 
When we have visitors, either from abroad or from elsewhere in the U.S., MHC or one of the other 
sites is on our must-see list. We took three separate groups of visitors to the excellent Dakota-U.S. 
War exhibit. I often drop by the MHC store to shop for publications and to browse, especially when 
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looking for gifts when going abroad. 

When I lived in St. Paul, I would use the research library to do family research. It was incredible to 
hold the actual school book that had my grandmother's name in it.     I now have 2 children and live 
in central Minnesota. Our first family experience was at the Charles Lindbergh house tour. My boys 
were very young, so I assumed that they would not last through the entire tour. I was wrong. We 
have since been back 3 times to tour the house. They love it and the guides are so good with kids.    
We stumbled upon the Forest History Museum on a rainy cabin day. We were very impressed and 
plan our third trip with friends this summer.    My only complaint is that it is hard to get all the 
great museums in during a very short summer. I would love to see the museums open until October.   
I wonder how much our school (Pillager school) knows about how educational the museums are. I 
assume you open for field trips during the school year.    Our goal is to visit as many museums this 
summer as we can.    Keep up the great work and thank you!    Proud members,    Jody Carey and 
Family 
What places can you rent for meetings or parties?  I am interested. 

well done survey 

Website loaded very slowly from page to page, thus survey took about 30 minutes to complete. 

We would visit the Minnesota museums more frequently if we lived in Minnesota.  We found Fort 
Snelling to be highly educational and enjoyable when we visited while on vacation. 
We were pleasantly surprised by how much fun the History Center was.  I did feel the information at 
the Mill City Museum was very biased, both historically and nutritionally. 
We were a  little disappointed when we realized we would have to pay extra to go to many other site 
events as we are on a limited budget as I am disabled and my husband is retired.  We were hoping 
the membership would cover entrance into the various sites.  In any event, we still feel it was a 
worthy investment/donation.  Thanks for asking us for our input! 
We used to live in Minneapolis and I spent a lot of time at the History Center but now we live 200 
miles away and it isn't as easy to come. I use the web site almost daily in genealogy research. Thank 
you 
We really enjoy visiting the historical sites that you maintain and develop. 

We really enjoy the historical magazine and have shared it with friends.  We also enjoy the sites 
along the North Shore and wish we had the time to explore more sites.  Thank you for your efforts. 
We love your History Forum!!! 

We love the MN History Center and outstate sites.  The membership to the historical society is a 
good value. 
We love the MN Historical Museum! My dream job would be to work there! Love the place! 

We LOVE the Mill City Museum and go back to it over and over.  We went to Split Rock this past fall 
too! 
We love the history society, and how history is brought to life. With all of the sites available we have 
opportunities while we are traveling to explore new historical areas, and when we are home we re-
visit our favorites. 
We love the Historical Society.  Our child grew up on visits to the Sibley House, Ramsey House, and 
Hill House.  Your well-designed survey gave me much to think about, such as conducting research 
on my 1892 house and visiting some sites again.  As a teacher, I love the Northern Lights book, but 
find the teacher materials in need of change. 
We love the Historical Society - thanks for all that you do! 

We just visited Mill City Museum again today.  We took out of town company.  We love Mill City! 

We have enjoyed our membership and plan to renew it for another year. 

we have come to the history center in St. Paul many many times and enjoy it there. But some of the 
other sites like the split rock light house is something we have seen many many times as a child and 
also when we have taken our children there. So often times we do not stop there anymore. But when 
we do we always like the bookstores. 
We have been very happy with our membership we purchased through Groupon last year.  We plan 
to renew our membership.  We live just miles from Kelley Farm and it is nice to know we can visit 
any time and not worry about entrance fees. 
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We had an incredible experience at the Oliver Kelley Farm that I told all my friends about, but one of 
the reasons we haven't gone back is because I can't figure out from the website if the interpreters 
and activities that were there that day happen all the time, or if we just got lucky. I don't want to 
drive all the way out there to have it just be us and the pigs. 
We greatly enjoy visiting your sites.  Our children are always eager to learn &amp; explore.  Thank 
you! 
We got the membership through Groupon but were not able to use it very much as most of the sites 
required an overnight stay away to see them. 
We frequently visit historic sites.  The guides bring history to life.  The History Center exhibits have 
evolved with the times and are always fund and informative. 
We enjoy the MHS.  The MHS in my opinion is too bureaucratic and not effectively run.  I detest 
getting emails saying how hard times are and saying talk to our representatives.  Typical first 
response is 'we're going to close the most popular sites' as opposed to some rational management 
decision.  I also see many opportunities for MHS to make money yet they don't - how about selling 
water at Historic Ft Snelling when it's 100 degrees out?  Man, just try!  I am also saddened MHS 
doesn't do something with historic buildings instead of doing things to them - at Historic Ft Snelling, 
instead of rehabbing an old building and actually using it they built a new one underground, a 
seeming waste.  Many exhibits are geared towards kids (as also demonstrated by the questions in 
this survey).  Sites often seem closed on holidays (what!?!).  I really enjoy some of the sites, when 
they're open and there's adults around.  Have enjoyed the 'History Crawls' and the history lecture 
series, though that fills up too fast.  Dislike the feeling that if I don't have a 6 year old or I'm not 
over 75 yrs old, I'm discounted, and the constant pandering for more legislative funds.  One thing 
that drives me crazy is the 'separateness' of the Minneapolis history stuff from the St Paul - how is it 
that I can find info on the St Paul History Crawls etc, but it's a DIFFERENT WEBSITE for Minneapolis 
and Mill City Museum?  Crazy!  It shows that your organization is not coordinated. With all these 
beefs, there are some gems, and some of the staff is just outstanding and truly loves sharing history.  
I wish you were more effectively run and more customer friendly rather than legislative friendly,. 
We are VERY happy that we joined the Historical Society! 

We are homeschoolers and we enjoy our membership.  It makes field trips affordable. 

We are a home school family and really appreciate the historical sites in MN! It has really helped to 
further the education of my children! Thank you! 
We appreciate the MN Historical Society and are glad to help support it as members. Thank you. 

We and our children love the Historical.  One of our children participated in a grant for the Society 
and learned a lot. 
Way too long...appears to be overly biased towards the MHS. It also appears that there is a political 
agenda to this...do not like that feeling. 
Very metro-oriented and family-oriented focus (I am neither) 

Useless survey........way too long.  We are members of the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation.  I 
understand you have an individual on staff familiar with CWF.  I would start there.  The individual 
knows what it takes to inform and stir the people.  Your survey was more of a test than a survey. 
Unfortunately, I don't get to MN sites as often as I'd like since I live in FL now.  However, I love the 
magazine. 
Try not to be like MPR.  People are getting mad at them for burning through so much money.  (Take 
MN Original, e.g.)  The Legacy Funds are great, especially doled out in smaller chunks.  I cannot get 
the City of Saint Paul to work on a local park until I come up with the money to pay them! 
Too Long!  I belong to WOMHS 

Too Long a Questionnaire. I almost stopped in the middle. 

Time is the biggest factor in not visiting more 

this survey was way too long 

This was my son's first year competing in History Day (7th grader in Minneapolis). We loved the 
rigor expected of him. 
This was a long and somewhat annoying survey. 

This survey was FAR too long.  You will note that I only completed part of it.  I would be interested 
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in knowing what your ""complete survey"" response rate was.    John T. Wetzel  
john.wetzel@right.com 
This survey was far too long. 

This survey told me I should look at the web page plus info. 

This survey takes longer to complete than you indicate in the invitation to participate. That is 
annoying, though if I had been given a more honest estimate, I still would have participated. 
This survey is way too long. 

This is too much and do not force me to say something positive or negative when I am absolutely 
neutral. 
This is one TERRIFIC place, both to visit and to do volunteer work.  We visit history centers in many 
other states, very few of which are equal to our own.  It's a gem which the state should be very 
proud of, and one ""line item"" in the state's budget that I would highly approve of supporting. 
Thirty years ago I was a member of the Historical Society but got too busy raising a family so didn't 
participate and dropped my membership. I have always loved history so I decided to join again, I 
have been so impressed with the quality of the programs and the History Center! I should of stayed 
a member and shared my love of history with my kids. Hopefully someday I can share the historical 
society with my grand kids. 
Think you need a better PR campaign!  I probably didn't know about all the kids/school education 
stuff b/c I don't have kids! 
Think you all do an outstanding job and have always enjoyed visiting sites/attending programs 
offered through the MHS.  Thank you for the important role you play in keeping history alive. 
There's an underlining theme in most of the magazine articles that somehow, white European 
settlers took advantage of someone, ruined something or somehow harmed a black, Indian or other 
ethnic group. By reading the articles I'm made to feel guilty for events that have happened in the 
past. The Society in my view has an increasingly narrow view of the history of this state. You have 
large expanses of empty space at the History Center, yet there are warehouses full of artifacts 
There seemed to be a Twin Cities bias in the section where one could indicate organizations that 
they support. 
There are not enough volunteer opportunities available through the Historical Society. 

Then, Now, Wow at the MHS is a wow of an exhibit for all ages 

The survey needed a 'do not know' or 'not applicable' response choice. 

The staff in St.Paul are really some of the rudest people I have encountered in MN. 

The Society does great work and should spend more money advertising to the public about the 
History Center.  Many people have not been there.  The Mill City Museum billboards are catchy.  
Children are frequently ""reprimanded"" by the staff at Mill City Museum both on field trips and on 
family outings, which ruins the experience of visiting.  However children are always welcome at the 
History Center and Then Now Wow is a terrific and fun learning experience. 
The research library at the Minnesota History Center is extremely valuable nationally and funding 
and hours should be one of the Society's highest priorities. 
The reason I don't use family history info from MHS is that none of my family was originally from 
Minnesota. I'm sure it would be valuable information however. 
The questions could have been more specific in terms of geographic comparisons. For instance, I 
might have said MHS is the leader for XYZ service ""in Minnesota"" but not in a multi-state or 
national context. I am not originally from Minnesota, so do travel elsewhere and would not expect 
MHS to be a good source for family genealogy (for example). 
The photos at the beginning of the survey needed an ""I don't know"" option. If, by random chance, 
one of the locations was significantly selected over others, this data could be erroneously used and 
interpreted.     On future surveys you might want to be careful about which side of the Likert scale is 
the ""good"" and the ""bad"" one, as I noticed that sometimes the left side was the ""positive"" side 
and the right side was the ""negative"" side, then it would switch depending on the question (see 
question 13). This could lead to incorrect data if your respondents just assume that the pattern 
continues. 
The parking lot is always too full.  Do people who work in the area use it?  Too many handicap spots 
sitting empty.  Need more exhibits on MN history in general, e.g. the MN a to z  or the old time line 
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with the rotating cubes.  Good special exhibits but you need more on general history. 

The MNHS is one of my favorite places to go when I come home to Visit MN.  Everyone there has 
been helpful in helping me find my way around different collections to research my family history.  
If I lived there I would be volunteering in the Hubbs Microfilm Room! I wish I still lived in MN!  
Thanks MNHS. 
The MN Historical Society sites that I have visited have provided a most interesting and enjoyable 
taste of Minnesota's history.  I look forward to the day when time/other responsibilities will allow 
many more visits.  We are most fortunate in Minnesota to have an excellent historical society.  It 
seems to me that the Society considers all ages and varieties of interests.  Please continue the quality 
work you are doing. 
The Minnesota Historical Society is excellent. The crown jewel is the Mill City Museum. Who knew 
flour was interesting? 
The MHS Library is a fine resource. 

The MHS is one of the finest organizations in the State.  Thank you. 

the history day work was amazing.  thank you for supporting our children as they grow 

The history center is an essential resource for my family history work. Death certificates and 
obituaries for the entire state are readily available. The only complaint I have is the limited hours the 
history center is open. 
The historical society is GREAT 

The Historical Society is doing a great job. 

the grand children love visiting all of the museums and it makes a special time for us to be together. 

The exhibits are incredible and informative. We truly enjoy our visits. 

The biggest factors that limit our use of MN Historical sites and resources is time.  We seem to run 
out of it pretty regularly with our busy schedules. 
The admission voucher is greatly appreciated, but I wish it did not expire until the end of the 
summer! 
the 1862 exhibit. A better effort should be made to highlight events like this that really are about 
Minnesota. You missed a great opportunity to place this in the context of the civil war more 
generally ... as you did in not doing more about Dredd Scott 
The ""updated"" searchable database for photographs, ephemera, art, posters, etc. is awful.  Bring 
back the old database.  In the new database, I can't find images I know exist. 
That was NOT a short survey. Should include ""prefer not to answer"" on end identity questions. And 
cannot print passes from my smart phone. I am under happy. 
Thanks! Love the History Center and Fort Snelling 

thanks so much for all you do! 

thanks for our favorite family adventure. 

Thanks for having so many great places    of historical significance available for us to visit when we 
have the time 
Thanks for asking. 

Thanks for all you do! 

Thanks 

Thank you! 

Thank you for work well done! 

Thank you for this opportunity.  MHS is a ""gold standard"" in the field of History Museums and 
organizations!  I am so proud to be a member of such a great organization! 
Thank you for the excellence in all you do.  It is very much appreciated.  Especially benefited from 
all the effort re: Dakota War in various sites + History Center.  P.S. I could not print the free 
passes...my printer quit and then it printed a blurred black image. 
thank you for opportunities for mentors 

Thank you for offering the MHS membership via Groupon several years ago - and then letting us 
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renew at a discounted rate. Only because of the discounted rate was I able to justify our 
membership because we have limited income with a family of 5 and only one income. 
Thank you for all the work you do! 

survey way too long!!! 

Survey was too long. 

Survey was too long! 

Survey too long. 

Survey never asked about transportation. I do not drive due to poor eyesight. There are many 
historic sites I would like to visit but cannot since there is no public transportation to some sites. 
The Society might consider offering bus trips to historic sites with a curator or historian on board.   
Also, the member-only events are neat but they tend to be too expensive for me to attend. I liked the 
events at which you'd show pieces of the collection that are not usually on display and have a 
curator talk about the collection. wish you did more of those. Thanks for asking for input! 
State financial investment in MHS is very important.  The Society is one of MN's crowning jewels in 
its preservation and education of state history.  We often bring family and friends to sites, especially 
from out of town.    I can't imagine our state without MHS' mission and ongoing work.  I partly use 
votes supporting it in how I vote for state leadership. 
Special exhibits at the History Center would be more impactful/family friendly if they were more 
hands on. 
Sometimes I didn’t understand terminology; e.g., conservation vs. preservation. 

Some of these questions weren't very specific. I responded that I don't think of MHS as a source for 
genealogy research because my family is from eastern WI. Whereas Madison has more nationwide 
genealogy resources (library/archives being their specialty), MSH does not. However WHS's museum 
in Madison pales in comparison to MHS's History Center.  Where I indicated MHS might not be the 
1st place I consult/travel to for history, that's not a statement against MHS but rather an indication 
that I've been very involved in history and am familiar with the many resources available to me. 
Some of the seminars and lectures you sponsor at the out-state sites might well be worth holding an 
additional time in the metro area. Driving three hours each way for an event that lasts an hour or 
two is hard to justify no matter how great my interest. 
Some of the questions should have had an N/A option to better reflect my experiences 

Some of the questions asked whether the MN Historical Society was the first place I go when 
researching history...and when I research MN history, it is; but I look elsewhere when researching the 
history of Europe in the Middle Ages, and for family history, over half would be researched in other 
states. 
Some of the questions are not well-written or in 'proper ' order: The first questions on sites ask 
""who manages""--honestly I was guessing on most (why no choice for ""do not know?""). Also, the 
reasons why I don't use services or visit sites: Some I didn't know existed so it wasn't accurate to say 
I didn't use them because they are busy, for example. Cannot recall all the questions I had issues 
with--that would require comment sections within the survey. 
Some areas I am not familiar with, often because of a lack of interest on my part, not because of any 
lack on the society's part.  I love being a member and consider it a really good buy that makes me 
keep involved in state activities. 
Since I live in another state, the only time I have to visit the Library and other sites is about 2 weeks 
in the summer. 
Several great experiences - often on tours arranged by the Parks and Trails Council of MN. Suggest 
increased collaboration with P & amp; TC and also MN DNR in state parks cooperative ventures...    
Really enjoyed the 60's retro exhibit!  How it was indeed. 
Ridiculously too long for a survey!  I am a volunteer for one of the MHS projects, and am very 
grateful to the MHS for its support.  Also appreciated the birth, death index, etc. 
Recent fees added for (retired) member programs at MN History Center have kept my family away. 
Very disappointed. 
Recent exhibits I have seen have been wonderful including the exhibit on the Dakota war.  I often 
take visitors from abroad to the Historical Society for the exhibits. 
Really enjoyed the Library Museum Passes--it jogged the memory of what we should go and do--
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Especially in the Summer when we have time to explore...even though we are members to many of 
those sites. 
Question 17 - the word ""familiar"" is confusing as to whether one is aware of it or used it. 

Question 15 cannot return very useful information because it is based on a perception about ""all"" 
MHS sites - I've seen very few outstate. The question about ""loyalty"" to MHS struck me as odd and 
quite out of place. 
Place advertising pamphlets of historic sites in hotels and motels. Place physical signs on historic 
roads, bridges, buildings etc indicating they are historic. 
Parking is a problem at the History Center.  Other than that, visiting the Center is a delight. 

Our family LOVES the Jeffers Petroglyphs.  The staff that worked with my kids were great.  They 
went over and above to make the site relevant to my kids. 
One thing I was really frustrated with was that member events seemed to be strongly geared toward 
older (baby boomer and up) members. Part of this was that the 1968 exhibit and all of the other 
events surrounding it was geared toward their nostalgia. But it'd be nice to have something geared 
toward young people--singles mixers, networking events, whatever. The few times I went to events, I 
was at least 30 years younger than everyone else. It's hard to encourage my friends and peers to 
become members when the museum doesn't really cater to our demographic. 
One of the reasons we continue to live in Minnesota is the Minnesota Historical Society. Thank you! 

nothing to add 

nothing about grandchildren attending with grandparents/or non related children with care giver 

Note that my zip code explains a lot about my participation, or lack thereof.  I grew up in Gem Lake 
and St Paul. 
Not all sites have ability to verify my membership status. 

No more survey's 

No matter what keep the confederate flag. 

No children at home but we frequently have grandchildren. They are the main reason we are 
members of MHS. This was unfortunately not represented in the survey questions. 
New display at the History Center had several missing, number of buffalo before whites, and some in 
accuracies, electric starter has something to do with the ignition is not true, 
Need some space to answer questions anonymously. 

need more late hours or Sundays for MHS library 

My years of membership have not been continuous. 

My son and I have visited all 26 of the MHS sites.  Some needed some work, but most were very 
interesting and educational. 
My primary reason for joining MHS was family history research.  Your survey does not really address 
that aspect of MHS membership. 
My physical participation has been curtailed for 18 months due to injury. I was surprised not to 
encounter  any question with regard to mobility issues. 
My observation is that few local to St. Paul area know that the History Center has a museum and 
exhibits. Get the word out on that element and I think the greater scope of offerings will gain more 
interest. I have talked to several that thought it was just an office building as they drove past on the 
highway. Add the word museum or whatever and a greater number would investigate. 
My main interest is in genealogy, thus the unfamiliarity with other sites and nonparticipation in 
activities of the Minnesota Historical Society. 
My individual membership was supposed to expire in August then I upped it to a household 
membership and then the expiration became June. That is some strange math.  I thought I paid for a 
year membership. 
My husband and sister and I love the MN history center. We have been working on genealogy and 
have used the library to research for many hours. It is essential to our research and we appreciate! 
My family loves to visit and participate in the ""special events"" that several of the sites offer. They 
find these ""events"" easy and interesting way to learn. I wish I would have known about them when 
they were little. They definitely enjoy them as adults. I think you will be getting new members from 
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the walks, historic crawls etc. GREAT GREATGREAT events! 

My children wake early in the morning and if the History Center were open a little bit earlier on 
weekends we would definitely visit more often; which would give us time to spend there and be able 
to come home for lunch and their naps. 
My children have outgrown many children's activities and are at an age that can be hard to find 
things to do as a family (10,12,15). We are so excited to have discovered the teacher household 
membership. We have enjoyed many ""family's  history days"" in the past 9 months and have  
discovered man fascinating places in our wonderful state! Thank you for providing these 
opportunities and for my children's new interest in and excitement about history! 
My age and health are what have kept me from many events these past few years--not lack of 
interest. 
Most of my negative answers are because I was more active in historical and civic events when I was 
younger 
Miss your old newsletter 

Minor note: I just noticed that you ask about volunteering at my child's school, but there's no 
reference to communities of faith or other nonprofit volunteering, which is where the majority of 
my time goes. 
Minnesota is very fortunate to have such a fine History Center, and all of the out-state sites I have 
visited have been interesting and educational. Thanks! 
Minnesota has one of the best history centers in the nation! I love it! 

Minnesota has an extraordinary Historical Society. One of the best, if not the best, in the country. 

Minnesota has an exceptional historical society. We are truly fortunate it exists. 

Minnesota has a great treasure in all the historical sites and museums.  It deserves state funding.  I 
wish many of the sites were open past 5 pm. 
MHS is swallowing up Legacy Grant funds better used elsewhere. 

MHS is important and needs to be supported by the State of Minnesota (legislation)! 

MHS is a valuable asset for Minnesotans. 

MHS does a great job on many fronts. I understand the need to attack new audiences, and young 
adults. However, some of the popular ""blockbuster"" exhibits that are not about Minnesota history, 
such as the Vatican exhibit, and some events feel like they are pandering too much to popular taste. 
Many of my ""neutral"" answers would have been best met with an ""I do not know"" or ""NA"" choice. 

Management was unresponsive to my need for reduced membership fee in a special offer. 

Make your survey shorter next time 

Make sure that the prices of membership are the same online and at each site. When I renewed at 
Split Rock, the person there did not want to give me the $5 off if I would have done it online - even 
though I called to check. She did do it though.  Also - I am not sure if I am missing something - but I 
don't always find out about things that are happening that I would like to attend. 
Magazine articles are nice, but they are little long - makes it hard to sit down and read the magazine. 

Loved the Members-only evening for the Civil War Exhibit. Food and drink were WONDERFUL, not 
expected to that quality. Loved the behind-the-scenes tour & gt; could have spent another hour+ 
looking at ""stuff"" in the storage area.  THANK YOU SO VERY MUCH!!!!  :) 
Love your sites in the Twin cities!! Fort Snelling is my personal favorite. Staff at all of your locations 
is excellent! Very helpful at helping us to arrange field trips for our homeschool groups. Some sites 
are great at offering a reduced rate for homeschool families- which is very important as often one 
parent chooses to lose an income to stay home and school the children. However, no break at the 
History Center- we still do it but it limits other sites that we can visit because of the cost when 
attending with multiple children. Really appreciate all that you do!  Thanks! 
Love your sites and it has been fun to be able to visit with friends who can use the passes from the 
library. 
Love you guys! Mnhs and u of m:-) 

Love you guys, keep up the good work. Would like to see some help for local historical societies, like 
Meeker County Historical Society. We have a very small membership base, but we could use some 
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financial help for some valuable preservation. For instance, the local paper quit giving bound copies 
of the paper, now our collection of papers for the last 5(yrs) is loose and unbound. We could use 
some financial help to have them bound, because they are a valuable resource that needs to be cared 
for. Thanks for asking!!!!! 
Love you and what you do!!! 

Love what I think of as "non traditional" programming at interesting venues 

Love the traveling history exhibits to the history center. A definite highlight or or family. We 
homeschool our children and use this as a Great resource 
Love the single plus.  My oldest (who loves your facilities!) is turning 6 this year, so we will be 
upgrading to Family Plus when I renew. 
Love the Minnesota Historical Society!! 

Love the journal you send out, I think it's quarterly. And just loved If These Walls Could Talk 

Love the history museum - belong to the Waseca County Historical Society 

Love the History Happy Hour idea, but have yet to be able to attend one. Looking forward to it, 
though!  Also, The Greatest Generation exhibit at History Center is wonderful! (A little disappointed 
in the Civil War exhibit though. It's a little ""run of  the mill"" and not up to usual standards.) 
Love the History Forums  Our membership allows us to bring our grandchildren numerous times 
during the year 
Love the history center and resources for kids.  My daughter enjoys history 

Love the historical society sites!!!  I love MN history ever since I was a young child. 

Love the ever changing exhibits, but I would like it there were some things that never changed, such 
as a Civil War exhibit or pre-European. One should be able to walk into a state history center and see 
a 1st MN battlefield any day of the year. You may go overboard trying to be too politically correct. 
Love the events off site such as visitation to the Frank Lloyd Wright house near Cedar Lake, beer 
trolley events, food tour in St Paul. Very enjoyable and you learn so much 
Local and state history should be taught in school more, 

Live out of state. Love to visit museum when I am on vacation to see family in MN but the hours of 
operation at the library are short. 
Like when they change the exhibits- 

Last summer's visit to Fort Snelling was disappointing in that the exhibits were filthy and in poor 
condition.  Definitely time for a cleanup and redo of this facility. 
Kudos to Wendy Ellefson Jones  Education Dept.  The BEST! 

Keep working at portraying real history - not just the pretty stuff. We LOVED visiting the Declaration 
of Independence and the Constitution (it's my husband's favorite document). 
Keep us the good work.  I appreciate efforts to reach out to all Minnesotans with Multi-lingual 
materials, etc. 
keep up the stellar work MHS! 

Keep up the great work.  I especially love the research library at the History Center in downtown St. 
Paul and appreciate the recent change in hours to include more AM open hours during the week. 
Keep up the good works 

Keep up the good work.  I love history and I am proud of our State and what it has to offer. 

Keep up the good work.  Hope state funding will come this year for the Oliver Kelly Farm! 

Keep up the good work. 

Keep up the good work. 

Keep up the good work. 

Keep up the good work!  This is an essential, valuable asset! 

Keep up the good work! 

keep up the good work! 

Keep up the good work, I travel a lot for my job and have stopped at many MN towns to view their 
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museums, always do enjoy them and only make a donation as I can get in free with my membership.  
My grandkids are learning to love you also, I bring them with every chance I get, they love it also. 
keep up the good work 

Just wish I had the opportunity to visit MHS historical sites more often... 

Just recently retired so I'm really looking forward to visiting all that MN has to offer! 

Just a note...I indicated a fear of prejudice due to race/ethnicity as a barrier to participation.  I want 
to be clear that this caution on my part is on my children's behalf (they are African-American), 
rather than my own (I identify as White). 
Item # 13 response pattern is reverse of previous item response choices (went from ""strongly agree 
to strongly disagree"", to ""not as likely to extremely likely"".  This may be confusing to some 
responders and might skew your responses. 
It would be nice to know how many questions are in this survey or to get a percentage completion 
bar so I know how much longer I had. Good luck! 
It would be nice if more sites were open in the winter. My 1-year membership could not be used at a 
lot of sites for several months. I was disappointed about that. 
It would be helpful to have information about school visits to the museums. Last time we were 
visiting Mill City Museum it was very crowded with school groups and my kids got overwhelmed by 
the crowd. Rooms were closed to classes and we couldn't visit it.... very frustrating.... 
It would be helpful if you had better advertisement of kid-related exhibitions and programs related 
to those exhibitions. My kids always have fun when they go and there are activities I never knew 
were being done until I we got there. 
It would appear I am under-informed about all that MNHS provides and is associated with.  . 

It offended me that you asked my ethnicity.  We are PEOPLE of the USA. 

It is crazy that the library closes at 4:00 except for one day a week, and then is closed altogether on 
Sundays and Mondays.  When do you think people have time to go to the library? 
It doesn't make sense to ask me if I know who operates a site and then ask me to rate the Society's 
sites, when I have just indicated that I didn't know which sites the Society operates. 
Interesting survey.  I can sense where some of these questions could lead.  I have a masters in 
history (and another in urban planning) and I would hope that we don't have ""Disneyland"" history 
as a result.  There is a way, I think, to make history authentic and accessible, as well as substantive, 
without making it kitsch. Good luck. 
increase the genealogy information, better access to information 

income questions are invasive.  race questions are personal. 

Income is none of your business 

In some questions on one of the first pages of the survey regarding researching history, I would have 
marked higher if it specifically said ""Minnesota History.""  General history I do not instinctively go 
to MNHS. 
Important to maintain serious historical research and interpretation in addition to ""popular"" 
history 
I'm an Australian management history professor and have only started coming and expect to be 
there in January for next few years & gt; The Society DOES have a very good international reputation 
I've taken many of my family and friends to MHS museums and exhibits; it's always been a great 
time and we learn a lot from the tour guides! 
I've been saddened by cutbacks to MHS over the past many years, but the organization has 
maintained a great level of service and care in spite of the damage! 
I've always felt that the MN History Center is not affordable for the average Minnesotan. It is a State 
Jewel of Jewels and as such should be much better funded to allow ticket sales to be half of what 
they are. The current prices make it hard to afford for many and as the Museum of MN it should be 
easily afforded and accessible for all, e.g., like Como Zoo. 
I'm so much into politics I don't have time for much else. Spent 22 years in military and not here to 
study history. 
I'm looking forward to visiting the sites this summer. 

I'm impressed by the quality of the museum exhibits. 
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I'm a genealogy nut - anything and everything about it !!!! 

I'm a genealogist and a Minnesotan who hasn't lived in Minnesota for many years. If you don't know 
how lucky we are to have MNHS, try going to another state. The Minnesota Historical Society is one 
of the things that make me MOST proud to be a Minnesotan. I feel lucky to be from a state that 
understands the value of preserving the past and making it accessible to everyone. As a genealogist, 
I feel incredibly fortunate to have access to the outstanding staff at the MN History Center Library, 
who fulfill requests for me by mail nearly every week. The prices are reasonable, the service is 
excellent, and there's a true understanding of why we need to make records available. Believe me, 
there are many states were all of these things are nonexistent. THANK YOU for being awesome. You 
really make me proud to say, ""I'm from Minnesota."" (You can go ahead and keep the snow in May 
though.) 
I'm a full-time student, and I really enjoy seeing the MNHS offering tours and lectures to appeal to 
the younger crowd and to get them involved in more MN history.  I personally really enjoy the 
lectures given around the state. My favorite was last summer's 'Women in the Civil War"" given in 
Fairfax, MN. It was wonderful, and I'd like to see more of those. Also Halloween at the Hill house has 
become a new tradition for me. 
I'm a former Minnesotan now living in New Mexico, so I don't get up there as often as I'd like.  But 
when I do, I typically spend time in the history library, one of the greatest assets for people 
interested in family history.  Also, I find MN one of the easiest states to do genealogy in, because of 
that library! 
I'll be retiring this year and am looking forward to having time to spend to enjoy more of MN's 
historical sites and events. 
I'd put a horizontal line after every 5th question in a long survey page online. 

I'd like the society to look find the photo archives of photographer Merle Morris. A Mpls 
Photographer I worked with him between 1973 and the mid 1980s. I hired him commercially ( I was 
a corp. art director from1973-2006) He shot from probably the 1940s, traveled with Humphrey, went 
to China with Gov. Anderson...had hundreds of thousands of negatives and files that need to be 
preserved, rich in MN history. Merle had a studio in downtown MPLS, another photographer Arty ( 
Arthur?) Johnson worked at the studio, might be still alive I know Merle died in the 1990s, 
I would strongly encourage the MHS to use the word ""genocide"" when referring to the internment 
and execution of the Dakota peoples in 1862 and Minnesota's policy towards the Dakota peoples 
before and since that time. 
I would love to see more summer programs for middle and high school students.  They miss Huck 
Finn Camp. 
I would love to see a new membership level where parking is free.  That would definitely encourage 
me to get to the History Center more frequently. 
I would love the Historical Society Magazine to come out monthly.  I really enjoy the stories and the 
pictures!! 
I would like to take grandchildren more but it seems like every weekend (except summer) is taken by 
sports activities 
I would like to see events for older children on the week nights.  Most family events are on the 
weekends.  For example, I like to take my middle school and high school aged children to members 
only events during the week in the fall (e.g, state capital tour with costumed guides).  I wish there 
was more of that! 
I would be more inclined to maintain my membership if the cost were lower. 

I work in a hotel and overheard a guest who was here on business comment to another guest looking 
for an activity to do in town that the Mill City Museum was one of the best museums she had been 
to. 
I wish the History Center was warmer and more exciting. It seems hard, cold and cavernous. I love 
the Kelley Farm and The trading site in Pine City. Great experience with interpreters there. Please 
offer more podcasts and audio tours about places you don't own but that I could go explore on my 
own. MPR has some of these. I know you do to. Team up with them! 
I wish that the summer camps were more affordable. I have 3 kids and even with the member 
discount, I feel it would be more cost effective if I took them to each of the sites on a day when there 
are special (more crowded) events. I know that the learning would be so much richer though if they 
were at camp because the Society's employees do a tremendous job of knowing their content and 
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enlightening the children in an engaging manner! 

I wasn't aware that I could search family history.  Good to know.  I'm very glad that we became 
members this year, and have already brought friends through the Center. 
I was disappointed to find out that newspapers are no longer being acquired/microfilmed by the 
MHS library...I cannot understand why that was decided. 
I was born and raised in the East.  I enjoy history and the Society has helped me to feel connected to 
Minnesota. 
I was a member back in the 90's, but recently joined back up again this year. I'm not originally from 
MN (I support my local historical society in Lincoln Co, Washington State). Thank you for all you do! 
I was a member and volunteer through high school and afterwards but let my membership lapse. I 
recently became a member again to bring my kids closer to MN History.  My boys are 4 and 6 and get 
a bit bored with the History Center.  I wish there were many more hands on/play on activities to 
really draw in the younger crowd.  Overall, I am proud to be a member again!  Also... bring back the 
MN Folk Festival!  I volunteered the first few years of that and miss it, especially since we have a 
thriving music community that, I think, would strongly support another MN Folk Festival!  (Roe 
Family Singers, especially!)  Also, partnering with local businesses like ChooChoo Bob's Train Store 
would be really fun to see! 
I wanted to rent space for a upcoming wedding and the rates are extremely too much. Disappointing.

I very much enjoy the History Happy Hours. I believe these are a great way to enjoy history in a fun 
and age-appropriate forum. Many events cater to families with children or seniors. As I am not of 
either demographic (late 20s without children) it's nice to participate in events that I feel target my 
particular demographic. 
I usually spend two days a week doing family history research at the History Center, and have been 
doing so for many years. 
I understand the need for this survey.  Nevertheless, too many organizations / companies request 
surveys these days (a.k.a. ""Survey Overload"").  IMHO, surveys should be structured to take no more 
than 5 - 10 minutes of one's time. 
I truly enjoy the MN Historical Society Museum and also the Mill City Museum they are great to go 
see over and over again...you can always learn something...Thank you! 
I thoroughly enjoyed the MN Civil War and Conflict with Sioux! 

I think the Society is well run and an important public asset. 

I think the MHS is great, one of the best state or local historical societies in the nation, if not THE 
best. 
I think the MHS got somewhat off track under the directorship of Nina and I am looking for 
improvement under the new director. 
I think the MHS does a great job at all its sites. I would like to see more a for Homeschooling 
families.  I feel that group could be better served. 
I think that MHS is one of the finest, best staff I have encountered in my travels for family history.  I 
wish we still had some of the ""older"" staff of 10 years ago with MHS reference library.  I felt they 
were more knowledgeable than the current staff, mostly. 
I think it would be a strong draw for members to occasionally have some free members-only events 
just to get people to the History Center and reacquaint them with what you offer and how to take 
advantage of their membership. 
I think 37 questions is excessive. People should be informed prior to starting. What does my income 
have to do with learning history or becoming a member. I'm a member because I want to be - even 
when I didn't have the money as its important to me. 
I support the Minneapolis 88.5 FM jazz radio station. Phooey on MPR. 

I support my local public television station, not TPT. 

I still miss Roots Magazine!    It was great for teaching. 

I sometimes feel the exhibits focus more on buttons and knobs for kids to push and pull than on 
information ( especially at the History Center). I really like the way things are done at the Forest 
History Center. I think kids are more engaged when they are in contact with interpreters. I also 
would be interested in not just historical events, but how they intertwine with one another.  I  think 
it is important to present more aspects of general life, medicines, foods and their preparations, 
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preservation, etc.    It would be a lot of work, but I would  like to see exhibit signage; one with 
information that maybe more suited for K-12 and one more detailed for patrons who maybe are 
more familiar with state history.  Small details are important to me.  Something else that would be 
nice is maybe the opportunity to work with a researcher for a few hours.  I do a lot of genealogy and 
I know I do not use the archives to the fullest.  I have taken the courses available, but there are 
resources I know are there but I do not know how to use them or which ones would work specifically 
for the information I want.  I know the librarians are there as well as the help desk in the microfilm 
room but you don't want to take up all of their time. Finally I would love opportunities to volunteer 
and help but would need shorter time commitment ( ex. 1 or 2 days verses once a week for 6 
months).  Thank you for your time and interest. 
I should have taken the time to check MN History to answer some of the questions. 

I researched historical info on my house (built in 1912) and neighborhood to celebrate century, but 
could not find photos etc at MHS. I also could not find history on my family's farms in 1800-1900's. 
I recently brought a visitor from Germany to the MN History Center (using my membership, her 
entrance was free), and she had a GREAT TIME! 
I really loved the theater presentation on the Dakota conflict! 

I plan to maintain my household membership for the near future.  My wife and I enjoy ""dates"" to 
learn history together, usually with an in-depth visit to a single exhibit.  We also bring our children 
to the various Twin Cities area and out-state historical museums and sites for education and fun. 
I place MHS up there with MPR, our art museums and major-league sports teams among the top 
reasons I'm proud of our state. Keep up the good work! 
I originally joined the MNHS because I wanted free or discounted admission to sites with my young 
granddaughter.  My love for history, historical sites and Minnesota came from my father who told 
me and showed me his favorite places and stories.  My son worked on one of the History Day events 
acting out the role of George Bonga so the inheritance goes on. 
I originally joined MHS through an online deal, but decided to renew because our family used it 
more than I expected, and it's a cause I believe in and feel good about supporting. 
I nearly dropped my membership because of the manner in which the library spurned my offered 
donations of books and other material -- even though they were similar to what they have in their 
collection. It is the singular bad experience I have had with MHS. Nevertheless, the way it was 
handled was quite insulting -- and very unlike any other experience with the MHS. 
I mostly belong to utilize the research library in St Paul, but it's only open in the evenings one day a 
week - that limits when I can drive down. 
I may not have taken advantage of many of the offerings of the Minnesota Historical Society.  But for 
one, I support its goals.  For another, the MHS offers great places to take our grand children. 
I loved the speaker series on the civil war and the Dakota war. I save the history handouts. Well 
done. Am very proud to have such a wonderful institution in our state. Am embarrassed have not 
told legislative rep to support the history center...but I will. 
I loved some of your long ago exhibits, like Ox Cart Trails to the Red River, Ignatius Donnelly, Mail 
Order Minnesota.  You don't seem to have as good ones any more. 
I love visiting the sites and enjoy taking others to them. 

I love to go with my grandchildren to many of the sites throughout the state. 

I love to bring visitors and I do most of my Christmas shopping at the History Center. 

I love the tours of various Twin cities houses/architecture you have had lately. We live near Mill City 
Museum and go there most, but do go to History Center exhibits too. 
I love the MN Historical Society.  I believe some of the exhibits and articles could use some 
additional relevance and excitement in presentation.  Sometimes your material is too academic and 
does not relate well to a larger audience.  Most exhibits I have attended at the MN History Center 
have been fantastic. Thank you!!  I find the research library very intimidating and does not feel all 
that accessible. 
I love the MN Historical Society and would not want to have anything happen to it.  I use the facility 
often for personal research and try to attend the programs that you have as often as I can.  As well 
as other sites.  times to tour things are challenging for me because I have a heavy work schedule.  
Keep up the good work, I think you are wonderful and we are lucky to have you. 
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I love the Minnesota Historical Society.  I appreciate all the fine sites, the professional workers, and 
the opportunities for families and students.  The magazine is excellent, but I just don't always have 
time to read it.  I've enjoyed educational opportunities for teachers and would like to participate in 
more of those.  I'm grateful for the balanced way history is presented.  I learn so much.  I'm so 
grateful we have the Minnesota Historical Society! 
I love the Minnesota Historical Society! 

I love the Minnesota Historical Society and so do my 11 and 9 year old grandchildren! 

I LOVE the MHS but live in Arizona and can't often participate. Keeping my membership is still 
important to me. Research at the MN History Center brought together members of my family who 
didn't know each other existed! THANK YOU! 
I love the MHS and all that they do,  I only complain about the reduced library hours...but I know 
who to blame! 
I love the History Forum! Danielle Dart does a great job. 

I love the Historical Society.  Programs are well done, well thought out and variety is excellent. 

I love the combinations of State Park (camping) and visit to a History Site.  This is an affordable way 
to see MN as a family vacation.  It is cognitively and spiritually satisfying with the combination of 
social history and outdoor adventure.  I would love to see you develop more collaborations such as 
State Park/ National Park tourism and adventure.  Examples are Fur post, Forest History, Preston, 
Lindberg, etc.  Can you do more of that for affordable family fun? 
I love seeing pictures and reading about buildings and homes.    Thank you for your magazine and 
interesting information about our great state. 
I love our membership. I wish to visit many of the sites. Thank you. Love it. 

I love my membership with MHS.  The quarterly journal is one of the better edited/curated journals 
out there.  Every site I have visited has been a fantastic experience.  My two personal faves: Fort 
Snelling and the Split Rock Lighthouse. 
I love MNHS!!! 

I love MHS!!!! 

I love interactive exhibits and sites. I think you do a great job with most things. I come to some 
events and probably would do more but life gets in the way! 
I LOVE being a member of the Historical Society and look forward to each new exhibit presented! 

I lived overseas for over 30 years in Japan, England, Germany and Panama.  I have many visitors and 
I love taking them to the historical sites to show them the wonderful MN history. 
I live too far away to make use of your offerings 

I live out of state and only have the pleasure of visiting Minnesota once or twice a year.  Several of 
the questions were answered negatively only because I do not live near the state.  If I lived in 
Minnesota, I would participate actively in many of the activities provided by the Minnesota Historical 
Society. 
I live in Oregon, so all sites are 1000 + miles from me. 

I live in NYC, so do not have much time or chances to visit the history sites, but do use the web and 
purchase books. 
I live in Maryland. I try to visit one site each year when I come back to Minn. My grandchildren love 
the Mill City Museum and the History Center. They are now 13 and 7. 
I live in Duluth which makes it very hard for me to do anything in the Cities with the Historical 
Society. I would love to attend some of the programs but I cannot afford to spend the money to 
drive down and spend the night. I cannot easily get funding from my school to attend, and to 
request a day off is a bit of a hassle. I would do more with the Historical Society if I lived in the area. 
I live in California, so we do not get to MN very often, hence no participation on site in last 12 
months. Also, mobility is a major issue. 
I like that over the past year, the MHS has grappled with the shameful treatment of native peoples of 
MN at the History Center, I hope this can start to filter through all sites (i.e.--don't remember any 
mentions at Ramsey house of Ramsey's role)  Really enjoy the museums and historic sites! 
I just wish I had more time to visit the History Center. I enjoy when they have special exhibits. 
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I just joined mainly to take my grandchildren around the sites.  My husband and I love history.  But 
it would be nice if you joined membership with the parks.  I didn't realize that some need 
admissions fees. 
I just clicked a button as to the income question---I'd rather not say 

I just brought a group from my school to Tower Soudan mine over spring break. I am not sure if that 
site is run by MHS but if it is, I will feel bad that I didn't know that I could have used my 
membership there. Secondly, we loved the reciprocity with Chicago! We have family there and were 
able to go to the Chicago History Museum for free and received a discount at the cafe. That is a very 
nice perk to the membership. Thank you. 
I hope that no membership money was spent on this survey.  Outdoor music in the summer is 
something you didn't ask about. 
I hope my answers were accurate.  Sometimes the wording made it difficult to choose my answers.  
Here is how I feel in prose instead of dots:    We LOVE to visit the historical sites.  I have also found 
valuable family history information at the Minnesota History Center, and hope to find more.    I do 
NOT love the political twist (""political correctness"") often promoted at the sites, particularly with 
regard to the Native American peoples.  I don't want to get deeply into a discussion here, but I have 
to say sometimes it reduces the credibility of the presentation for me when it is over-slanted and it 
appears all the white men were bad and all the natives were good.  I think that is over-simplified.  I 
would also prefer to be inspired, rather than depressed, by a presentation. 
I have young children ages 2 and 6 and we love the new hands-on exhibits, especially the grain 
elevator.  The kids also loved Kwanza Day this year.  Thank You 
I have used the facilities since 1980s and my reasons and opportunities for doing so have changed 
over the year. Mostly due to growth of children and now grandchildren; volunteering at different 
activities - life changes! 
I have two major complaints with MHS:  (1) Since becoming a member, all I ever get from MHS is 
requests to donate more money. I never receive information on events or sites or exhibitions, etc.  
(2) The historical interpretation is extremely biased. For example, I saw a historical display that 
presented the history between White and Native American Minnesotans completely, 100% from the 
side of Whites. It disgusted me so much that I felt like canceling my membership. It felt like Soviet 
propaganda it was so bad. I have seen many displays with very serious historical bias. MHS should 
not be a source of patriotic propaganda, but rather a source of serious historical analysis and 
research. It made me very sad. 
I have just really become aware of all that the MN Historical Society has to offer to me as a teacher 
as well as to me, an avid MN History need to know more kind of a person! 
I have had a family membership for years, and this year went to a senior.  However, I was surprised 
to see that entry to the exhibits was something like $12.00--I  haven't paid attention to how much it 
costs.  To be honest, we decided not to go, as the $12.00 was more than my friend was willing to pay 
for an hour or so of browsing. I think there isn't enough to do at the History Center for a $12.00 fee. 
I have enjoyed every Historic site I have visited in MN. You do a great job! 

I have benefited tremendously from the MHS. I have brought countless out-of-town guests and 
students from France to many of the MHS sites. Thank you! 
I have been a member of the Minnesota Historical Society since I graduated from college. I have also 
used their research facilities frequently for personal research. I believe that is a valuable state 
resource and doesn't receive enough funding to preserve and promote Minnesota history. 
I have always enjoyed visiting the Minnesota History Center  and I plan on visiting other sites 
managed by MHS now that I have the membership for a year! 
I have always enjoyed my time at the History Center and the sites.  It seems there is never enough 
time! 
I had to answer some questions ""neutral"" when a better option would have been ""don't know 

I found this to be very interesting.  It made me want to take a more active interest in my state. 

I find the MHS website could be better organized.  Phone trees, membership in particular, are 
frustrating.  Hard to sign up for membership events if not doing so online. Membership 
communications could be better and less dollar-driven..  More marketing of events at sites would be 
helpful in several ways.  Have more parallels between the History Center and the sites.  Thanks for 
issuing the survey. 
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I feel the mission is of critical importance and have supported it financially in the past and will 
continue to do so.   There are so many organizations that need our support and many are much 
closer to bearing on the health and welfare of families. 
I enjoy visiting the History Center and Historical Society sites.  But I usually assume that political 
correctness is a higher priority than historical accuracy.  However, I also realize that it's tough to 
balance the two, and that both of those things--political correctness and historical accuracy--are 
sometimes in the eye of the beholder. 
I enjoy many programs and events at the History Center and at the Mill City Museum. I appreciate 
the variety of activities for all ages and interests and I love to share them with friends and family 
members. There is always something fresh and exciting. I enjoyed the addition of the art exhibit 
from the Smithsonian and the wonderful new Black Friday event where I was able to purchase a 
family membership as a gift. The enthusiasm and talent of the staff is obvious and makes all of the 
events more enjoyable. I look forward to the Retrorama! 
I donate separately to the Historical Society. We are lucky in Minnesota to have such a well run 
organization. 
I do not pay taxes. 

I do not look to MHS for family history because I'm from Tennessee!  I'm interested in Minnesota 
history out of curiosity, but don't consider it to be ""my"" history. 
I didn't like how on one ? the ratings would go from good to bad and next one bad to good 

I did not realize that so many sites are operated by the Society.  Thank you for doing so. 

I did not find this to be a very well-designed survey.  Many questions needed a ""don't know"" 
response among other things. 
I believe the Minnesota Historical Society provides incredible opportunities for all Minnesotans and 
also visitors to our state. Thank you. 
I believe that History matters and that more State funding should be granted to obtain and preserve 
more history for my grandchildren. 
I believe knowing our history is very important and helps my child understand the past. 

I attended an event by Goodwill at the History Center.  I was impressed with the quality of the food, 
venue, ambiance. 
I answered neutral on some of the questions re. to sites other than the History Center because I 
haven't visited them. This was a longggggg survey! 
I am visually impaired.  I could not answer   some of the questions because it was impossible  or 
took a huge amount to see the light circles.  Could you not have make them darker, with more 
contrast?    some 
I am very biased because I volunteer over 700 hours a year with the society and really shouldn't of 
taken the survey. 
I am overwhelmed when I come to the research library facilities.  I don't even know where to begin 
looking for what I'm after and I sure don't know who to ask.  There are a few employees in the 
research area who are not very helpful and have an attitude issue.  I think that keeps me away more 
often than not.  You need better parking facilities. 
I am not sure if you have a ""Date"" night like the MIA has.  You did not last time I checked.  There 
have been some exhibits I would have liked to seen with adults only.  I was happy to see children at 
the exhibit (greatest generation) but would have liked to reflected without the children who were 
unsupervised.(parents were there but not watching them) 
I am not from Minnesota, but use the History Center and go to come of the other sites you operate. 
A tourist-member answer on each question would let me respond more accurately. 
I am more interested in European than American history. 

I am just learning to appreciate what the Minnesota History Center offers and now, as a newly 
retired person, I have time to participate in programs offered. 
I am disappointed that MHS members can no longer get discounted tickets to the History Theatre. I 
love the productions there and the discount would allow me to attend more often.    I should also 
add that you all do a great job! I love the History Center -- the exhibits and the bookstore -- and 
many other sites that you operate. Thank you! 
I am disabled and cannot travel, but in my day I visited most of the sites operated by MHS. 
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I am also a high school teacher....there was not an entry about teacher opinions and access to the 
history center facilities. I bring my students every year! 
I am a resident of Nebraska and a part-time resident of Ranier, MN.  It was a real loss when   MHS 
ended the Mounds Interpretive Center west  of Int'l. Falls. I should also note that I am a retired 
history prof. &amp; in addition to the MHS, I am also a member of the state historical societies of 
NE, IA, MO, KS, SD &amp; ND.  My key  point is that in the Midwest we have outstanding   historical 
societies that make strong contributions to the quality of life in our region.  Hence, MHS and these 
other societies deserve strong support from our state governments and private donors. 
I am a new member and have enjoyed everything, and plan to view other sites. 

I am a Minnesota native but now live in Washington State. I usually travel to Minnesota once a year 
in the summer. I have ordered many death certificates for my family history and took part in the 
sesquicentennial project. I am have been disappointed at times that there is not more information 
on Norwegian immigrants since Minnesota has the largest Norwegian population in the U. S.  Not 
much about them in the History Magazine either. Just saying! 
I am a Friend of the Hill House.  I enjoy Hill House Parlor Concerts, Victorian stories performances 

I always watch my grand kids on Mondays but everything was closed, so I did not get to use my 
membership at all after my first visit. 
I always look for MHS sites when traveling around the state. 

I always bring my out of state visitors to at least one Historical Society site each visit. Mainly the 
History Center, Mill City Museum, James J Hill house, Hinckley Fire Museum and Split Rock 
Lighthouse. I would go to more but my visitors are always impressed with metro area attractions 
and like to spend time on the North Shore. 
Homeschooling Family that enjoys MN Historically society  Wish more outlying sites were open 
during week days 
History Matters, and somebody needs to stress that point with the Department of Education. 

History is important to us all.  Never stop doing what you do! I appreciate you changing things 
regularly (exhibits) allows for new things to see all the time. 
History is history.  It is our story and the story of future generations.  It must be protected, saved, 
and researched so that as we teach our children, what they are taught is true and accurate.  It can't 
be watered down history.  It may be pleasant or unpleasant, but it is the sum total of who we are. 
History Center volunteers at the Membership Desk and Library are incredibly personable, 
knowledgeable, helpful and courteous. They make my day every time I visit and couldn't be better. 
However, emails and phone calls to paid staff are rarely returned and when someone does reply 
their manner is often gruff and/or harried. Follow up is also very poor. I know there have been staff 
cuts (it shows), but maybe departments should be filled with helpful volunteers to deal with the 
public. 
History Center expanded hours would allow me to use it more often! 

Historical Society workshops, publications and events have always been of high quality, personable 
and relevant in my experience. I have taught 7-8 grades and now am teaching in a high school. 
Historical Society sites are some of our favorite places to visit.  They are always interesting, 
informative, and enjoyable. 
Health issues have been my biggest factor this past year for minimal participation. 

Have spent many enjoyable hours at historical sites that you manage. Years with my children &amp; 
now with my grandchildren. Thank you. 
Has the Lindbergh site incorporated his multiple families into a prominent display? 

greater access to materials on-line will have do family research.  Thanks for what you do.. 

Great survey.  Clarified for me what I appreciate about the MHS and MHC and your great work.  
Helping 'baby boomers' understand their history/roots/coming to America and providing 
'orientations' to this online or in a classroom format might grow the MHS membership and a 
periodic historical event in our TC Newspapers would be great conversation (sure beats the weather, 
ufta!), Reminder: If at first you don't succeed does not apply to skydiving!   Thank you. 
Great organization and is important to me and this state. 

Great idea 
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Great exhibits at history center! 

Great exhibit on the civil war. 

Good job on both the Dakota War &amp; theCvil War exhibits! 

FYI I had to rescue this survey in my spam mail. The survey didn't quite get at my relationship with 
MHS. Although a member, I've only been to MHS and Mill City. I usually take out of town guests to 
the Flour Tower tour and Kevin Kling's Minneapolis in 19 minutes. I really like the experiential 
aspects of MHS exhibits. It is sad to admit but I am not good about reading the info when I go to 
exhibits. I will skim text and so I miss a lot. I have loved MHS tours such as the docent led tour I 
took of Cedar Riverside as part of the 1960s installation. I've also toured the Capital this way and 
look forward to upcoming tours like the historical pub crawl, etc. I really appreciate knowledgeable 
and interesting docents and learn the most this way. I took the constitutional lecture series and 
loved the first speaker but was less engaged by subsequent speakers so I'm probably not the most 
representative MHS member in that I need my history to be entertaining to engage but, wow, I love it 
when it is. I'd love to do more walking or biking tours and look forward to some of the local MHS 
house tours (Ramsey house, etc) that I plan to take this year.  Oh and I think the civil war tweeting 
idea is brilliant. I have to admit I haven't followed them much because I only occasionally check in 
on twitter but I love the idea. So for me, what I appreciate most is MHS's experiential and docent led 
exhibits and tours and what are least effective for me are static exhibits where I have to read text. So 
I guess I'm more of an entertainment seeker than an intellectual. 
Fort Snelling - Would love to see the focus be less about the soldiers and more about the era.  More 
like Fort William in the demos and explanation that gives a broader perspective vs just the soldiers 
of that era.  What Fort Snelling shows now isn't done as well as many east coast history areas and 
doesn't feel as connected to what was happening in Minnesota during the time. 
For the most part, I am satisfied with the work of the MHS.  The biggest complaint I have is that the 
organization and its publications are too Twin Cities-centric. 
For 11 years now, I have been researching, writing and speaking on the Dakota Uprising of 1862 in 
Minnesota.  So I am intimately familiar with the subject.  Unfortunately, the MHS has chosen to take 
sides on this most significant and tragic event in Minnesota's history, siding with the Dakota and 
denigrating the white authorities who were in charge in 1862.  If one is to call themselves a 
historian, they need to determine the facts and follow them wherever they lead.  Political 
considerations should in no way enter into the process, but, unfortunately the for the MHS they 
have.  Consequently, they have a huge credibility problem in this area.  It is a shame that such a 
venerable institution as this should choose to go down that road.  It certainly does not serve the 
public well.  They deserve much better than that. 
Fantastic organization: biggest challenge I see (I work in the arts nonprofit fundraising currently), 
and especially with period homes/environments, is not only recreating/retelling history, but also 
relating history to today; explain HOW and WHY it matters to modern society. e.g. the Kelley Farm 
(which I love) and Prairie Weekend. Do I need to know about Sorghum sugar molasses? No. But HOW 
can history and these activities teach me about green and organic farming today? Does buying 
locally make a difference? How has pioneer farming influenced modern farming practices? Where 
does our food come from? History isn't in the past; it is still with us today and shapes and 
influences us. Tell us how. 
Every time I go I enjoy the experience.  Every place I have been I enjoy.  The down side is it is always 
outing that needs to planned. 
Even though are children are on their own and older, we still go as a family to sites ,esp the museum 
in St. Paul whenever we can. Going on Memorial Day! 
Even after your excellent exhibit on the Dakota War (which I thank you for), I am left feeling that the 
Native American community did not receive its full due of recognition and justice from the larger 
community. The MN Historical Society was in the middle of this issue and in my mind still is. I 
believe that the native people of Minnesota deserve more from the rest of us in terms of 
understanding how we came to our current values and ways of organizing society. The MN Historical 
Society took the safe route during this time of remembering. It would been so much better had you 
dared to risk white people's backlash by telling the story of the Dakota people in more detail and 
from more of their own points of view. 
Essentially I have only used the MHS for family research on my great grandfather, an early Minnesota 
settler (1855) and my grandfather, born in St. Paul. 
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Don't think the last question is appropriate! 

Do more with org cross referencing for genealogical research 

Dissatisfied with the biased version of the Sioux massacres of women &amp; children. 

disappointed that vouchers only good for 58 days -- I only get to Minn once or twice a year. 

didn't like some questions as they were confusing 

Currently my primary historical interest is on family history; however, my family is from Iowa (and 
before that, Ohio, Illinois, and Virginia/West Virginia, and Maryland) and I would be interested in 
learning how the resources available through MHS can help with research in those states. 
Consider some reciprocity with Wisconsin Historical Society library/museum/sites/activities.  Their 
library/archives have better onsite free online and in person (staff answering questions about how 
to use resources).  MN HS library staff sometimes seem irritable; and some seem to regard genealogy 
as a second-rate occupation, displaying a condescending and dismissive attitude. The concerns of 
those researching family history are equally valid with those of patrons doing scholarly research.   
Genealogy is a gateway drug for getting people hooked on history.  I travel often to outstate 
historical societies and libraries and would find it helpful if the state Historical Society maintained 
some type of directory as to what type of information is available at local sites. 
Company from other State are always taken to the Mill City Museum, and the MN History Museum. 

Civil war in MN was poorly organized. Neat stuff but terrible exhibit 

Certain questions were not specific enough regarding their relation to Minnesota. For example, My 
interests in history are far broader than in MN history. I am a college professor teaching geography 
and history; I always recommend MHS to my students and have very high regard for the entity. 
Can't thank you enough for implementing the Individual Plus membership; I really enjoy ""treating' 
my friends and family to MN History--I'm always assured of a companion to the sites! 
Both this survey - and MHS - are tooooo Cities-centric.  I understand that a high % of the state's 
population lives in the Twin Cities, but outstate residents are ignored once again. 
Attended Variety show -- enjoyed most of it with my grandchildren in attendance (ages 3 &amp; 5).  
Shadow puppet performance was a bit violent &amp; difficult to understand at times 
As of the last four years, I live in California.  Many questions I answered, I used my reference from 
the last few years that I was living in Minnesota. 
As an elder we don't travel as much anymore but when we did we sought out the state parks and 
museums. 
As a teacher in a school with a strong History Day tradition I have learned about the value of the 
MHS for research purposes, but have only dabbled in its other offerings.  I look forward to this 
summer though and as my very young children grow. 
As a newcomer to Minnesota I can appreciate the difference between MNHS and the historical society 
of my native state, California.  MNHS knocked my socks off the first time I visited it, and I have 
returned over and over again..to use the archives, to visit the sites... it truly is a WONDERFUL 
resource.    Wherever I am in the state I go I will look for a MNHS site, before anything else. 
As a homeschooling family, very really valued our membership over the past year and will be 
renewing! I myself was homeschooled and a member of the MHS as a teenager for a time and have 
many great memories from that. 
A well designed survey.  I hope you learn a lot.  You are a very valuable institution 

a little too long 

A friend of mine is a researcher at National Geographic magazine and worked on the national WWII 
monument in Washington DC and is a published author of WWII books.  He reported that the 
""Greatest Generation"" exhibit was the finest one he has ever been to.  Good job. 
A couple notes: my family is not from MN so I don't see MHS as serving that research need. Also, I 
don't think of MHS as the primary resource or trainer for teachers on anything but MN history -- I 
presume any teacher educators MHS has are trained in teacher education as well as history? 
9 nights of music is great 

#14 and #15 (Teachers should count on the MNHS for resources &amp; customer service): As a 
teacher all I see are secondary resources related to MN Dakota and Anishinaabe people. How are 
elementary teachers supposed to teach the new Social Studies standards if you only focus on 6-12 
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education? Curriculum people in my district have reached out to you for K-5 collaboration to no 
avail.  I also think this survey has some very poorly written sections: negative comments (#25!) and 
questions like #16 (If I could ONLY join one organization; I would travel to a MNHS site BEFORE 
traveling to another organization). Question #18 would have been sufficient. Finally, I would like to 
see the MNHS do a better job of including the missing historical perspectives of Minnesotans of 
color. We have descendants of slaves and new immigrants from Somalia, India, Eastern Europe, 
Cambodia, Mexico, not to mention our indigenous people who are not an extinct people of the past. 
The history of Minnesota is not all about white European settlers. See what the MN Humanities 
Center is doing. 
(1) One question asked something about MSHS being a first source for ""history"" and I couldn't be 
enthusiastic because I do not consider it a first source for other than Minnesota history.  Second 
comment relates to exhibits and trusting the quality  of history at MSHS:  I think exhibits sometimes 
present what people expect the past to be about, rather than what the experience was like for most 
Minnesotans.  For example, many things shown in the ""1968"" exhibit were ""trendy"" but not 
""typical"" of Minnesota in the 1960s--e.g., orange &amp; brown flowered decorating prints. (Really, 
folks, NO ONE had this in their homes.)  To the extent that this is true of an exhibit, it is not really 
good history.  In exhibits like 1968 and WWII, I can sift out what is representative of the broader 
population and what was a funky fad advertised but not incorporated into daily life.  I can't do that 
for all exhibits so it makes me distrustful of what I see. 
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APPENDIX C 

Additional data tables 
 
Table C.1: Respondent understanding of what organization operates Historic Fort Snelling1 

Organization 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
% n % n % n 

Minnesota Historical Society 54.0 269 87.1 1838 92.2 212 
National Park Service 28.7 143 9.0 191 5.2 12 
United States Department of Defense 7.8 39 0.9 20 0.4 1 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 7.6 38 2.4 50 0.9 2 
Explore Minnesota Tourism 1.8 9 0.6 12 1.3 3 
Total   498   2111  230 
1The correct organization is the Minnesota Historical Society 
 
Table C.2: Respondent understanding of what organization operates the Forest History Center1 

Organization 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
% n % n % n 

Minnesota Historical Society 30.3 151 72.9 1525 79.5 182 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 29.3 146 12.9 271 9.6 22 
National Park Service 16.1 80 4.3 89 0.9 2 
Itasca County 15.5 77 6.7 141 6.1 14 
Explore Minnesota Tourism 8.8 44 3.2 67 3.9 9 
Total  498  2093  229 
1The correct organization is the Minnesota Historical Society 
 
Table C.3: Respondent understanding of what organization operates the Mill City Museum1 

Organization 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
% n % n % n 

Minnesota Historical Society 55.3 276 92.7 1956 96.1 221 
City of Minneapolis 38.7 193 6.3 132 3.0 7 
Explore Minnesota Tourism 4.8 24 0.7 15 0.0 0 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 0.8 4 0.3 6 0.9 2 
National Park Service 0.4 2 0.1 2 0.0 0 
Total  499  2111  229 
1The correct organization is the Minnesota Historical Society 
 

Table C.4: Respondent understanding of what organization operates the Laura Ingalls Wilder Museum1 

Organization 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
% n % n % n 

City of Walnut Grove 43.2 215 51.4 1082 57.2 131 
Minnesota Historical Society 39.8 198 39.1 823 36.7 84 
Explore Minnesota Tourism 12.4 62 6.9 146 5.2 12 
National Park Service 3.0 15 1.8 37 0.9 2 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 1.6 8 0.8 16 0.0 0 
Total  498  2104  229 
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Table C.5: Respondent understanding of what organization operates the Minnesota History Center1 

Organization 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 

% n % n % n 
Minnesota Historical Society 64.7 322 94.0 1983 95.6 219 
State of Minnesota 27.1 135 5.3 111 4.4 10 
City of St. Paul 6.0 30 0.3 7 0.0 0 
Explore Minnesota Tourism 1.6 8 0.3 6 0.0 0 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 0.6 3 0.1 2 0.0 0 
Total  498  2109  229 
1The correct organization is the Minnesota Historical Society 
 

Table C.6: Respondent understanding of what organization operates the Oliver H. Kelley Farm1 

Organization 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
% n % n % n 

Minnesota Historical Society 54.4 271 92.4 1945 93.9 216 
Minnesota Agricultural Society 25.1 125 3.6 76 3.0 7 
Minnesota Department of Agriculture 14.5 72 1.9 40 2.6 6 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 4.2 21 1.7 35 0.4 1 
National Park Service 1.8 9 0.5 10 0.0 0 
Total  498  2106  230 
1The correct organization is the Minnesota Historical Society 
 

Table C.7: Respondent understanding of what organization operates the Split Rock Lighthouse1 

Organization 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
% n % n % n 

National Park Service 32.5 162 10.2 215 9.2 21 
Minnesota Historical Society 22.6 113 77.7 1637 79.9 183 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 19.4 97 8.0 168 8.7 20 
North Shore Tourism Alliance 18.2 91 2.7 57 2.2 5 
Explore Minnesota Tourism 7.2 36 1.4 29 0.0 0 
Total  499  2106  229 
1The correct organization is the Minnesota Historical Society 
 

Table C.8: Respondent understanding of what organization operates the Soudan Underground Mine1 

Organization 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 
% n % n % n 

Iron Range Mining Association 50.9 253 25.0 522 26.3 60 
Minnesota State Parks & Trails 21.9 109 30.4 635 27.2 62 
Minnesota Historical Society 11.9 59 34.3 716 34.6 79 
St. Louis County 8.7 43 5.7 118 7.0 16 
National Park Service 6.6 33 4.6 96 4.8 11 
Total  497  2087  228 
1The correct organization is Minnesota State Parks and Trails 
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Table C.9: Respondent level of participation in activities related to their child within the past 12 months 

Attribute 

Respondent Type 
Nonmembers Members Donors 

% (n) % (n) % (n) 
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National History Day 
6.8 
(3) 

70.5 
(31) 

22.7 
(10) 

4.6 
(88) 

76.7 
(461) 

8.7 
(52) 

18.2 
(4) 

77.3 
(17) 

4.5 
(1) 

Chaperone field trip 
23.3 
(10)

74.4 
(32) 

2.3 
(1) 

38.0 
(227) 

61.0 
(365) 

1.0 
(6) 

36.4 
(8) 

63.6 
(14) 

0.0 
(0) 

Volunteer at child’s school 
56.8 
(25)

40.9 
(18) 

2.3 
(1) 

69.8 
(416) 

30.2 
(180) 

0.0 
 (0) 

71.4 
(15) 

28.6 
(6) 

0.0 
(0) 

Child’s classroom used MHS curriculum 
27.3 
(12)

34.1 
(15) 

38.6 
(17) 

25.1 
(150) 

28.3 
(169) 

46.7 
(279) 

36.4 
(8) 

31.8 
(7) 

31.8 
(7) 

 

Table C.10: Differences in agreement with brand equity items among donor and nondonor questionnaire 
respondents, 2013 

Brand Item 

Respondent Type 
 Donor Nondonor 

n = 226-230 n = 1461-1478
Mean1 Mean1 t-value 

Researching history 1.55 1.85 5.83*** 
Researching family history 2.16 2.61 5.47*** 
Traveling for educational purposes 2.52 2.46 -0.94 
Visiting history exhibits 1.44 1.48 0.87 
Preserving historic buildings 1.79 1.93 2.00* 
Collecting Minnesota artifacts 1.57 1.82 3.85*** 
1Rated on a scale where 1 = Always, 2 = Very often, 3 = Sometimes,  4 = Rarely, and 5 = Never 
* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at p .001 
The Minnesota Historical Society is essential for K-12 history 
education 

1.70 1.74 0.59 

The Minnesota Historical Society only manages the Minnesota 
History Center 

4.67 4.59 -1.65 

The Minnesota Historical Society provides services only in the Twin 
Cities 

4.77 4.70 -2.04* 

County and local historical societies often have more relevant 
information for what I need than the Minnesota Historical Society 

3.52 3.57 0.73 

The Minnesota Historical Society provides innovative ways for me to 
discover history 

1.61 1.66 0.90 

When researching history, the Minnesota Historical Society is the 
first organization that comes to mind 

1.83 2.15 5.27*** 

When traveling for educational purposes, the Minnesota Historical 
Society is the first organization that comes to mind 

2.47 2.52 0.71 

The Minnesota Historical Society is the most knowledgeable source 
for historical information 

1.98 2.17 3.16** 

1Rated on a scale where 1 = Strongly agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neutral,  4 = Disagree, and 5 = Strongly disagree 
* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at p .001 
The Minnesota Historical Society has an easy to use website 2.10 2.15 0.85 
The sites managed by the Minnesota Historical Society are some of 
the state’s jewels 

1.34 1.44 2.56* 

Minnesota history comes to life at sites managed by the Minnesota 
Historical Society 

1.45 1.48 0.75 

The Minnesota Historical Society is an essential organization for 
projecting the “right” state image 

1.71 1.89 2.94** 
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1Rated on a scale where 1 = Strongly agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neutral,  4 = Disagree, and 5 = Strongly disagree 
* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at p .001 
The Minnesota Historical Society only offers programs designed 
for families and children 

3.86 3.71 -1.65 

Teachers should count on the Minnesota Historical Society for 
educational resources and training 

1.69 1.76 1.44 

I consider the Minnesota Historical Society a trustworthy resource 
for history 

1.37 1.45 1.63 

The Minnesota Historical Society makes learning about history 
exciting 

1.56 1.55 -0.84 

1Rated on a scale where 1 = Very Familiar, 2 = Familiar, 3 = Unfamiliar,  and 4 = Very Unfamiliar 
* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at p .001 
The Minnesota Historical Society would be my first choice when 
seeking historical services 

1.86 1.95 1.62 

I would travel to a Minnesota Historical Society site before 
traveling to those run by other organizations 

2.30 2.41 1.75 

I intend to recommend membership in the Minnesota Historical 
Society to my friends 

1.86 1.99 2.40* 

I consider myself to be loyal to the Minnesota Historical Society 1.47 1.89 8.04*** 
The Minnesota Historical Society is one of many organizations to 
which I belong 

1.57 1.89 5.13*** 

If I could only join one organization it would be the Minnesota 
Historical Society 

2.67 2.84 2.32* 

1Rated on a scale where 1 = Strongly agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neutral,  4 = Disagree, and 5 = Strongly disagree 
* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at p .001 
 

 
Table C.11:Differences in questionnaire respondent assessment of motivations to participation living in 
different geographic locations, 2013 
 Nonmembers Members 
 

Location Metro 
Greater 

MN 
 

Metro 
Greater 

MN 
 

 
Motivation Item 

n = 418-
419 

n = 66 
n = 1671-

1678 
n = 285-

286 
 

Mean1 Mean1 t-value Mean1 Mean1 t-value
To learn about history 1.94 1.86 0.75 1.44 1.41 0.75 
To gain a new perspective on the past 2.07 2.00 0.76 1.59 1.63 -0.86 
To do something enjoyable 2.05 2.08 -0.25 1.57 1.59 -0.47 
To experience something inspiring and authentic 2.10 2.03 0.66 1.69 1.69 -0.02 
To discover how history relates to me 2.19 2.12 0.72 1.86 1.78 1.86 
To do something with my family 2.30 2.18 1.23 1.99 1.92 1.14 
To be with people who enjoy the same things I do 2.54 2.47 0.65 2.34 2.31 0.52 
To test my knowledge 2.63 2.65 -0.25 2.43 2.29 2.44* 
To get away from usual demands of life 2.65 2.65 -0.04 2.41 2.47 -0.89 
1Rated on a scale where 1 = Very important, 2 = Important, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Unimportant, and 5 = Very 
unimportant 

* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at p .001 
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Table C.12: Differences in assessment of brand items among questionnaire respondents age 50 and under 
and 50 and over, 2013 

 
 
 
Brand Item 

 Nonmembers Members 
Age 
(years)

50 and 
Under Over 50 

 
50 and 
under Over 50 

 

 
n = 71-73

n = 408-
412 

 
n = 635-

641 
n = 1353-

1367 
 

Mean1 Mean1 t-value Mean1 Mean1 t-value
Researching history 2.44 2.20 1.55 2.06 1.69 8.59***
Researching family history 3.33 3.18 1.02 2.89 2.37 8.85***
Traveling for educational purposes 3.05 3.05 0.07 2.24 2.58 -7.08***
Visiting history exhibits 2.37 2.09 1.89 1.42 1.49 -2.32* 
Preserving historic buildings 2.26 2.07 1.26 1.90 1.91 -0.11 
Collecting Minnesota artifacts 2.42 2.08 2.15* 1.91 1.72 4.47***
1Rated on a scale where 1 = Always, 2 = Very often, 3 = Sometimes,  4 = Rarely, and 5 = Never 
* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at p .001 
The Minnesota Historical Society is essential 
for K-12 history education 

2.07 2.14 -0.58 1.72 1.73 -0.14 

The Minnesota Historical Society only 
manages the Minnesota History Center 

3.53 3.80 -2.10* 4.62 4.59 0.94 

The Minnesota Historical Society provides 
services only in the Twin Cities 

3.82 4.09 -2.57** 4.70 4.72 -0.70 

County and local historical societies often 
have more relevant information for what I 
need than the Minnesota Historical Society 

3.25 3.24 0.16 3.67 3.52 3.65***

The Minnesota Historical Society provides 
innovative ways for me to discover history 

2.29 2.06 2.37* 1.63 1.67 -1.19 

When researching history, the Minnesota 
Historical Society is the first organization 
that comes to mind 

2.64 2.43 1.81 2.33 2.03 6.67***

When traveling for educational purposes, the 
Minnesota Historical Society is the first 
organization that comes to mind 

2.97 2.94 0.28 2.37 2.59 -4.74***

The Minnesota Historical Society is the most 
knowledgeable source for historical 
information 

2.44 2.37 0.67 2.27 2.08 4.95***

The Minnesota Historical Society has an easy 
to use website 

2.63 2.71 -1.11 2.19 2.13 1.71 

The Minnesota Historical Society has an easy 
to use website 

2.10 1.99 1.11 1.49 1.39 3.42***

Minnesota history comes to life at sites 
managed by the Minnesota Historical Society 

2.15 1.98 1.96 1.49 1.47 0.38 

The Minnesota Historical Society is an 
essential organization for projecting the 
“right” state image 

2.39 2.18 2.12* 1.95 1.82 3.38***

1Rated on a scale where 1 = Strongly agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neutral,  4 = Disagree, and 5 = Strongly disagree 
* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at p .001 
The Minnesota Historical Society only offers 
programs designed for families and children 

3.23 3.40 -1.20 3.62 3.79 2.94** 

Teachers should count on the Minnesota 
Historical Society for educational resources 
and training 

2.10 2.01 0.88 1.81 1.72 2.65** 

I consider the Minnesota Historical Society a 
trustworthy resource for history 

1.84 1.80 0.41 1.46 1.41 1.60 

The Minnesota Historical Society makes 
learning about history exciting 

2.14 2.03 1.12 1.51 1.58 -1.99* 

1Rated on a scale where 1 = Very Familiar, 2 = Familiar, 3 = Unfamiliar, and 4 = Very Unfamiliar 
* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at p .001 
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The Minnesota Historical Society would be 
my first choice when seeking historical 
services 

2.60 2.44 1.54 1.99 1.91 2.25* 

I would travel to a Minnesota Historical 
Society site before traveling to those run by 
other organizations 

2.95 2.89 0.60 2.35 2.41 -1.21 

I intend to recommend membership in the 
Minnesota Historical Society to my friends 

3.18 3.04 1.27 1.98 1.99 -0.22 

I consider myself to be loyal to the Minnesota 
Historical Society 

3.22 2.89 2.70** 1.99 1.75 6.99***

The Minnesota Historical Society is one of 
many organizations to which I belong 

3.84 3.70 1.17 2.00 1.76 5.91***

If I could only join one organization it would 
be the Minnesota Historical Society 

3.51 3.39 1.14 2.78 2.83 -0.97 

1Rated on a scale where 1 = Very Familiar, 2 = Familiar, 3 = Unfamiliar, and 4 = Very Unfamiliar 
* = significant at .05, ** = significant at .01 and *** = significant at p .001 
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APPENDIX D – NONMEMBER SURVEY
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APPENDIX E – MEMBER SURVEY
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APPENDIX F 

FOCUS GROUP SCREENER 

NAME (CHECK SPELLING): 
ADDRESS:  
CITY: ZIP: 
PHONE: 
ALT PHONE: 
E-MAIL: 
 GENDER: MALE…1 FEMALE…2 
INTERVIEWER DATE SUP 
Letter sent: On grid: Rem #1: Rem #2: 
 

ASK FOR LISTED PERSON 
INTRO:  Hello, my name is ____________________ and I am calling from CJ Olson Market Research in 
Minneapolis on behalf of the U of MN, because we are recruiting individuals to participate in a focus 
group discussion for a research study concerning a Minnesota nonprofit.  This is not a sales call and 
at no time will anyone attempt to sell you anything.  If you qualify and participate in the discussion 
group, you will receive $75 as a thank-you. 
 
1. Have you participated in a focus group or other research study in the past six months?  (CIRCLE 

CODE) 
 
YES ............................................................................ 1  (THANK AND TERMINATE) 
NO ............................................................................. 2  (CONTINUE) 

 
2. Do you or any of your immediate family members work in…?  (CIRCLE CODE) 

 
 YES NO  
Market research .....................................................  ... 1 ......  ... 2 ....  
Marketing ................................................................  ... 1 ......  ... 2 ....  
Advertising ..............................................................  ... 1 ......  ... 2 ....  
Historical sites/management ..............................  ... 1 ......  ... 2 ....  

 
IF YES TO ANY IN Q2, THANK AND TERMINATE 
 

3. Are you currently a Minnesota resident?  (CIRCLE CODE) 
 
YES ............................................................................ 1  (CONTINUE) 
NO ............................................................................. 2  (THANK AND TERMINATE) 

 
4. As for your employment status, are you currently….  (CIRCLE CODE) 

 
Retired from paid employment .......................... 1   GROUP 1 ONLY 
Compensated as an employee ............................ 2   GROUP 2 & 3 ONLY 

 
Business owner…………………………... 3   GROUP 2 & 3 ONLY 
Other……………………………………... 4   GROUP 1, 2 OR 3 

 
5. What is your age?  (READ & CIRCLE CODE) 

 
21 - 49 years 1  GROUP 2 & 3 ONLY 
50 – 99 years 2  GROUP 1 ONLY 
REFUSED 9  (THANK AND TERMINATE) 
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6. I am going to read to you a list of Minnesota organizations.  I’d like you to indicate, with a Yes or 

No answer, which of these if any you are a member or season ticket holder of.  (READ, CIRCLE 
CODES) 
 

  YES NO 
a. Minneapolis Institute of Arts   .......... 1 .......   ........ 2 
b. Twin Cities Public Television   .......... 1 .......   ........ 2 
c. History Theater   .......... 1 .......   ........ 2 
d. Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra   .......... 1 .......   ........ 2 
e. Science Museum of Minnesota   .......... 1 .......   ........ 2 
f. Minnesota Public Radio   .......... 1 .......   ........ 2 
g. Minnesota Historical Society  

IF YES, THANK AND TERMINATE. 
 .......... 1 .......   ........ 2 

h. Local historical society (county or city)   .......... 1 .......   ........ 2 
 

7. What is the highest level of education that you have completed? (READ & CIRCLE CODE) 
 
High School Diploma or GED…………………………………………... 1 

Technical College or 2 Year Degree  2 

4 year College Degree…………………………………………………… 3 

Master’s Degree…………………………………………………………. 4 

Doctorate Program or P.H.D.……………………………………………. 5 

Other/Refused…………………………………………………………… 6 

 
8. (FOR THOSE WHO COMPLETED 4 YEAR COLLEGE DEGREE ONLY) 

 
Have you taken any grad school level classes beyond your 4 year college degree?  (CIRCLE CODE) 
 
YES ............................................................................ 1   
NO ............................................................................. 2   

 
 
 
 

 
GROUP 1 

 
GROUP 2 

 
GROUP 3 

DATE: May 8, 2013 May 14, 2013 May 16, 2013 
TIME: 12:00 to 1:30 PM 7:00 to 8:30 PM 7:00 to 8:30 PM 
 
LOCATION:  GROUPS 1 & 3 
University of Minnesota--Minneapolis Campus        
(314D Murphy Hall, 206 Church Street, Minneapolis  55455) 
 
LOCATION:  GROUP 2 
Rochester Community and Technical College 
(1926 College View Drive SE  Heintz Center Room HA 136  Rochester, MN) 
 
Thank you.  The group will be 1.5 hours in length. You were specifically selected to participate in 
this focus group; therefore if you cannot attend please contact us immediately so we can invite an 
alternate to attend. Also, you will be required to show a photo I.D. at check-in. You must be checked 
in 15 minutes before the start of the focus group to participate and be seated so that means that 
you will need to arrive by _________. 
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 Parking will be free, and you will be paid $75 for your time. The group will be held at 
_______________________. Someone will call the day before the group with a brief reminder call.  If you 
usually wear glasses for reading or watching TV, please bring them along.   
 
We would like to send you a letter or e-mail confirming your attendance and providing you with a 
map and instructions on how to get to the location of the group. May I have your address and e-
mail? 
 
RECORD ALL INFORMATION ON THE FRONT PAGE. BE SURE TO VERIFY ALL NAMES AND 
ADDRESSES FOR CORRECT SPELLING. 
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APPENDIX G 

Focus Group Questions / Script 
12:00 (10 minutes) 
 
Welcome!  Thank you for taking the time to join our discussion on a Minnesota nonprofit 
organization.  My name is Liz Templin, and I am a faculty member here at the University of 
Minnesota.  Assisting me is Chelsea Meyer, a student here at the Carlson School of Management.   
This focus group will be talking about a Minnesota nonprofit.  This organization is interested in your 
perceptions to help them improve what they offer.   

 This focus group is for research purposes only.   
 You are not obligated to participate  
 But your responses will help inform decision making.   
 All of your responses are confidential  
 And will be combined with others in the study.   
 Your name is not known to the nonprofit organization or the public. 

Some of you may know each other while others of you may know no one in the group.  In either 
case, you all have a number of things in common: 

 Live in Minnesota 
 Are over age 50 
 Have a college degree 
 Are retired 
 Are not members of the organization we will be discussing today 

Each person’s perceptions are important!  Therefore, we have some ground rules for our 
conversation: 

 We are seeking your perceptions 
 No wrong answers: This is not a test! 
 Not seeking consensus:  You don’t all have to agree 
 Share different points of view:  We expect it.  Keep in mind that we’re just as interested in 

negative comments as positive ones – in fact, at times the negative comments can be the 
most helpful. 

 Give all a chance to share:  I am here to ask questions, listen, and make sure everyone has a 
chance to talk.  We’re interested in hearing from each of you.  So if you’re talking a lot, I may 
ask you to give others a chance.  And if you aren’t saying much, I may call on you.  We just 
want to make sure we hear from all of you. 

 Cell phones & pagers off:  I ask that all cell phones and pagers be turned off and put away 
for the entire 90 minutes. 

We’re tape recording this session because we don’t want to miss any of your comments.  The 
purpose is simply to make sure we capture all of the discussion.  This focus group is one of a series 
being held.  We will be responsible for writing a final report and reviewing.  The audio tapes will help 
us do that.  The tapes have no other purpose. 
 
Before we get started with our discussion, there are a few logistics we need to take care of: 

1. Feel free to get up and get more refreshments if you would like.    
2. The rest rooms are located _______________________________________ 

 
Do you have any questions before we begin? 
 
Let’s find out some more about each other by going around the room one at a time.   
 
12:10 -- 5 minutes -- Opening:  

Q1:  Tell us your first name and how long you have lived in Minnesota 
12:15 -- 5 minutes -- Introductory questions:  

Q2: Grab a note card and jot down the first thing that comes to mind when you hear the 
word ‘history.’   (Share) 

12:20 -- 10 minutes -- Transition:   
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Q3: Grab another note card and jot down the first thing that comes to mind when you hear 
“Minnesota Historical Society”? (Share) 
Q4: Does anyone know what the MHS does….?  

12:30 – 20 minutes – Key Question #1    
Q5: We are interested in your experience, if any, with three services.  If you have used them, 
what are your impressions?  If no, would you like to use them? 

1. Historic Sites and Museums   
The Minnesota Historical Society operates 26 historic sites and museums 
throughout the state, including: 

 the Minnesota History Center in St. Paul,  
 Historic Fort Snelling,  
 Split Rock Lighthouse and  
 Mill City Museum.   

Sites offer exhibits and programs about Minnesota History for adults, 
families and kids. Some sites have walking trails and are adjacent to state 
parks.  Topics range from  

 the U.S. Dakota War of 1862 at Lower Sioux Agency and at Fort 
Ridgely,  

 to forestry and lumberjacks at the Forest History Center,  
 to the fur trade at the North West Company Fur Post. 

 
Do sites need to be substantially renovated?  

 
2. Educational programs for K-12:   

The Minnesota Historical Society offers: 
i. field trips for students to 16 historic sites and museums,  
ii. live interactive video lessons in classrooms (History Live). 

iii. Actors that interpret historic characters that visit schools 
(History Players in the Classroom),  

iv. The textbook and curriculum for 6th graders who learn about 
Minnesota history (called “Northern Lights”) 

v. The Society sponsors National History Day in Minnesota along 
with the University of Minnesota.  (History Day is like a science 
fair for history.  6th-12th graders in Minnesota participate.) 

The Society also provides teacher training and products that help 
teachers meet the state's academic standards.   

 
3. Family History Research Resources:   

The Minnesota Historical Society has a comprehensive website with: 
 indexes to birth and death certificates,  
 census records from the 19th century,  
 a guide to place names  
 and a searchable photo collection.   

The Society's research library at the History Center is free to the public 
and contains an array of sources for finding family history and even 
looking into the history of: 

 a house  
 business, 
 organization or  
 neighborhood in Minnesota. 

 
For any of these three services, you feel people at the MHS need to 
improve their customer service skills? 

 
12:50 – 20 minutes – Key Question #2\ 

Q6: What prevents you from using these services?   
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Probes asked in each focus group:  We’ve also heard from others that:   
 “Sites do not offer activities I want”   

  What are you looking for at a historic site?   What about an event? 
 “Lack of information on opportunities”    

 Where do you get your information about historic sites? 
 “No reason to return after seeing a site once”  (novelty) 

 What would make you return to a site? 
 

If any of the following statements were made, the follow up probe is listed: 
 

A. I don't have enough time –  
a. what is important to you when you choose your leisure-time activities?  

 
B. Too many family obligations –  

a. when you do have time away from family obligations, what are you looking 
for in your leisure-time activities?  
 

C. Sites are too far from home –  
a. what would make it worth the trip to visit a site? 
b.  

1:10 – 10 minutes  -- Summary:  
 Liz and Chelsea will summarize (2-3 minutes) the key points made on the key questions. 
Q9: How well does that capture what was said? 
Q10: The purpose of this focus group was to learn about your perceptions of the Minnesota 
Historical Society.  Is there anything we missed?   

 
1:20 – 10 minutes – Their key message   

Q7: I would like each of you to respond to this question:  What is the one most important 
piece of advice you would like to give the Minnesota Historical Society?   

 
Thank you for participating.  Please sign this form before you leave and turn it in to Chelsea at the 
end of our focus group when you will get your payment.  As you turn in your signed receipt, you will 
receive your cash honorarium.   
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APPENDIX H 

FOCUS GROUP PARTICIPANT DESCRIPTIONS 

GENDER Focus group 
Employment 

Status 

 
Age 

category 
MN  

Organizations 
Highest level 
of education 

Attended 
graduate 
school 

years in 
MN 

M F 

1 X 
Twin Cities 
employed Bus. Owner 

 
50-99 TCPT Master's NA 60 

2 X 
Twin Cities 
employed 

 
Volunteer 

 
50-99 NONE Tech. College NA 18 

3 X 
Twin Cities 
employed Bus. Owner 

 
21-49 MPR 4 Year YES 30+ 

4 X 
Twin Cities 
employed Comp. Emp. 

 
21-49 MPR Master's NA 32 

5 X 
Twin Cities 
employed Comp. Emp. 

 
21-49 NONE 4 Year YES 40 

6 X 
Twin Cities 
employed Comp.Emp. 50-99 NONE 4 Year NO 56 

7 X 
Twin Cities 
employed Comp.Emp. 50-99 MPR 4 Year NO 64 

8 X 
Twin Cities 
employed Comp. Emp. 21-49 NONE 4 Year YES 22 

9 X 
Twin Cities 
employed Bus. Owner 50-99 NONE Tech. College NA 50 

10 X 
Twin Cities 

retirees retired 
 

50-99 NONE Master's NA 

11 X 
Twin Cities 

retirees retired 
 

50-99 NONE 4 year NO 

12 X 
Twin Cities 

retirees retired 
 

50-99 MPR 4 year NO 

13 X 
Twin Cities 

retirees retired 
 

50-99 TCPT, MPR 4 year NO 

14 X 
Twin Cities 

retirees retired 
 

50-99 MIA, MPR Master's NA 

15 X 
Twin Cities 

retirees retired 
 

50-99 MIA 4 Year NO 

16 X 
Twin Cities 

retirees retired 50-99 SM OF MN 4 Year YES 

17 X 
Twin Cities 

retirees retired 50-99 NONE 4 Year YES 

18 X 
Twin Cities 

retirees retired 50-99 TCPT 4 Year YES 

19 X 
Twin Cities 

retirees retired 50-99 NONE Tech. College NA 

20 X 
Twin Cities 

retirees retired 50-99 NONE 4 Year YES 

21 X 
Twin Cities 

retirees retired 50-99 NONE 4 Year NO 
22 X Rochester Area Bus. Owner 50-99 NONE Master's NA 63 

23 X Rochester Area Comp. Emp. 50-99 NONE Master's NA 56 
24 X Rochester Area Homemaker 50-99 NONE 4 Year NO 42 
25 X Rochester Area Bus. Owner 50-99 MPR 4 Year NO 30 
26 X Rochester Area Comp. Emp. 21-49 NONE Master's NA 30 
27 X Rochester Area Comp. Emp. 21-49 NONE 4 Year NO 8 
28 X Rochester Area Comp. Emp. 21-49 NONE Some College NA 5 
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APPENDIX I 

Rochester Focus Group Notes 
May 14, 2013 

 
What do you think of when you hear the word History? 
 “Pioneers, wars, presidents, US history stuff learned in high school, family history, black and 

white pictures” 
 “times past, ancient is most entertaining to me, archeological studies” 
 “Museum, knowing the rich culture of a place or event. Something that is exciting” 
 “Dates, tradition, things that have been in place for a long time, something that needs to be 

learned” 
 “center, MHS, Olmsted county History Center” 
 “Historical events (Civil war, Pearl Harbor)” 

What do you think of when you hear the words Minnesota Historical Society? 
 “old farms, pioneer living, mining, Mississippi river” 
 “MHS, restored rooms, people in costume, old farm equipment” 
 “A place that captures so much of what MN is about, the 35W bridge and getting the artifacts, 

daughter field trip” 
 “Been there once, should showcase MN history, artifacts, discovered displays” 
 “fun place to visit, presents the past, learn about the past, growth opportunities, trace 

ancestors” 
 “Preservation, prairies, cabins, Native Americans” 
  After being here for 30 years, I’ve never been to it.   I’ve raised 4 kids that have been to it.  So 

then I ask why I haven’t been to it.  It’s just not on my bucket list…I’m not sure what about 
Minnesota history would be interesting to me.  (not born in Minnesota) 

 This was the only group to talk about the county historical museum.  Half of the participants 
mentioned the Olmsted County History Museum when asked about what comes to mind when 
you hear “Minnesota Historical Society.” 

 One person talked about phone solicitation – but 

What does MHS do? 
 No one felt they for sure knew what MHS did,  
 They think they collected artifacts, collections, preservation 
 Preservation of James J Hill house w MHS 
 One under 50 woman talked about being assigned to go to the County History Museum as a 

school assignment in high school 

Historic Sites 
o M: many sites multiple times -- re  “a lot of fun for kids and adults”  Forest History Center, 

History Center, Split Rock 
o R: Split Rock 
o J:  My family and I camp in the summer upper Sioux camping in the t-pees.  Follow the trail.  

Split Rock we saw but didn’t go in because it was too  (She was the only one that mentioned 
going to the Upper Sioux location – rest in the focus group had never heard of it) 

o L: Never heard of any of them except for Fort Snelling which I’ve heard of because I missed my 
turn-off when I was in the cities.  They sound like great places but I’ve never heard of them.  
Maybe if I’d grown up in Minnesota I would have 
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o Fort Snelling – went with her kids because their teacher recommended it and we.  We go to Split 
Rock every year in the winter.  Unfortunately you can’t do much there during the winter.  “We 
like it so much and friends like it so much that they got engaged there.” 

o (Jn)  “I hope this group is not skewing the results because they all sound really excited about it 
which is great.”   

o “Just don’t think about it -- would definitely take a map and think about going when I 
have time off.” 

o Sometimes you just stumble on it/ 
o Customer service complaint about the gift shop at Split Rock:  “The people at the counter were 

more interested in talking to each other than they were in talking to me.  I stood at the counter 
for a very long time.  And there wasn’t anyone there (that I could talk to) to tell them ‘hey you 
might want to tell your gift shop people to pay attention to people.  It might have been because 
it was winter and it was a slow time.  But it wasn’t a good experience.  But I’ll still go back 
because we just love the area.  There was nobody to tell.  I am the type of person to tell because 
you can’t fix what you don’t know but there was nobody to tell.”  (note the comment came from 
a person who owns a business) 

Renovation 
o Forestville – the bridge needs to replaced 
o Mayowood – others knew Mayo Clinic bought it and are renovating it 
o Laura Ingles Wilder – are those part of MHS?  One family is going to do the Laura Ingles Wilder 

trail this summer.  The one in Pepin Wisconsin needs to be replaced 
o Maritime Museum in Duluth is excellent 

Education: only the parents knew about them  
 School visits: 

o M’s children were in parochial school and went on field trips to several of the sites.  Her 
“husband volunteered to go along on the Mill City Museum one and was so excited about 
it he didn’t stop talking (about it).” 

o Another parent – questioned if the other services offered to Greater Minnesota 
o Another parent’s kids went to Fort Snelling and Capital 

 Other stuff: no one aware of them 
o Anything that is interactive is always better for kids 
o “They really need to do some marketing if they offer all this stuff.  If you know it’s 

available, parents will advocate for their children to be able to get this and it will help.  In 
both public and private school, if parents ask for things and especially if it’s not super 
expensive and if it helps the teachers they will usually try to accommodate the parent’s 
request…they (teachers) are always interested in what’s available.  If you don’t know it, 
you can’t very well advocate for it.” 

o It may depend on the funding of the school – comments from the woman who taught at 
the newcomer center not having funds 

o “Isn’t it part of what the Historical Society does is help chip in (on the cost)”  

Family history 
o  “I didn’t know they had em.  I’m really into family history and all that and I’m looking at death 

records but I never knew they had all that there.” 
o Is it an on-line service?  My aunt would travel to the library to see it, but I wouldn’t go there but I 

would go online to maybe  
o “I didn’t even know it was there.  I prefer to do everything online.  Convenience is key for me 

because I’m really busy.  If it wasn’t online I wouldn’t even try.” 
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o “It’s a great idea, but I had no idea it was there.”   Two participants talked about their ancestors 
coming from Europe and wondering if  

Constraints 
 Find out about MHS 

o Radio, TV, marketing materials that come in the mail.  Rochester has 3-4 stations.  Two 
mentioned MPR 

o Flyers that go out to kids in the schools 
o Magazines like “Midwest Living”  (he has gone to places that he found through that 

magazine 
o Travel magazines like AAA 
o Explore Minnesota Tourism 
o Minnesota Gardener 
o Emails that are formulated well you will read 
o Visitors Magazine 
o People who move to the area could get something like the Visitors Magazine about what 

is available locally (her sister moved to an apartment in Rochester and got something 
like that) 

 Activities:   
o If you don’t have little children with us, we don’t look for activities.  We (her and 

husband) read, and our kids know we read. 
o I prefer museums that offer headsets so I can go at my own pace (2 people) 

 Split Rock is not accessible to those with mobility problems.  A lot of places are not accessible 
for people in wheelchairs (they want 

 Distance:  
o Not a concern.  If you’re interested, you go. 
o If you have a limited income, with the price of gas you might not go (1h: “the CAP 

program here offers discount tickets for families with limited income to be able to go to 
the Science Museum and the Minnesota Zoo.  I don’t know if the MHS is a part of that.” 

o 1h1m:  It depends on your time in life 

Most important message for MHS 
  “Please market what you are doing and create connections with us because the things you 

are doing have value to us and we would like to support them, we just need to know about 
them” 

 “Advertisement.  I’ve never heard about most of these sites, but hearing other people talk 
about them and the fun they’ve had makes me want to learn more and visit.  Some 
advertisement, such as TV ads or radio ads would have made me more aware of the MHS and 
their sites” 

 “PR and discount tickets for families and seniors.  Better communication about what is 
available and a ‘teaser’ about what there is so you’d be dying to come and visit” 

 “Market…market…market.  Grow online approach, you’ll reach far more people and can 
adjust campaign quicker” 

 “Figure out a way to market your services better so it is more widely known” 
 “Please market or inform Minnesotans and even those visiting our state about the list of 

places promoted by the Society available to us” 
 “You need to market what you do I am interested in history and had no idea there were 26 

sites.  Not aware of education stuff either or online resources” 

Any other comments? 
 I hope there is always funding for it (second great comment as well) 
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 They have to differentiate themselves 
  “We have such a rich culture here in Minnesota with all the cultures...the Somali community 

– all the different cultures in Minnesota.  I know farm is our history.  I don’t know if it exists 
or if they are starting to work on that…but for that to be represented as well.” 

 Some kind of “come on” –family tickets, senior tickets – makes it seem more affordable. 
 There was a group in Rochester coming around to develop a list of things to do on Friday 

that doesn’t involve a bar.  This would have been a good thing to list. 
  Online: Reddit, Facebook, Pinterest – if they’re doing a preservation effort, show pictures of 

before and after. 
 When going to a convention, you get information ahead of time about things to see and do.  

A way to get money from outside of Minnesota. 
 State parks you can collect things to put on your walking stick to collect them all by visiting 

them. 
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Employed group 

May 16, 2013 
 

Word “history”: 
 “old, interested/interesting, beautiful, historic” 
 “day reading” 
 “Facts, stories, artifacts” 
 “theater” 
 “books, library, files” 
 “Past, wars, civilizations” 
 “the past before the Civil Wars, the 1900s” 
 “Architecture” 
 The person who said “theater” said that it was part of the History Center 
 Two people said they didn’t like history when they had to study it in school, but love it now – 

one was over age 60, the other was in her 30’s 
 One was eloquent about History Day and her daughter’s involvement.  Another person indicated 

their child had been involved 
 2 identified the civil war 
 Several others said they always loved history – as a child and now 

MHS 
 “history center, guests in town, tornado room” 
  “theater, artifacts, records” 
 Airport, institute, Lex (?), forts” 
 “museum” 
 “the archive, the current Civil War exhibit, cool building in St. Paul” 
 “donations” 
  “Absolutely not informed.”  The woman who said she knew nothing of the MHS, but said her 

children grew up in the History Center & Kelly Farm, but didn’t know they had anything to do 
with the Minnesota Historical Society 

 History Center 
o “I believe the History Museum is part of the Minnesota Historical Society and the Mill 

City Museum.  They actually have a number of sites around the state that they own…the 
Charles Lindberg museum 

o Takes guests to the History Center – especially the tornado room (stood out for several 
people) 

o Archives and cool building 
o Civil war, because of all the ads about the current exhibition 

 Fort Snelling,  
 Pine City Fur Post, Grand Portage 
 Farms, people 
 History theater 

With probes 
 Identify historically significant sites: 

o James J Hill House 
 Two people talked about the Historical preservation office (this person indicated earlier that he 

is part of the building industry) – 
 Someone’s dad was interviewed for a oral history for VFW project 
 Confusion with: 

o  the Omni Theater 
o Gibbs Farm and the school  
o Fur Post and Fort William 

 Discussion on who owns 
o Fort Snelling 
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o Split Rock Lighthouse (correctly identified MHS only the lighthouse) 
 Educational problems: field trips to the History Center with her children  

o  “I like to go on field trips with the kids because you get to do the ‘extra stuff.’  If you go 
there by yourself, you’d never get to do something like that.”  --  “it was guided and there 
were activities, but when we went on our own…” 

o Kelly Farm and Fort Snelling candle making activities, several remembered the story of 
sharing toothbrushes & the youngest in the house having to empty the bedpans 

 
Historic Sites and Museums – everyone in the room had been to at least one 
o Educational programs: 

 Teacher:  “They are great destinations being a teacher.  They are contained, guided, 
relatively inexpensive, and very informative.  Very easy to tie back to curriculum.  I really 
enjoyed them.”  

 (Father talking about Fort Snelling):  “My experience as a parent is my kids have probably 
seen more of it than I have.  They’ve gone on school field trips and I haven’t been 
available to do that.” 

o Fort Snelling:   

  father – son visit barracks cannons.  “Unfortunately, the place is going down…there’s 
something going on now with renovating the barracks for veterans that I read about in 
the paper” 

 Three people were aware of the part of the site used by Boy Scouts – Order of the Arrow.  
They use it a lot (has a high ropes course) 

  One woman who said she loves forts did not know about Fort Snelling.  “We love forts.  
Anytime we go anywhere, we go to forts. (but she didn’t know about Fort Snelling.)  
Several then commented about the difficulty in getting there. 

 Maintenance vs. restoration 
 Bothered by the buildings standing vacant.  Deteriorating because of non-use 
 Discussion of reuse of the building for veterans 

o General 
  “Something that they do that is really nice for kids is that they have a lot of interactive 

things for kids but they also have stuff to read.  When I go with my kids, I never get 
enough time to read.  If it was all just pictures with little things next to it to ready, my 
kids would hate it.  It would be something they would want to go through fast.  They go 
a good job of making it interactive so it is interesting to younger ages.”   

  “Determine the entrance fee on what is offered in the location.  I grew up on the North 
Shore.  I will pay $10 per person to go to Fort Snelling.  I will pay $10 per person to go to 
the History Center.  I feel that’s a bargain – there’s so much there.  I will not pay $10 to 
walk up to the top of Split Rock Lighthouse.  For 10 minutes to walk up, look out over…I 
have a family of 5.  I’m not going to pay $50…there’s not $50 worth there for my family 
to go through…it was free when I was a kid…If I were coming here from California, I 
would pay. 

 Another person said she’d pay it once, but it is not a repeat 
 What would bring people back to sites: someone to go with them (especially children / 

grandchildren) or visitors 
 

Educational Programs:   
 
  (At the History Center) they have this engaging game when the schools come in that I remember.  

Each kid has to fill something out.  I don’t know what the reward is at the end – it needs to be 
up-ed though because a lot of times the kids drop it.  Great way to get them to read.  About 4th 
grade.  It was too long.  Half-way through they lost interest.  They turned those things in and got 
something.  I thought it was a great way to get them to read, but they lost interest by the time 
they got half-way through.  (grades 2-4) 
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 History Day: 
o  “History Day TRANSFORMED my daughter’s education FOR SURE.  They have a very 

active history teacher at her school (stuff about him being one of the top 10 teachers) It 
is so a part of her school and it has so taught her huge skills that I think a lot of 
students in 7th and 8th grade aren’t getting: working with people from the History Center, 
getting criticism, getting feedback, changing it, reflecting…has been the most valuable 
experience in my daughter’s education so far.  And she has done really well at History 
Day every year so it has been very motivating…It has been SO FABULOUS.” 

o I teach at an ESL school for newcomers and some of my students have gone to state so 
even someone with limited English have support to access this type of experience as 
well. 

o One parent still has the project his child did over a decade ago. “It’s pretty interesting, 
pretty impressive.” 

 Curriculum: 
o Northern Lights is a fabulous series made locally.  Working with ESL students, it has tons 

of pictures.  It’s a BEAUTIFUL book.  It’s a great way to teach these concepts through the 
use of visual supports…My daughter in 4th 

 History Players or History Live: 
o No experience by anyone in the group 
o One person was from Forest Lake – child is now 27. “ I don’t remember any of this stuff 

when he was going to school.  Do they go out to Forest Lake, Duluth, etc. or do they just 
go out to the inner city area.  I don’t know if all these programs existed when he was in 
school.  They did not get involved in History Day.  It may be a school district decision.  I 
don’t know how the History Center interacts with all the school districts –if they go out 
to them or if the school districts have to take it upon themselves to look up these 
opportunities.” 

o  “I didn’t grow up in the Twin Cities, but it is my perception that this is a wonderful 
resource for those in the Twin Cities area.  My friends and family (from Duluth) don’t 
come to field trips here…It’s not that it’s not available to them but it might not be 
accessible to them location-wise.” 

o John, age 26 – the only thing he’s experienced was through school field trips 
o Partnership with the Swedish Institute for history players – the teacher was not aware of 

History Players or History Live. 
o One person had heard of the History Players through something he heard on the 

Minnesota Channel (TV) 
o Teacher was aware of various cultures in Minnesota on their website – she hasn’t used it 

 
Family History:  
 One woman said she could access other state’s data bases through MHS.  You can access it now 

online.  It wasn’t always free.  Told story about finding photos of her grandfather’s younger 
brother 

o Census records not that easy to navigate 
 (M) Used it for genealogy.  She didn’t ask for help. 
 Used a paid website that asked all these dates and he couldn’t go beyond it because he didn’t 

have the dates. 
  “The genealogy is not something people know about.  They think genealogy and they think Salt 

Lake City and the Mormons.  I’m sure there is a lot more advertising that could be done.  I’m 
sure the people who are into genealogy know about it, but there might be people interested in 
their house that…” 

 “To be able to research online is relatively recent.  People would be need to be made aware that 
it is easier.  You don’t have to sit down and to scroll through microfesh.” 

 Those who weren’t aware said: 
o I’m too busy in my life right now 
o I’m lazy.  I want to hear about it 
o I might get into it in my retirement 
o I’m adopted, but family history really doesn’t relate to it. 
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o “Once you start getting past Grandparents who are still alive and can tell you about this, 
you start getting out of the state.  My Grandparents remember when they first came to 
Minnesota…would have to start looking into Swedish church books.” 

 Unclear if MHS contains records about people from Ireland, etc. 
 

Constraints 
 Have to know about them 

o Where would you look? 
 It has to be more than a brochure – something with more “pow” 
 We always are looking at tourist information because we are always hosting 

visitors.  “They do a very good job advertising in that area (tourists) if that is 
what you are looking for.  But if you live in Minnesota, you don’t stop at the 
tourists brochure stands…” 

 Email updates every few months – not every day. 
 Hosting visitors 

  “It’s surprising how little you think of what’s available until you have to 
show someone something interesting…  I used to bring people to the lock 
and dam because that’s interesting to someone whose never seen it 
before but I wouldn’t go for no reason.” 

 “I grew up in Duluth, and the only time we went to see things was when 
someone came to visit.  You didn’t take advantage of going down to the 
cannel to see the boats unless people came to visit.  It’s the same thing 
here – I’ve lived here 50 years but it’s when people came to visit that we 
did something.  We went to the Historical Society or the State Capital or 
when the kids were little you went on field trips.  You’ve only got so 
much time.” 

 Most of my perception of the Minnesota Historical Society is from watching TPT 
and the Historical channel: the “Venture North” program has been to a lot of the 
Minnesota Historical Society sites...Forest History Center, Northwest Fur Post.  
Not everyone watches…” 

 Explore Minnesota magazine 
 Activities 

o Changing exhibits 
o Recent memorial for the genocide for the Dakota 
o Heavily advertised on regular channels (gave the example of Body Worlds) 
o  “My friends have a membership at the Children’s Museum.  Something like that would 

motivate me because I would just pay the one membership fee and then it would be free.  
We used to have a membership to the Science Museum for that reason.” 

o One person knew that MHS has memberships. 
o  (Jn): “It’s a different thing to advertise for the Science Museum where you have travelling 

exhibits that you can promote.  When you have a historic thing like Fort Snelling, you 
can’t have a travelling thing because it doesn’t fit.  It also seems weird to say ‘Come 
celebrate the anniversary of this big hanging (referring to the hanging of the Dakota in 
the 1800’s)’ ‘(Follow up comment was that it would be tacky to come celebrate this 
lynching.) 

o  “I’m not sure there is something that is reliable that will bring people back to a site.  The 
only thing that would happen that would be new would be if they made a new discovery 
or a new finding or something like that.  That is not something you can plan on or 
design.  It seems to me something like the historical society is something you want to 
bring people in the first time to learn about it and then bring others to show them about 
it but it is hard to even design repeat business because you don’t have anything new.”  
(suggestion find what other states do) 

o  A lot of places have special events going on that are listed in the Explore Minnesota 
Tourism newspaper / magazine.  People familiar with Strib distribution, but if they 
didn’t get the paper they were unsure where to get it -- packets 
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o Jn – where would you look?  “The issue is that I really wouldn’t be looking.”  At different 
times in life, you explore different things when you have children you want to show 
them things. 

o Advertise in Welcome Wagon 
o Jn: what activities would be of interest: Taste of Minnesota, State Fair I go to every year – 

food! 
o Others said something educational and suggested having a booth at the State Fair 
o Street Rod association – historic cars.  A lot of car shows – 12,000 show up at the State 

Fairgrounds every year.  Wouldn’t take much to get a couple of hundred vehicles to show 
up. 

o Our guests are always looking for Pow Wows (but not everyone in the group knew what a 
Pow Wow was) 

o Fort Snelling something to do with guns – a gun show? 
 

What is the most important advice you would give to the Minnesota Historical society? 
 “Create a marketing strategy to help families be aware of all of the sites MHS has and what it has 

to offer all people no matter their age.  Create activities at the sites that change quarterly to 
allow an incentive to revisit.  Use welcome packets, TV, mailings” 

 “Keep advertising at tourist areas.  Outlets, website links, tourist booths” 
 “Focus on first time visits i.e. schools and out of towners along with advertising because repeat 

visits are very difficult to achieve.  Maybe food?” 
 “Try to get more information out there about your organization, what you do (educational 

programs) about your sites and their programs” 
 “Find some way to better engage people who visit or utilize one of the facilities.  To develop and 

ongoing relationships” 
 “Advertise to friends visiting families, visiting town at the airport, buses through providing a 

book/flyer (?).  Booth at state fair” 
 “Advertising the society sites and services in mainstream media would increase awareness and 

visits to locations” 
 “Try to make yourself more visible at the sites you run to the average citizen.  Offer interesting 

activities like food, music, etc.” 
 “Advertising, need a new theme!  ‘Come see what you’re missing; History is alive in Minnesota!’” 
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MHS Brand Awareness Focus group, retired, Nonmember focus group notes 
May 8, 2013 

 
 How many years have you lived in Minnesota? 
 Jn -- Most of my life except 5 years 
Me – 34 years -- 20 years this time and 14 years prior 
A – 63 years (all my life) 
 S – 61 years (all my life) 
B—65 years in MN (of 68) 
J – I’m 69, lived here 12 years 
D – 77 of my 79 years 
F -- 64 years (of 67) 
Jhn -- 79 years 
E – 56 years (I’m 76) 
 K -- 69 years 
 
History—words come to mind 

 “Mill trace on Mississippi” 
 Long ago, yesterday; past  
 “Antiques, museums, history center” 
  “The human record of all time, genealogy, census” 
 “Museum, wars, presidents.” 
 “Story information, his story, life story” 
  “Loved history class, enjoy learning history and about my hometown” 
 “Books, history channel, old things, important things, things worth saving/knowing, 

libraries, storehouses of knowledge” 
 “Fun, interesting, informative” 
 “American personal life” 
 “Language, yesterday, past” 
  “timeline, ancestry, experiences, lessons learned, oral traditions” 
 Relating to history – now, then 

MHS—words come to mind 
  “Old buildings, declaring, maintaining, collecting things, St. Paul, Ft. Snelling, Split Rock, Mill 

City Museum” 
 “MN story beautiful building, museum for all ages” 
 “Stuffy” 
 “Great building/museum in St. Paul” 
 “House preservation, saving historical structures, History Center” 
 “Too costly” 
 “Beautiful building, great displays, wonderful programs” 
 “Old, settlers, How little I know about history” 
 “Indian history, early farming” 
 “organization of like-minded people, body world” 
 “preserving and saving our history, quality exhibits, museum, reading” 
 I go to the History Center.  I believe they are associated with the MHS, but I’m not sure.” 

o Response by one person:  I believe it is 
o Response by another person:  Are you talking about the History Center here or the 

History Center in St. Paul? 
o I believe they are two different organizations – one is the Historical Society and one 

is the History Museum.  You can belong to both of them.  You get a discount when 
you go to the parking ramp – that’s one of the benefits of belonging. 

o And Seniors are free on Tuesday nights 

Does anyone know what MHS does?   
2 separate organizations but do a lot of similar things—MHS and MH Museum (his words) 
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If you are a member, you get a discount in the parking ramp—1 advantage, seniors are free Tuesday 
nights 
I remember how much it cost when it was built.  It’s expensive 

Restaurant is very, very expensive.  We haven’t been there in a year.  We used to get passes 
from the library, but that has been discontinued.  Last time admission $8 to $12 for adults (another 
person said I think its $10) and then parking is another $8 (someone else said $10) parking is 
excessive 

And then if you go to see the film there at the Omni or whatever you call it, that’s another 
$12 or more (Note:  He got the History Center confused with the Science Museum) 
Used to belong to MHS----but it got too costly for membership.  When you’re retired you have to 
decide where you spend your money.  We’ll go, but we just won’t go as often and we’ll just pay 
whatever it costs to get in.   What is the point where you say it is too costly?  Dollar amount?  Golly.  
Honestly, I can’t give you anything on that…whatever it was at that point in time it seemed like a lot. 
Educational piece---goes throughout state; heritage homes…I don’t know what it’s called…different 
places you stop in throughout the state (Note: She was referring to historic sites)  marvelous…very 
impressed with MHS…try to get there at least 2x year if not more; past teach---took kids there…I 
prepared them before we went…always been treated well there (retired High school teacher) 
Impressed with displays….  
(Woman) Impressed with the plays.  They just did one on the Andrews Sisters this Christmas.  All 
these different plays that they have there are just fantastic.  (Note: She has confused MHS with the 
History Theater)  

 Another person corrected her with: That’s the History Theater.  Is that what we are 
discussing? 

 Her response: But it’s part of the museum.  It’s in the museum.  It’s in the building we are all 
talking about, and they have the programs in there.  They have a big auditorium 

 Response by another: That’s in a different building than the one I am talking about 
 Another person: That’s what I’m thinking, too.  It’s a different building 
 Her response: Are you thinking the Science Museum? 
 Man: This is the History Theater, I’m sure 
 Her response:  This is not the History Theater.  This is at the big museum at the highway that 

cost all that money.  They have an auditorium in there with seating with programs at a great 
price…You go into the building and the auditorium is on the left. 

 Here’s what we do know – you really like those plays. 

‘Stuffy’---K-- expand on that; “That’s the first word that came to my mind.  I know absolutely 
nothing about it, the History Museum, the Minnesota Historical Society.  It just struck me that it’s 
stuff.”   

(Allan)  The only museums I go to are the ones when we travel.  My wife has set an agenda….. 
I gotta tag along you know… I’m usually underwhelmed…. We saw Lincoln stuff in 
Springfield which was kind of impressive, but I could take it or leave it you know.  We were 
there for 4-5 hours and after about an hour it was enough…. But impressed by how many 
people came…how many children came there every day during the school year….impressed 
with how many went to gravesite….   I could just as well read about it…. What was the best 
thing about that museum in the hour that you were excited?  Exciting part….. personal 
effects: his Stove top hat that still had his fingerprints on it 

K, what would make it stuffy to you? “Not the exhibits, but the people involved--- they are giving 
you the privilege of coming in to visit them.”  (Woman’s response – I’ve been to places like that – 
absolutely, but that’s not how that place strikes me.) 
Anyone visited….felt it was stuffy or had bad customer experience? No 
 Anyone visited… a couple 
Can people describe what they (MHS) does? 
Preserve history, artifacts, photographs, documents, clothing… put it into a context that tells a story 
Teaching, learning place … for people to come learn; and then display... 
“Place for reference to find out about own family and Minnesota history.  There are people there 
who will help and guide you through that.” 
Research…. All kinds of books that they have researched and then published….  
Job of archiving and cataloging and adding structure to any type of information 
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“Bringing history alive.  I think of the field trips I went on with my children.  The enthusiasm of the 
tour guides brought it alive for the kids, and for me as an adult.  It was fun.” 
Seeing things.  One thing I always like to visit is the tornado room. (laughter in the room)  It’s set up 
in a 1950’s basement.  It kind of brings you back to what it’s really like.  Those types of displays are 
certainly not stuffy.  You can really relate to them, and feel you can remember that history of MN 
One of the best programs I thought they ever did was exactly what you’re talking about and that was 
they took that one house on the East Side and as you moved through the display, here’s the family 
that lived in it, and here is the family that lived in the house 30 years later all up to the present day.  
That was really, really interesting.  1 house…. (house that talks exhibit—they don’t have the name, 
note taker inserted) 
 
They had a WWII bomber there.  I loved to sit in those seats and how it felt.  
They have music of all generations and types there.  I used to love to bring my mother in law there 
because she loved to dance in the 20’s and 30’s and that type of thing.  Then I listen to the rock and 
roll that I grew up with in the 50’s & 60’s.  Many things are hands on, especially for kids – like 
learning about Native American…. Especially for kids… 
Summer music programs… it’s free 
Is it self supporting?  Does anybody know?  I assume it’s not.  Just curious.  Could be why they are 
doing this focus group. 
Gift shops are wonderful….get things that are nostalgic… maps, Native American art 
Have you used these….what are your impressions….if no, would you like to..? 
MN sites   
 I’ve visited every one you listed.  Loved them.  Loved Split Rock --  being able to get to top, and 

tour living areas, and walk down to the lake.  The Mill City Museum—elevator display that does 
up and down, fantastic.  Every single one of those.  The fur trade – if you go in spring to watch 
the little kids to the activities.  It’s just a picnic to watch the things they do.  Wonderful places. 

 (Jn)  “I’ve been to 3 out of the 4 first examples.   Not Ft Snelling – it was closed the day we tried 
to go.  I’ve always had positive impressions.  Split Rock is beautiful -- see the lens, worth the trip 
to climb up there.  Only positive impressions.  The History Center is a beautiful building – when I 
go in there I   wonder what it did cost.   It’s a gorgeous space that seems a little underutilized for 
the volume of space.  I wasn’t put back by the cost; it seemed reasonable for the one time trip.” 

 (woman)  Isn’t a big part of the building storage facilities?  Part of the building climate controlled 
to preserve the artifacts while part of it is the museum.  There is a lot of workshops. 

 (Dan)  Been to all 4.  Our grandchildren live in Chicago.  My wife brought most of the grandkids 
to Ft Snelling and Mill City Museum – she really likes those. Only good things to say… 

 (woman) Someone had a wedding reception at MH museum… imagine that would help pay for 
exorbitant costs.  “I guess I’m so practical that I just keep thinking money.” 

 (man) Been to all of those, but  between parking and admission fees, wouldn’t be likely to go 
back; if you’re bringing guests or family you can easily be talking $20-30 to get in.  “As a senior, 
I’d like to see bigger senior discount or free admission and paid in my tax structure somehow.” 

 (women)  Years ago as an elementary school teacher I had taken kids to Ft. Snelling on field trips 
…. It’s been a while.  It was wonderful.  I assume they still do that.  They did a great job. 

 (man) Library passes--- Mill City and History Museum, but they may have discontinued that 
 (woman)  Do you have a national parks pass?  You can go to the Mill City Museum free with that 

(several people said “No I did not know that” Discussion of how many national parks people had 
been to with the pass.) 

 Like the National parks pass ideas… “MN do something similar.” 
 (woman)  “I’ve been to all but Mill City because it’s too close to downtown”  You get what you 

pay for; when you go anywhere else in the country go because I want to learn something and I 
have an interest… I don’t find it expensive… $8/$10 as a senior.   

 (Man)  Ya, that’s not too bad but when you take your family and you have 5 people, and parking, 
the next thing you know you’ve spent over $100 going to that museum.  The onky time I’ve went 
there was when I got in free.  A friend got me in free because he knew I was interested in one of 
the exhibits.  

 (E)  It’s that way with everything.  If you take them to the theater or movies, it’s all going to be 
costly.  It depends on what you value, what you want to see.  I have mostly been to museums out 
of the state.  Because my husband was a pilot, I think I’ve seen every World War II plane that was 
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ever built.  Well worth it.  You get to know a little bit more about yourself if you get to know 
about the history that went on around you.  I think Minnesota has done a wonderful job.  (talked 
about people staying in character at Fr Snelling)  It is expensive when you take groups, but it’s 
only once in awhile so it’s worth it 

 (K) Split Rock was a marvelous trip.  I’ve been through parts of Ft Snelling… “I don’t know if I’m 
stupid but I never realized they’re run by the Historical Society.  I don’t know if there are big 
signs somewhere or there’s printed literature that I didn’t read, but if I’m not the only one that 
feels that way, maybe there is a need for greater emphasis on sites and the greater organization 
that could be made more plain.  Or maybe I’m just stupid.” 

 (Man) Only time I glance at Ft Snelling is on my way to the airport.  I can see why they put a fort 
here with the bluffs. But what I see is old buildings this side of crumbling, they’re boarded up 
with plywood and I’m thinking ‘why would I want to go there?’ That’s my impression.  I suppose 
I could rise to the occasion and overlook it, but I have no incentive to go there honestly, and I 
live less than ten miles away.”  What would be an incentive?  To go somewhere, it has to be 
somewhat attractive to me in some way.  Whether I’ve driven by it and it looks interesting, or 
something I’ve read in a newspaper or magazine calling my attention to something that I didn’t 
even know existed.  Something like that would be intriguing.  But left to my own devices, by I 
think there are a lot of other things I’d rather do.  

 (woman) All things choose are very expensive…. Matter of choices… get what you pay for…. I 
didn’t know that Split Rock Lighthouse was Minnesota Historical Society as many times as I’ve 
been there.  I thought it was part of our Minnesota State Parks.  It is, but it was run by the MHS.  
And you’re your comment about the boarded up buildings.  I think what you see along the 
airport is the old officers quarters.  I don’t know what they are going to do with it, but the actual 
Fort is amazing. 

Any sites run by MHS that need to be renovated (you’ve mentioned Ft. Snelling)? 
 When you drive by…you do see some boarded up buildings… But I know they are working with 

developers on what they can do, if you follow that in the newspaper.  (A lot of discussion about 
what different people had heard / read about regarding re-use of the buildings for housing for 
veterans) 

 Whether it is or isn’t part of Ft Snelling, it is in such a prominent place and so run down… ‘that’s 
the whole point…people think it is part of MHS….even if it isn’t’ 

 Murphy’s Landing has been partially restored but gets very little public attention.  I don’t know if 
it is part of MHS.   Many of them across the state…takes a lot of money to revitalize them…. 
Need to take out of tax structure or charge admission fees.  It probably takes both.  But it’s very 
expensive to do this stuff.…. Choices – do you want your roads repaired, or your bridges 
repaired, or these old buildings? 

 A couple of years ago there was a 10% increase in the sales tax – that was to go to the arts.  Was 
the historical structure of Minnesota to benefit from that?  (discussion – people didn’t know) 

 (man)  It sounds like the places of MHS appear to be well maintained, but it’s a mystery where 
the funding comes from to do that. 

K-12 
 Completely ignorant… 
 Along time ago that my children were in school… remember the field trips: aware of history day 

programs through newspaper…. But not sure on the others…didn’t know 
 History players aware of at Ft, but not going to schools… that could be very beneficial 
 Susanne, did you know national history day have anything to do with MHS?  I think I did 

know but didn’t think a whole lot about it...would know through newspaper 
 (John) I have a daughter so I am well aware.  History Day was something some of her friends got 

into quite a bit.  One of her friends won the whole thing and went out to DC and what 
not…again, I had not put together that it was with MHS…thought it was a good idea… get kids 
involved in history in that way.  A bit of a challenge for kids that age to put that much thought 
and effort into it…my daughter didn’t do very well… 

 (Woman) I used the curriculum piece for kids with special needs… not sure how big the groups 
were....coordinated very well.  I knew about the actors at MHS but didn’t know about the actors 
coming into class room or I would have grabbed that too…because it brings it alive… people who 
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are in education or if you have children, they love to see it alive… especially technology.  They 
are so used to the technology now that you need to have more of that experience.  It’s very 
helpful for the curriculum guides because they know exactly what they’re going in to.  I’ve 
witnessed others since I’ve been retired and I go ooooh, did you do your homework teacher? 

 (Man) “If you have  a teenager and if they come home and talk about something,  you know it 
was interesting” 

 (Man) I am very unfamiliar with these five items.  Maybe teachers are aware of them, but lay 
people are unaware.  Underpublicized. 

 (Woman) When my children were younger, they had a summer program where the children 
learned about parts of Minnesota for several weeks and then visited different parts of Minnesota 
that they’d studied.  But by the time my youngest came along, they discontinued that program 
because it was costly.  But it was such a learning experience for them to be able to go out to see 
it, touch it, feel it, everything.  It really is a great experience.  It is a great thing that the MHS does 
for them. 

Family history research resources 
 (B) Done genealogical research--- it’s frustrating that a lot of the birth death records not available 

to the public.  Commercial database blocked them up; if you know exactly where they are, you 
can get to it; but it’s hard to get to without subscribing.  The more public records that would be 
available to the public.  They just put 1940 census online; I’d like to see the 50, 60, 70 Census.  It 
takes a lot of work and money to make that available, but I would like to see it free to the public.  

 (Jn)  Used archives photograph services…. Bought Victorian home and wanted pictures to see…. 
Organized enough but the picture wasn’t what he wanted (too far away) 

 (Woman who hasn’t used them)  Glad to know about them… immigrant grandparents …now I 
know I might be able to find something. 

 (Man who hasn’t used it)  Is there a duplication of effort here?  My brother would to county 
courthouse…..got 1940 census….so it’s available at both 

 Prevent use? 
 Discussed cost already… 
 “Inertia”  (lots of laughter from the group) 
 Where do you get your information? 
 Google (many people agreed) 
 Non-internet user said he finds out through metro  newspapers, word of mouth 
 Another non-internet user:   public radio   
 # listen to public radio?  Many said yes.  One said “I used to… (I don’t now because) I need to 

take radio in to get it repaired. (lots of laughter)” 
 Constraints to returning to a site 
 Rather go see something I’ve never seen that revisit something I had 
 We had friends who went to the Smithsonian….. we spent several hours but friends saw just 30 

minutes.   Later we asked them ‘did you see this’ and they didn’t.  You have to take the time to 
see it 

 Been to Mill City Museum & History Center several times and there’s always new stuff 
 Agree...wouldn’t go back to some of the smaller sites… Ft Snelling is not something I would go 

back to without children; my interests isn’t strong enough in that area but seeing it through the 
eyes of children would be awesome 

 Time in addition to costs… To really enjoy it, you have to take the time to go through it 

Don’t offer activities I want:  doesn’t resonate with the group; 
 In the summer when you visit and they have actors reenacting.  I don’t know what would make it 

come more alive than talking to someone from the period. 
 A lot of the places close early, close at 5 pm.  I’m not exactly a morning person.  By the time I’m 

ready to go I wonder is it worth going because it’s going to close early or you won’t have enough 
time.   Prefer they stay open til 7 or 8. 

Constraints to membership:  
 What is the cost? (people didn’t know the cost) What is a reasonable cost...price for seniors?  
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  Science Museum ~$100, MIA ~100 per household; it would fall in that range.  It should 
give you some benefits like admission free, discount parking 

 Other constraints besides cost?   
o Time – a lot of times you think you’re going to go now that you’re a member and then 

you don’t go and before you know it your membership is expired. 
 How to find out about membership 

o I don’t know what the membership levels are.  Phone calls, not that I like phone calls but 
I don’t know how actively they are searching for members 

o (Others didn’t want phone calls) 
o Brochure with the prices and options.  I don’t know if they give it to you when you visit 

the museum.  I don’t remember. 
o An ad in the newspaper with the benefits of the membership 
o Minnesota Monthly 
o MSP magazine 
o Through the schools 
o Explore MN Tourism – put an ad in there 

 
 What other constraints to going? 
 (Woman) Distance—It’s summer in Minnesota and I don’t know about you but I can’t get from 

point A to point B with all the highway construction….   
 (Man) I agree with that.  You begin to factor how long it takes to get there and then rush hour 

(which seems to be all the time now) and then the parking is a hassle.  Then you walk a longer 
distance.  While I can still walk, my wife has more trouble walking…Then you start thinking ‘Do I 
want to do this?’  It might be something you want to do but there are so many negative factors 
that get added in that it gets to be kind of a downer so you don’t want to do it 

What would make it worth it?  
 (Same man)  I’d rather go out of town where I don’t have to fight for parking and don’t even have 

to pay for parking.  I don’t mind paying a couple bucks to park, but when you have to pay $8, 10, 
15 to park your car…. 

 (Allan)  Science museum has a good model: museum membership $95; $5 flat fee; Grandchildren 
in on free admission.  Something like that…I went to my granddaughter’s wedding at the St. Paul 
Hotel and had to pay $20 for parking in addition to the cost of the room.  Just put the parking 
into the price.  It’s like getting your garbage bill and then paying an extra dollar to have the bill 
sent to you.  Don’t tell me.  Just put it in the price.  I don’t want to know.  It just galls me.  It 
really does. 

 (Woman) If they included parking in the admission, would that change the perception (same man 
responded)   That would be huge.  It really would. 

 (Woman)  We live out a ways so we just don’t get there that often.  It’s easier to pay when we do 
go. 

 (Man)  Sometimes you can take the tact that you’re just going to support an organization, not 
necessarily that you’re going to use it but just the fact that you want to support it.  Like a 
church. 

Things that influence leisure time decisions 
 Time of the year.  In the summertime, whenever that happens in Minnesota (laughter), I’m not as 

inclined to go to museums.  Those are the things I am more likely to do in the long winter 
 Convenience,  accessibility  What do you mean by accessibility?  My wife has difficulty walking.  

We don’t have a handicapped sticker. 
 We have a handicapped sticker, and it’s really important along with plenty of handicapped 

parking spaces. 
 I used to hate those handicapped parking spaces until it became advantageous to me to have one 
 Do they have wheel chairs available at doors?  They do at Mayo Clinic – that would be very 

advantageous. 
 I’ve never seen them at the Science Museum 
 Maybe even an electric chair – even most of your grocery stores have those (for rent for half a 

day for $10) 
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 We had access to a motorized chair at the Cincinnati museum, and it was an absolute god-send.   
 To appeal to senior citizens… so many of these senior homes in the Twin Cities.  Could there be 

a package deal where once a year they have a bus that could take them over there?   It eliminates 
parking and helps MHS 

Last thoughts 
 Strongly associate more with the 26 sites 
 Work with Senior Centers…as a group they can go and be together; interested in history because 

you’re part of it 
 Talk a look at the costs…admission, parking, Omni Theater; have enough publicity see enough of 

the ‘body worlds’ (UMN comment-confused!) 
 Need more publicity…about MHS…what it does, how there are programs across the state, 

advertise in papers and magazines and TV; especially for seniors; consider memberships—more 
profit in changing membership fees 

 Advertising and publicize more about everything associated: benefits, costs, facilities 
 Advertise more through written magazines; have it more accessible and carts… 
 Reduce admission and parking fees for xx groups 
 Marketing MHS through specific sources, magazines and target specific ads; 

parents/grandparents/ tourism 
 Create an awareness of programs and opportunities that MHS represents 
 Advertising…marketing… didn’t talk about is marketing of all facilities and marketing more 

successfully with state legislator/legislature 
 Increased awareness of MHS and what they do; highlight association of history center through 

advertising and targeted advertising; how research is done on the internet; beneficial  of internet 
searcher; pop up ads….never seen anything like that 

 I’m a big Library user…comes up on county websites? 
 Excellent job on Civil war--- put that much energy into marketing other programs (MHS 

comments that it’s money) 

Overall, most important message to MHS 
 “Make it more accessible by having wheel chairs, electric carts, etc. at all entrances” 
 “More publicity of society and programs, more advertisement of MHS in newspapers and T.V., 

change of membership for families/seniors” 
 “MHS should more strongly establish their association with the 26 state sites they operate” 
 “Advertise/publicize everything associated with MHS – benefits, cost, facilities, activities, etc.” 
 “Increase awareness of the MHS and what they do, highlight association with History Center 

through advertisements, consider increased internet “targeted” advertisement i.e. when someone 
searches something ‘historical’ an MHS ad appears” 

 “More aggressive marketing campaign with public and legislature” 
 “Create an awareness of the programs and opportunities that MHS represents” 
 “Consider cost for seniors more, plan group sales” 
 “Cost: admission, parking, Omni all add up.  Family rate” 
 “Marketing the MHS through resources i.e. magazines/radios(interviews) that would target 

specific audiences (parents, grandparents, educators, tourism)” 
 “Reduce admission and parking fees for families or groups” 
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Focus Group on Monday, July 29th 2013 
Summary  

 
This focus group of parents proved to be both insightful and eager to share their thoughts to better 
Minnesota Historical Society.  Of all focus groups conducted for this project, these nine participants 
provided the most written feedback in their closing messages to MHS.  Focus group participants 
were younger (25-39 years old) than MHS’s average members and had children in K-12 in Minnesota 
schools.  This group also had ethnic diversity with two-thirds of the participants from communities 
of color, whereas all the participants from the three previous focus groups appeared to be White, 
non-Hispanic.   
 
This group had less experience with MHS sites and services than other focus groups in the project.  
Those participants who had visited the sites were positive about how MHS makes it experiential / 
interactive for the children.  However, there were questions about who was writing and interpreting 
the history  and if the history of their group was included.   
 
The most reoccurring theme throughout the session was a lack of awareness about MHS and what 
they offer.  Of those who had no experience with MHS, all said they would be extremely interested in 
visiting MHS sites or taking advantage of their features if only they knew about them.  There were 
mentions from two participants that they had seen advertisements from MHS in the past, but overall 
the participants expressed a great lack of awareness about the organization.  All participants were 
parents but a lack of school relayed educational information about MHS exists and, as such, a forum 
of opportunity exists to promote the organization more. 

 
Like other focus groups, they emphasized making history interactive and engaging for children.  
This group, compared to the previous focus groups, frequently identified / suggested marketing 
through neighborhood organizations.  At least one participant conveyed that history can be boring 
(a point that had rarely been brought up in past groups surprisingly), especially when it is not 
relevant to their own personal backgrounds, culture, and heritage.  There was an emphasis on 
paying attention to incoming and current multicultural populations in Minnesota.  Including this 
diversity to MHS’s services and sites would make the organization a higher priority for participants 
to visit. 
 
All focus groups overwhelmingly identified lack of awareness of MHS as a significant constraint.  
Similar to some respondents in the retiree focus groups,  price was an additional constraint to MHS 
participation.  With younger families and children in the home, this family group appeared price-
sensitive.  There were more mentions of cost constraints being a barrier to visiting MHS in this 
group than any other focus group in the project. Families need to plan and budget for a trip to the 
museum due to admission fees and fees charged for youth educational programs limited 
participation from youth clubs (ex. Boy Scouts) and low income schools. 
 
Focus group comments support the following recommendations from the report: 
 

1.  Need to conduct focus groups with ethnic communities as there were questions about 
whose version of history is being told / is their ethnic group’s history (from their 
perspective) being told. 

a. Some African American focus group participants interpreted the term "Society" in 
the MHS name as only for the "bluebloods" (long-term wealthy families of 
Minnesota). 

b. Some African American focus group participants felt there were limited exhibits that 
represented their history.  The three items identified as being positive were Rondo 
neighborhood, music in Minnesota, and 'If These Walls Could Talk' 
 

2. Need for more advertising / promotion / marketing. 
a. African American participants spoke frequently about obtaining information through 

neighborhood organizations and publications compared to white participants from 
previous focus groups talking about major media like TV news and MPR 
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b. All participants were connected through the internet.  All use social media 
(Facebook, etc.) 

c. Marketing programs for children will bring in the parents (ex: materials children can 
bring home to their parents from the school field trip to encourage a return visit by 
the family.) 

d. There is likely something about history of interest to everyone – the key is making it 
personal to each person’s history (ex some like neighborhood history) 

e. Neighborhood information and connections were suggested 
 
Key additional findings: 

1. People new to Minnesota didn't feel a connection to Minnesota history. 
 

Notes 
 
Name, info…9 participants 
(White man) 13 years, legal resident since 2004 (came from Wisconsin) 
(African American woman)  Born in Cleveland, Ohio.  Has lived in Minnesota for 20 years; family 1st 

African Americans in MN 
(African American man)  4 years from Chicago 
(African American woman)  26 years, from WI 
(African American man)  Since 2007.  From Michigan 
(African American man)  born in MN 
(White man)  born in Mpls – most of my life 
(White woman)  26 years, interrupted born here, moved away for a while and have been back here 

for 13 years 
(Jewish man)  since 1998 
 
What do you think of when you hear the word ‘history’? 
(African American man) “Past, unfairness, important events, *misconceptions*, slavery, building of 

knowledge” 
(White man)  “Old, interesting, story of the past, knowledge”  
(African American woman) “Legendary, back in the day, historic, past” 
(White man) “History Channel, WWII, Roman and Greek Empires, Ancient Egypt, pivotal points in 

history” 
 (Jewish man)  “Tradition, heritage, America, time, ancestors” 
(White woman) “Museums, heritage, influences on today’s cityscape, the story of where we come 

from/how cities grew and changed” 
 (African American man) “Past, who am I?, subject, boring” (laughter) 
(African American man) “Test, origin, past, present, future, “his—story” – individual story—however 

someone interprets it, reported, true, untrue, tradition” 
(African American woman)  “Ancient, story, education” 
 
What do you think of when you hear ‘the Minnesota Historical Society’? 
 (African American man) Old, reputation, obligation to represent / report, wealth, cultural -- should 

reflect multiculturalism,” “should be diverse” 
(White woman) Museum, preserving the stories of Minnesota, classes 
(African American woman)  Preservation, educational, family events, fund, heritage, fundraisers, 

heart of Minneapolis, fundraisers, children, internship” 
 (White man)  History of MN, new ways to intrigue people (“My daughter went there on field trip – I 

believe it was last year.  She said it was fun but I don’t remember her bringing anything home 
that would talk about it”  

(African American woman) “People of the past, educated educator, historic organization, 
knowledgeable about historic events” 

(White man) “Culture, ancestry, railroads, Swedish/Norwegian, town/city development and history” 
(African American man)  “I don’t know, maybe I misunderstood.  I put: Where is it? Do they have 

one? What does it look like?  I’m interested.”  
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(Jewish man) History of MN, preserve info about MN, place where MN history goes, collectors of MN 
History, Minnesota impact on history 

(African American man) “*building blocks of MN, cities, rivers, and landforms, important figures, 
books, important events, journeys, Fort Snelling” 

 
What does the MHS do…? 
(White man)  Museum of history of MN.  I was there as a kid, too, and I can’t remember.  I gotta get 

back there.  I wonder what’s changed.” 
(African American man)  “It’s a Society.  A Society of who?  Different groups?  It’s not like they put 

‘museum’ in their title.” 
(Jewish man) “I’ve only heard about the MHS – the name -- in passing; don’t really know what they 

do, I don’t think they are a museum.  I would imagine they are just a society of people.  I don’t 
even know who put the society together—is it state run?” 

(White woman) “I think they also have a hand in preserving buildings and features and landscape – 
what stays and what goes.”  

(African American man)  “Are they all bluebloods?  Probably pretty much maybe.”  Tell me what you 
mean by blue bloods?  “You know, every state has their people with the most resources, family 
heritage.  You know everyone – you have the caste.  You have to represent some of them.”    

(Jewish) “Like the Rockefellers”   
(African American) “Like in Michigan you’ve got the Delos’s” (Laughter) 
(White man)  I don’t know—I can see the perception (of bluebloods); makes sense – the perception 

from one point of view.  Starts with those who keep interest in history – keeps track of history of 
certain people.  Who takes care of it after each and every generation? Not necessarily preserved 
only for them…for everyone 

(White man) Usually the wealthier that has the stuff to offer, donate. 
(White woman) It’s my understanding that anyone can join the MHS. 
(White man) Anyone who wants to preserve those parts of history can continue that legacy. 
(African American man) So any individual or group that has something to offer 
(Jewish man) Is there more than one?   
(African American man)  Familiar because in Chicago they have it… 
(Jewish man)  Is it a competition – your history, my history? 
(White man)  I think some people have it at the local level like in northern Minnesota they have 

history of the towns 
(Jewish man) and the Jewish Minnesota Historical Society as well 
(African American man)  Random collection of Minnesota across the state.  I’m saying that because 

there are city ones and county ones. 
(White man) Probably cultural ones as well.  Probably subsets but the Minnesota Historical Society is 

the whole or it is the one that has the broad generalization of Minnesota. 
(African American man) “I was just lookin at the title.  Minnesota Historical sounds like a state run 

thing, but then when I look at Society I think of those bluebloods.”  (laughter) 
(Jewish man) “They should probably change the name – Minnesota blueblood society.”  (Laughter) 
(African American man) Then they can shorten it to just Minnesota Bloods (laughter) 
 
Experience with historic sites & museums 
(White woman)  “I’ve been to Mill City a couple of times— once with family and once my kids went 

there on a school trip; great fun.  I’ve camped at Ft Snelling also.  Everything is very nicely kept 
at both of these places; well kept, well maintained facilities.”  

(African American Woman)  “My daughter is a Girl Scout and I know their group when Mill City.  The 
girls enjoyed themselves.  I am trying to think of the other museum before as a volunteer 
activity. But I’ll tell you these a group of the older Girl Scouts so they’re not like the Brownies so 
I was very impressed with the fact that they were talking about it you know in the van ride home 
and all the cool stuff that they saw. I guess one of the presenters did a piece on some of the 
history so they learned all of these cool little facts that they didn’t know. So I think if you can get 
the attention of teenagers, then that’s good. I mean if you can hold their attention, which I find 
is very hard to do with that age group so I thought that was pretty cool.” (Daughter was in 7th 
grade when she went) 
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(African American woman)  Son just went to Ft Snelling – he’s in 6th grade now.  He brought back a 
lot of knowledge that I was unaware of.  He enjoyed it.   

(African American man)  “I’ve actually never been to any of the museums.  It’s actually been on the 
top of my list to do with all of my kids because I can actually appreciate seeing some of the—.  
I’m seeing advertisements all over the place”  .. I like to kinda try to make it seem like its kinda 
cool…the little ones will love it though.  (Grades fall 2013, K, 6, 9, and 11); 

(Jewish man) “Yea, for Mill City” 
Do you recall where you saw it? No.  A lot of different publications.  I’m on line a lot – City 
Pages has stuff going on. 

(Jewish man)  Whatever they’re doing with Mill City advertising definitely peeked my interest.  I don’t 
know – maybe stuff on the radio, TV even.  There’s definitely a lot of signage around all of a 
sudden.  Mille City – that’s weird.  I thought it was a new museum…It isn’t? 

(African American man)  There are two components to Mill City.  One is entertainment nights 
you know. 

(African American man)  I’m an educator—been to Ft Snelling & xx a lot (MHC?); 4th grade teacher.  
Never been to Split Rock.MHC kids a lot---after 1st 2 or 3 times; do a good job at changing 
displays and things of that nature.  They have a really good exhibit about 7 years ago that really 
touched me – the Rondo neighborhood where I grew up at which really intrigued me which was 
really the first time I saw a lot of diversity in their exhibits  They’ve also had some exhibits 
looking at history of music in MN which got me into you know local hip hop artists in Minnesota 
and some of the things like that.  They do a good job of trying to keep it hip even though you 
wouldn’t think it would be since some of their stuff you know is history, etc but some of their 
stuff could be boring.  They keep a lot of the same thing over and over and so once you’ve seen 
it.  Fort Snelling, from a teacher’s perspective, I think the kids enjoy the first time the 
reenactment of the Civil War and the things of that nature and how things were.  I think some of 
it isn’t totally accurate.  I am a history buff myself and I get kinda irritated when I see certain 
things but that’s my own personal perception.  I can talk about that later…The biggest pet peeve 
about the History Center – not for me personally but for a lot of people I knew – it was free and 
they started charging.  It really turned some people off you know because it was a service that a 
lot of families could go to free of charge…I know when they instituted that it started to turn 
some people off.  I’m not sure if it’s affected how many people attended or not.  From what I’ve 
heard it’s impacted it a little bit.  Mill City I can’t comment on because it was so long ago.” 

(African American man) “I’ve only been here four years.  I don’t know where any of that stuff is.  I’ve 
never heard of it.  Growing up in Chicago, I know where all the museums and stuff are.  But I’ve 
only been here 4 years and I live in the Northwest suburbs.  I haven’t really had a chance.  I find 
myself asking ‘Do they have a Science and Industry Museum here?’ and a lot of stuff that I know 
are in Chicago.  I don’t know where they are here or necessarily whether or not they exist  

(Jewish man) A lot of the museums are centralized in Chicago 
(same African American man) “A lot of you talked about growing up here and going to the 
museums as kids on school field trips, so you grow up with that, you’re taught that.  So 
when you enter in.  I just found out there is a waterfalls – Minnehaha Falls – like two weeks 
ago.  I think there is a lot of stuff I don’t know regards what Minnesota has to offer.” 
How do you find out about what’s available? 
(same African American man) “Just talking to neighbors.  Just in driving.  Sometimes I go 
into St. Paul to do business and I saw a hotel across from the Xcel Center, and that’s the first 
time I’d seen that.  So that’s the only thing that I know does exist here.” 
(Jewish man) I believe the History Center is like two blocks up (several agreed with him) 

Do any of the sites need to be renovated? 
(Jewish man)  There is a museum of a lot of school houses. Can’t remember the name. Not Gibbs 

Farm – Kayhill School or something like that. 
(African American woman)  I was there, too, when I was in school. 
(Jewish man) Those types of experiences where it’s real life reenactment.  The kids really get 
into that. 
Does that need to be renovated?  No, I’m sorry. (laughter)  No, they need like indoor 
plumbing but that might kill the whole thing, right?  (laughter) 

(African American woman)  I found out about these places through neighbors. I sit on the board in 
my neighborhood. I sit here and listen to all these things. Like I said, I’ve been here for 20 years 
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and I’ve never heard of these places. My whole family is from here. Like I said, a lot of these 
places I’ve never heard of. There were a couple that rang a bell for me. So they’re not advertising 
where it’s getting around to everybody. Being a parent – and I’m a pretty active parent in the 
community and my daughter goes to DeLaSalle High School so there’s a huge family events 
where we as parents are constantly looking for places to go as families. I’ve been asking at 
women’s book clubs and we never talk about things like that. I’m listening and like wow. It’s 
definitely something that, as a family, I can bring up to go as a family or as a group to these 
places. I’m not seeing the advertising that you guys are seeing. 

(Jewish man)  26 sites…? Wow, they need to do a better job of advertising 
 (White man) Is the train museum in Duluth part of this?  

(African American man) You mean the Greyhound thing? 
(White man) We went as a group there last year and took the trains 
Need to advertise more….active family and haven’t seen it 

(African American woman)  If they advertised more I’m sure we’re a pretty big group.  I’m sure we’d 
go. 

(Jewish man)  We go once a year to Chicago---I know where all the museums are in Chicago; “There is 
a museum culture (in Chicago)”  They’re all in the same area.  They’ve done a very good job.  I 
even know that if you can’t afford a museum and you’re a resident in Chicago, you can go to a 
library and get a pass 

(White man & white woman)  They used to have library passes here last year and the year before for 
the Mill City and Historical Center but that ended.  Stopped it and kind of disappointing because 
I didn’t get a chance to go last year 

(White woman) I’ve known about most of those museums, but I wouldn’t have known they were part 
of the Historical Society unless I was given some sort of clue or trigger. 

(White man)  What are they doing to embrace the history of the last 100 years?  Most of the history 
I’ve been hearing is older history.  I used to live in St. Paul most of my life and I recently moved 
to North Minneapolis.  I was really interested in new neighborhood; how the north side of 
Minneapolis back in the 20’s & 30’s.  It’s different now than how it was then. 

(African American woman) It used to be beautiful 
(White man)  It used to be Jewish people and black people living side by side like in a 
community.  Now it’s different.  I’ve don’t see / never seen anything about that. 
(White woman)  I recommend Mill City Museum 
(White man)  Cool   
(Jewish man)  I’ve seen a video from the Jewish Minnesota Historical Society on the North 
side. There used to be a thriving Jewish community there. (Lots of comments from the 
African American & the Jewish group members chiming in about what used to be there – 
mumbled in the tape.)  You can see all the synagogues.  There used to be butchers and 
rabbi’s walking around with beards.   

(African American man)  I haven’t visited these museums, but I have looked for things going on to 
take the whole family to.  The fact that I’ve looked but not had anything jump out at me where 
it’s easy to say ‘let’s go do this.’  Maybe it takes a little more planning that I want to do. 

Where have you looked?  Several websites.  Everything online. 
 (Jewish man)  Maybe they should develop an app!  (several people agree)  I’m just telling you 
apps are the way to go in the future.  My kid is building dragon cities – she say’s ‘go away, 
I’m building cities.” 
(White man) Do advertising on Facebook 

Summary:  What I hear you saying is there is a lack of information about what is out there, 
where are they located, what’s a part of it & what’s not, started to charge and that has affected 
some folks. 
 
Educational programs for children 
(White man) I know at Fort Snelling – I’m Assistant Scout master out in Monticello.  They used to do 

an event with the Scouts that used to be free but it’s not anymore.  So drop in kids going 
because it’s a ways from Monticello and then the cost of the event.  There are a lot of things in 
the steps for Scouts like going to historical sites and learning about it but we’re not aware of 
much in our area.  I don’t know if there is a way for the Historical Society to work more closely 
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with Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts to integrate the two together and have more resources available 
to the Scouts.   

(White man)  I’ve never heard of Minnesota History Day.  That should be a day for everybody where 
people can get into whatever history thing they want to go to for free that day.  (several agreed) 

(African American man) Where do they do History Day? 
(White man) I’ve never heard about it but I’d like to know more.  Is it like a Festival or County Fair 

type thing with exhibits?  So are actors there that kids can get their photo taken with so the kids 
can say ‘I got my picture taken with a pretend Walter Mondale Jr. or Kirby Puckett or whoever 
they’re going to do.   

(White man) Have some real Minnesota celebrities come through – like Prince.  That one thing would 
bring out more awareness of the whole thing all together 

(African American man)  You can make it as big as you want, but people don’t know that it’s going 
on then it defeats the purpose.  I think part of the problem is that unless you live in a certain 
area like Minneapolis or St Paul or the urban area you don’t know about these things.  I live all 
the way out in Maple Grove and I’ve never heard of this stuff. Part of the problem is broken 
communication. Unless you live in that immediate area there’s not a lot of communication about 
what’s going on.  I know a lot about what’s going on in my neighborhood because they put out 
flyers, newspapers and things like that, but I don’t know what’s going on in the inner city. 

(African American woman)  Even in South Minneapolis.  We don’t even know.  Even in the heart of 
South Minneapolis.  I’m the diversity chair for the P.T.A. (Parent Teacher’s Association) and so I 
know a lot and I’m with a lot of people, my daughter being a Girl Scout, and I don’t know 
anything about these things but I guarantee you if having actors and things like that kids would 
love it.  Taking a picture, learning about history and making it exciting and creative.  Kids like 
that and my thing and a group of the parents, I know we are always looking at ways to pull the 
kids away from the TV and the internet. So having interesting things like that – if I knew, I would 
take my whole neighborhood. 

(African American man)  I read a lot of local publications and I don’t remember ever reading 
anything about the Minnesota Historical Society.  Like the free things they throw on your door 
(several voices chimed in agreeing)  – North side thing, Southside thing, they have a lot of music 
publications.   

(African American man)  If they’re having History Day, maybe they should split it up – having one at 
the U of M and others in other parts of Minnesota.  Encourage the community to partake. 

(Jewish man)  They have a history day at my kid’s school and they have the kids research a person 
and she had to act it out / be that person. 

(African American man new to Minnesota)  “I ask what there is to do and most of the time I get 
fishin or huntin or boatin.  Is that all there is to do here?”  (several agree / laugh) 

(White woman)  I am familiar with the interpretive actors not through the school but they go to my 
Grandmother’s nursing home.  I have heard wonderful things about them – she really enjoys 
when they are there.  She loves it. 

(White man) Because they are charging now for admissions it must be because donations are waning.  
I don’t know if there is, but some kind of state support so it could remain free. 

(White woman)  Remember that sequester last year?  There it went. 
(White man)  Not only that, but all of us here have a small idea of what they do.  The lack of 
promotion and advertising on it is huge.  That’s where you’re gonna lose a lot on it because 
if they’re not aware of it, they’re not going to donate. 
(Jewish man) You can even have a thing on the app “Donate to the Minnesota Historical 
Society.” 
 

(To the Teacher – Are you aware of the charges / costs for educational programs?) 
(African American man)  I’ve seen History Live – in one of my old schools we had an actor come in 

playing Clara Barton…been to MHC where actors do things.  “(MHS) they really push this out to 
schools regarding this educational thing, but everything costs money.  I’m not sure where 
everyone lives but obviously some schools – not to cast dispersion on schools – but I’ve heard a 
lot of suburban schools push a lot more money into having the history players come into 
schools as opposed to urban schools and city schools just because of money and things of that 
nature.  I know of times of me and my team that we wanted to have them and we try to get 
grants and stuff but it does cost a significant amount of money.  They do offer scholarships to 
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some schools to keep prices down.  Personally I think it’s a great program but I don’t think 
enough schools are able to take advantage of it because it does cost money.  That is not MHS 
issue because actors have to get paid – it’s their job -- but schools, everything is tight with 
money /budgets.” 

(Same African America man)  I know some museums do advertise, but with History compared to the 
arts – it has to be someone who’s really interested in things, if you’re not a history person, 
sometimes you don’t notice certain things.  It’s hard to see things.  I’ve seen advertisements for 
special things. I know even for the 4th of July at Ft Snelling had their own thing for 4th of July 
when I was looking for fireworks and things like that.  I think it was the St. Paul paper or City 
Pages they had a promotion.  I think there is a lack of people who are interested in history.  As a 
teacher, I know kids are like whatever, I don’t care about history.  I think people are just not that 
in tune with understanding or being engaged when it comes to history.  It becomes a detriment 
to promoting.  Either you’re into history and you’ll seek it out or you’re not into history.   

(White man) Really depends on audience and how you grab them…. If it’s just straight up, here’s 
history then you’re going to lose a lot of them.  My oldest son (age 9) was going through some of 
my books and saw something about the Bismarck and the Titanic and was interested in it 
immediately and wanted to learn more about it.  If you can market it a certain way, you’ll catch 
people who would never have known or been interested in it. 

(African American woman)  “You’ve got to make it personal.” 
 
Family history research….. 
(White man) “Yes, but not with that – I thought it was only in Utah.  I am into genealogy and no idea 

of that – I had to go to the Latter Day Saints.  My thesis in college (in 2004) was about 
disappearing communities in northern MN and the place I had to find a lot of that information 
was going to northern MN to those towns.  I had no idea this was available.  We did research 
online and never knew.” 

(Jewish man) Just listening to NPR…talking about genealogy and a bunch of people came on talking 
about Utah but no mention of MN 

(White man)  Can you do it on the website?  That would be awesome if you could. 
(White man)  Basically an ancestry.com for Mn 
(Jewish man)  minnesotaancestry.com 
(African American woman)  This is the kind of stuff we need to know. 

(African American woman)  My daughter has a project at a catholic school on way back when.  She 
ran out of resources for project, wish they would have known 

(Jewish man) Put it on the app 
(White man)  I have a friend in the radio business.  “Radio advertising is hit or miss and is 

ridiculously expensive for air time.  You could put the same amount of money into Facebook 
marketing and get much, much, much bigger response and more people following, and more 
people in tune with…” 

 
How many of you search for things to do with the family on the internet: all 
How many of you use Facebook?  Everyone 
Twitter? 4 
Instagram? 3 
(Jewish man)  Google is my best friend 

(African American woman) Yea, Google. 
(White man) “Take pictures from the MHA and tag us whether it’s Instagram or Facebook.  That way 

it gets more notice out there.  Your friends will see ‘Oh.’” 
(Jewish man) “Integrate it into the actual experience.  Take a picture with Abraham Lincoln and 

Tweet it to your friends ‘Here at the Minnesota History Museum.’” 
(White man)  If there was some sort of souvenir or trinket where there was a search in the museum 

where you would tag or do check-ins on Foursquare where if you completed them you would get 
this prize. 

(White man)  Cable advertising a lot cheaper than mainstream—can target geographically (kid’s 
channels) 

(African American man)  “I think that is important.  With me just moving here just History is ‘your 
story.’  I think that for a lot of people who are just moving here or have just moved here recently 
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they don’t feel Minnesota is a part of their history…I can tell you all about Chicago history 
because it’s my home, but people who have moved here recently or the past couple of years, if 
there is a way that Minnesota could reach out to them and make them feel like they’re at home 
and they have history here, I think that would broaden their horizons on what the Minnesota 
Historical Society can do.”   

(African American man)  “Your story” 
(African American man)  I haven’t been to any of the museums, but I don’t know if they have been 

highlighting stuff like migrations like the Somali community – this being the largest community 
outside of Somalia.  Hmong and the great migration from Chicago.  African Americans to 
Minnesota in the last 30 years.”   

(Jewish man) Partnering like with the Urban League 
(African American man)  Put up billboards and once a month have like ‘Fun Fact’  Make it 

appropriate for that neighborhood.  (lots of agreement) 
(Jewish man)  You’ve gotta make it personal (lots of agreement) 
(White man) How the different cultures intermingle 
(White man) The only other Society I’m aware of in Minnesota is the Cremation Society because of 

the billboards – several billboards (laughter) 
 
Why don’t you use services—beyond awareness? 
(African American man)  Minnesota history is just sort of boring.  I don’t feel like this is part of me; 

if I felt like there was history around me, then I’m interested, but I don’t know if  I have the due 
diligence to do that.  If they put up signs in the neighborhood – it doesn’t even need to be 
billboards.  Like ‘Fun Fact: Did you know Uptown was created in___’   That would spark an 
interest, make you interested and want to find out more.  But if I don’t have anything to start 
from then I wouldn’t want to find out more.” 

Need Billboards- fun facts around the area with ‘Learn more at____’ 
(African American women)  What sparks my interest – how do I say that – like north Minneapolis.  

Besides advertising, getting more organizations like community organizations involved.  Partner 
with other organizations 

(African American man) Like FLO – this arts event this past weekend in North Minneapolis.  I 
guess they’re historical and not arts, but there is a cross there somewhat 

(White man) Instead of one festival have several in neighborhoods where you can get local funding 
like lots of bars have a lot of heritage and culture there.  They could serve food, pay a fee to put 
up a stand and that’s where you can get funding for it. 

(Jewish man)  Promote history more than the museums….. Promote idea that history is important to 
everyone;  

(African American woman)  Making it more interesting to everyone, not just adults, but children.  
Like knowing about north Minneapolis.  The kids there don’t know the history of north 
Minneapolis or South Minneapolis.  I used to sit with my Grandmother who started Sabathani 
House many, many years ago – sitting and listening to her.  And having the neighborhood kids 
11 and 10 hearing those stories makes them like ‘O my God. Really?’  Those kinds of things 
grasp you and make you want to become a part of that.”   

(White woman)  “Honestly, one of the things that prevents me from going to these things is the 
admission.” 

(Jewish man)  If you have $10 a kid to spend, do you go to the History Center or Mall of America? 
(laughter) 

(African American man) Or the park that’s free.  We love the Como Zoo (laughter) 
 (African American man)  Do I care about things that happened 100 or 150 years ago?  I don’t know 

if they keep current with the year that went by.  I don’t know that the current generation cares 
about what happened 100 years ago.  Everything is instant – I want to do things right now.  Be 
more creative in what they put up. Be non-traditional, push the envelope a little bit because there 
is a lot of different history that doesn’t get reported.  Are you gonna follow the same model 
you’ve been following or are you going to do different histories from different perspectives.  It’s 
changed so much -- not as many people support ‘that’ history anymore but people support 
different views of history.” 

(African American woman)  I’m kinda iffy on that.  People need to know the raw history – 
this is what happened here. 
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(African American man)  “But who’s writing the history books?  The history that I learned in 
school was not the truth – not all of it.” 
(African American woman)  “But that will be up for debate though.  Then it will be about 
who’s right and who’s wrong.”    
(African American man)  “It’s not about who’s right or who’s wrong.”  
 

I’m hearing several constraints: 1. Awareness.  2. Cost.  3. Whose history / content 
(African American man)  It could be true.  I’ve heard that before.  Tell me something else that’s true 

that you’re not reporting on. 
(Jewish man)  You know, the other side of the story.  I wanna hear the other guy’s story – the 
one that wasn’t around. 

(White man)  It depends on the story and how it’s being told – that’s the big thing.  Just grasping the 
viewer.  Getting them in there first and then keeping their attention.  Making it interesting.  
Making it fresh.  Making them want to learn. And making it interactive, tangible – some kids’ 
attention spans are really short.  Make it so that if they sat there for 5 seconds or 5 minutes, 
what can they take away from it. 

(White man)  Making new history like over the past hundred years.  Like there’s a whole catacomb of 
tunnels under St. Paul.  There used to actually be a railroad that went under there (African 
American woman agrees).  Making new exhibits.  If they could open that up and make it into a 
tour or something. 

(White man)  Doing something about the 35W bridge – that’s a huge part of our history. 
(African American woman) They have something on that. 
 

One of you said it’s on your list to go but you haven’t gotten there yet.  What’s preventing you? 
(African American man)  I have a rather large family (5 children) and when I go I take everybody.  I 

have to really plan this out.  We can’t go museum hopping like we’d want to.  If they had a yearly 
pass to all the museums. 

(White man) Or a discounted family pass 
(African American man) If all their entities could be combined so that its user friendly so it’s 
easier for us to…I  like to read but a lot of people don’t like to 

(African American man)  Its awareness and money.  I might find out about something after it’s taken 
place.  I look for things.   

(African American woman)  Every person likes some part of history.  It’s just figuring out what parts 
of history attract them to learn more.  And if they can associate that with different communities 
and individuals, awareness would be a lot better.  If they could pinpoint things from history that 
would attract people’s attention.” 

(African American man) Multi-cultural history 
(Jewish man) MHS seems to be this umbrella organization and have to find them, but if you could 

pay 1 price for the 26 sites and an ancestry database, etc. you would be getting a lot of value and 
connection to those city things.   

(White man)  In Milwaukee you can buy membership and family pass where you can get Omni 
Theater and the zoo.  You would be aware of them and unlimited access to them.  That could be 
huge. 

(African American man)  They should have a free admission for day.  In Chicago they have a day 
where every museum is free – they have a sign where you can donate.  If they just did it one day 
for free for all sites across Minnesota. 

(African American man)  The History Center has that after 5 one day but it’s not consistent across 
the board for all the museums. 

(White man)  I believe we are now one of the most multi-cultural states in the country (African 
American woman agrees) 

 
What would your final words of advice/comments be for Minnesota Historical Society? 
(Jewish man) “Bring more people under the MN Historical Society umbrella; make an annual pass 

that shows all access to 26 sites…and ancestry database” 
(White woman)  “I think the MN Historical Society is doing a great job with outreach.  I’ve seen the 

ads for Mill City on the city busses & light rail.  I tell visitors to the city about the great 
downtown museums and historical places on a weekly basis – (I drive a cab).  I have friends with 
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membership to the MN Hist. Society and I probably would too if cost weren’t an issue.  I am also 
disappointed in the discontinuation of the free library passes before I got a chance to visit all the 
places.  Go history! ” 

(White man) “More advertising with new multicultural exhibits, new web awareness with app that is 
adult and children friendly.  Parents are influenced by their kids so bring the kids and the 
parents will follow.  Minnesota History Day” 

(African American man) “To promote/advertise more in a way that will engage and excite people.  
Offer free days or discounted admission.  A better context to personalize history for everyone.” 

(African American man) “The perception that you have many great contacts and resources, I think 
you should create an event that highlights past events, present and future and also be open to 
mainstream performances (MN Native performers).  As long as it is properly managed, you will 
be able to cover all expenses.  Popular/mainstream platform will increase visibility and viability 
w/ people.  Involve as many local organizations as possible.”  (Note: he is a performance artist) 

(African American woman) “Raise more awareness to what you have to offer.  Find different ways to 
attract consumer and promote more multicultural to promote history for all ages.  Preserve 
history from the past as well over the last 100 years.” 

(African American man) “Give ‘Fun Facts’ about Minnesota history specific to where the billboard is.” 
(African American woman) “Need to advertise more, make accessible to all, presence ‘History’, keep 

interesting, ‘creative’.” 
(White man) “More advertising.  Facebook!  Incentives – scavenger hunts, apps to check in at.  Market 

the history to grasp various ages and backgrounds.  Cost, cost, cost.  Annual pass.” 
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APPENDIX J – MARKET AREA PROFILE (MAP)
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